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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 21, 1908.

tDbntiMmnta.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

SECURITY
is the first and most

imimrt-

jmt consideration for investors

If placed at Interest. Let your
money work for you. The old
established

PROFIT

Hancock County

In

is the next consideration.

department we pay
On deposits subcheck we pay 3% per

our savings
juer cent.

ject to
cent,

on

balances of WOO

Savings

W anted—Potatoes.
Eaec notice Est Priscilla G Torrey.
Iu bandroptcy—Mark C Morrison.
Burrill Nat'l Bank.
Hancock Co Savings bank.
E K Hopkins—Marble works.
St an wood Photographer.
Portland, Me:
Equitable Life Assurance Society—Salesman
wanted.
—

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH EOSTOFPICB.

Bank

or

In

effect Oct. />, 1908.
mails received.

#TEvVry

modern banking facility may be found at our
new rooms, *8 Main 8treet,

during the thirty-five yean of
its existence, haa paid seventy
dividends. Surplus and earnings over lOper cent, of deposits

Ellsworth.
gtfe Deposit Boxen for Rent.

||Mc«ck Qounty pavings ganR

Bnrrill National Bank.

STATE ST.. ELLSWORTH, ME.

From West—7.18 a m; 4.89 and 9.99 p m.
From East—11.07 a m; 18.06, 5.66 and 10.82 p

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT FOSTOFFICB.

Gonru Wist—10.45,11-30 a m; 5.90 and 9 pm.
Goiho East—030 a m; 4 and 9.90 p m.
No Sunday mail.

Miss 3. A. Thompson has been In Boston
the peet week on bnsinese.
Charles A. Hanscom and wile left laat
Saturday lor Baltimore (or the winter.

We will sell for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

0.

W.

Palmer Seavey, ol Oak Point, baa told
the schooner Hattie Lewis to Deer Isle

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write

us

and

we

will call

on

you

parties.

immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National Bank

Bldg..
Ei laworth, Mb.

Street.

Main

SALE
foot of Pea street, Northeast
to low-water maik.

TAPLKV.

Real

and

Eaatato

Harbor.

Inauranco,

HAS KOR SALE

good buildings—Two dwellings

in town

—A mercantile property.

HALS ST.,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

....

telephone girls will give
shirtwaist party at Odd Fellows hall

Thursday.

and

THE FEATURE

PICTURES:

The Fatal hour and

by

Betrayed
Handprint.

a

PICTURES AS FOLLOWS:

OTHER

Thompson's Night Out,
Winter in Northern Europe,

Happy Bob Chasing Hats,
Unappreciated Patrons,

A Student’s Predicament,

ILLUSTRATED
WISH

ADMI88IOW 10c.

SONGS

TAYLOR.

Children under 12, 6c.

I’reformances every afternoon and evening. Hours: Afternoons,
to 4.30. Evenings: First performance at 7.80, second at 0.00.
Change of pictuies every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
M

Electric

I—ightt

IViein

Front,

Street.

Whitcomb, Haynes&Co.,
ELLSWORTH’S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
FOR

TOWN TALK
AND

RADIANT FLOUR.

FURNITUREl
ROY

C.

cborcb and Mrs. A. E. Foster from the
Union Congregational church.

Harry C. Austin, who has charge of the
undertaking department for Boy C.
Haines, has received his diploma from the
Barnes school of embalming, in Boston,
and his registration card from the Massachusetts board of registration in enbaltning. Mr. Austin passed bis examination with honors, standing third in a class
of thirty.
The Ellsworth high school football team
met the Washington academy team from
Bast Machias at Wym«n park last Saturday, winning by a score of 11 toO, in a
well-fought game. Two dfteen-minute
halves were played, Ellsworth scoring
twice in the first ball. The Ellsworth
team will play a return game with Bluebill academy at Bluehill next Saturday.
The ladies of the H. E. O. club, with
their gentlemen, went to Franklin last
Friday afternoon for a chicken dinner at
the Belay house. La el year the club made
its first visit to the Relay house, and the
excellence of the entertainment then afforded is proven by the decision to make
this trip an annual event.
There were
twsnty-tbree in the party. After an ex
cellent supper, the whole crowd went
to the town hall where a social dance was
in progress, and made things merry until
twin time.

The Ellsworth

A horse owned by Arno W. Cleaves, of
Bar Harbor, and driven by Charles Maddocks, was the principal actor in an exMrs. Annie M. Smith and daughter
citing runaway Sunday. The horse was
Lucy and Miss Helen Cousins are visiting coming down Hardscmbble hill, on Maple
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
street, n hen the breeching broke, letting
Mrs. C. C. Burrill, who has spent the the carriage down on the horse. The horse
past month with her daughter, Mrs. wn up Water street and Fmnklin street,
Tatley, in Montreal, is expected home demolishing the wagon and spilling the ocFriday.
cupants, who escaped with slight bruises.
Mrs. Bertha ST. Crane, ol Machine, D. Freed from the wagon, the horse dashed
D. Q. M., will inspect Irene chapter, O. E. from Franklin street into Main, and be8., Friday evening. A good attendance is ing unable to make the short turn down
Main Btreet, crashed into the large platedesired.
glass window in J. A. McGown’s store,
BUUCiU ** U1 X. II" lli BUU UIO UUUC ICll
which was broken. The horse was badly
O.
home
in
for
their
night
Greenfield,
day
cut.
of
several
cities
and
will
visit
places
They
interest en route.
“VALLEY FARM.”

a

_

The Order of the Red Cross will be
ferred at the meeting of Blanqoefort

zrzz

HAINES,

[UNDERTAKING

con-

OBITUARY.

years,

next

Monday evening.

com*

A

full

Mrs. U. F.

Newman, sr., underwent

hour.
There is talk of repeating the performance at Hancock
hall, Ellsworth, at
Surry and at Blnehill.
late

will be retained.
an

operation tor appendicitis at the Emerson
private hospital. Forest Hills, Mssb., last
Thursday. She rallied satisfactorily from
the operation, and last reports of her condition were encouraging.
The new singing books for the Baptist
vestry will be used for the first time next
Sunday evening. The book is entittled
“The Voice of Praise No. 2”, and takes the
place of the “Voice of Praise” which has
been successfully used for the past three
years.
The removal of the Burrill national bank
from State to Main street is causing some
confusion in the minds of the customers of
the Hancock county savings bank. The
national bank only has been moved to
Main street; the savings bank is still at
its old quarters at 16 State street.
Ellsworth is well represented at the
meeting of the grand lodge and grand
encampment, I. O. O. F., in Bangor today. The meeting opened last night, and
will continue until to-morrow. Horace F.
Wescott is representative from Lejok
lodge, and Charles W. Joy from Wivurna

Drowned at Oak Point.
Oak Point, Oct. 19 (special)-John W.
Kira ball, of this place, was drowned in
the bay near here Saturday forenoon. With
Maurice and Chester Grindle, brothers, he
was in a canoe hunting ducks.
One of the
party fired at a bird, and the recoil of the
gun threw him backward and overturned
the canoe.
Kimball tried to swim to the shore, but
sank before reaching it. The Grindle
boys clung to the overturned canoe, and
succeeded in getting it ashore.
Kimball was thirty-three years of age,
and unmarried.
Farmers* Institute at Orland.
A farmers’ institute will be
held in
grange hall, Orland, Oct. 30, as appointed
by Commissioner Gilman, of the State
board of agriculture. There will be morning and afternooon sessions.
All who are interested in thd advance-

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

43.“

KbLHWOKTII FALLS.
Frank L. Heath
week on business.

was in Portland ladCapt. Marcos Morton Whittaker, one ol
the best-known and most capable captalat
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan went to Bangor
sailing oat of Ellsworth, died at his home Saturday alter visiting relatives here for
on the Bayside road Thursday, Oct. 15,
several weeks.
Death was due to Bright's disease. Capt.
The ladies who have been earning dolWhittaker’s health failed greatly last winlars (or church aid are requested to mack
ter, and with the opening of navigation on
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. A. W,
last spring he submitted reluctanly to the
Ellis.
advice of his physician, and relinquished
Mrs. Fred E. Grace, who has been visitcommand of his vessel. Be had Men
here several weeks, retained to-day toconfined to the house most of the surname, ing
iler home at the Green lake hatchssy.
though out occasionally, the last time beShe was accompanied by her daughter.
ing on election day.
Mrs. Frank A. Cottle and child.
born
in
Whittaker
was
Ellsworth,
Capt.
Mrs. William P. Dorr and Master Harry
not far from the spot where he died, sixty-seven years ago, and Ellsworth has al- Leo Alden were called to Lynn, Mess* the
ways been his home and his home port. latter part of laet week by the serious illAs a boy he began going to sea, and sooa ness of Harry Aldan, who was operated aw
rose to a master’s berth.
For full fifty for appendicitis. Mr. Aldan’s condttton,
years be followed the sea, and for more which for n few days was considered
than forty yeera he had been a master serious, is a little better.
of coasting vessels sailing out of EllsGeorge C. Fernald, an Ellsworth hey,
worth.
son of Frank Fernald and wife, of HUeHe had commanded but few vessels, but worth Falls, will, it is learned, shortly ashis terms of command of these had been sume the pocition of treasurer of the M»
long. Among them were the J. M. Ken- Trust Co., the new company just started
nedy, the Weaterloo, and the Lavoltr. and located at Booth Faria, the ahhe
The La volts, his last command, and one of town of Oxford county and the centra of
the best of the Ellsworth fleet, he has one of the growing business sections af
sailed for twenty years. He was a capa- Main:. Mr. Fernald formerly had bomb
ble captain, of good judgment, alert in assistant treasurer at North Conway, and
looking after his owner’s interests, and assistant cashier at the Berlin (N. H.)
popular with all with whom he came in national bank and for the past year or two
contact.
has been in Portland, bookkeeper and
Capt. Whittaker married Mary A. Bart- teller of the Mercantile Trust Co. Hie
of
lett,
Ellsworth, who survives him, with friends will be pleased to learn of his protwo sons—John B. and Edgar F. Whitta- gress, and
especially with the confidence
of
ker,
Boston, and two daughters—Mrs. placed in him for his new pocition.
Fred Bias, of Midland, Mich., and Mm.
Levi B. Lewis, of Hopkinton, Mass. He
COMING STENTS.
leaves an aged mother, whose home was
with him; a sister, Mrs. ArvillaSwan, who
also lived with him, and a brother,
Bijou theatre—Moving pictures afterCharles Whittaker, of Boston. In his noon and evening. Admission 10 cents.
home life be was an ideal son, husband
Wednesday, Oct. 21,8 p. m., at Unitarian
and father, and his first thought always
vestry—Harvest sapper; 25 cents.
was for those nearest and dearest to him.
Thursday evening, Oct. 22, at Odd FalFuneral services were held at the home
lows hall—Bhirtwaist party given by teleSaturday afternoon, Revs. S. W. Sutton
and P. A. A. Killam officiating. The pall- phone girls.
COUNTY.
bearers, all sea captains and members of
Friday, Oct. 30—Farmers’ institute at
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., of which Grange
hall, Orland.
Capt. Whittaker was a member, were
Bluehill, Oct. 31, forenoon and afterCapts. Joseph M. Higgins, N. H. Means,
Roland C. Bonsey and W. P. Woodward. noon—Farmers’ institute, under auspices
of State board df agriculture.
Interment was at Woodbine cemetery.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 20,
21, 22—Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
meeting at East Franklin.
Mrs. N. A. Mitchell is visiting her sister in New Haven, Conn.
ZUrtutttKnuntfc.
Mrs. Lottie Tonrtelotte, of Lakewood, is
the guest of Mrs. Fred Starkey.
Mrs. Elvira Whitney, of Steuben, is
stopping with her niece, Mrs. Vira Ellis.

CAFT. K. U. WUITTAKBB.

Hat! Cabinet Photos

$1.25 per doz.
Also

all

other

sizes

of

photographs.
Have you had a photograph
taken of your residence yet?
If not call and

prices

see

about the-

of view work.

Stanwood’s Studio,
MAJX ST.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

CASH
is the

Miss Grace A. Carter visited Mrs. B. B.
Whitcomb in Ellsworth Friday and Satur-

key

that- unlocks the

door to low

day.
Emery Bonsey

If yon

received word Tuesday of
the death of his wife’s mother at White
Mountain, N. H.

gains,

At the ball game Saturday between the
young men and the old men, the young
men won, 28 to 16.

All

Leverett B. Carter left for Ludlow Thursto spend the winter with his father
and brother, Pearl and Bert Carter.

are

prices.

looking

come

for bar-

to my 6tore.

goods sold at the
est possible price.

low-

day

M. M. MOORE,

J. A. Stackpole and wife entertained a
party of friends Saturday evening in
honor of their son Irving and his bride.
William Kemp’s young friends welcomed
him and his bride Wednesday evening
with a serenade. They were invited in and
refreshments were served.
Mrs. Thurston Cunningham, of Bluehill,

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

I

HAVING

BOUGHT

ME.

THE

Foster Marble Works

is with her mother, Mrs. Clara Carter.
She is receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter. Her husband went
home Sunday.

I beg to announce that I am ready to
take orders for all kinds of work
pertaining to the marble business.

LAKEWOOD.

Mr. A. I. Grant, so long connected
with this plant, will continue in his

Among changes in postal service reagriculture, whether patrons or cently announced is the following: Laketo
attend
these
wood
Leave Laketo Ellsworth Falls.
not,
earnestly urged
encampment.
wood daily except Sunday, 10.36 a. m.; ar!
The “Three C” club met last evening meetings. Narramissic grange, although rive at
Ellsworth Falls by 11.60 a. m,
has not received the names
with Mias Amy Bellatty, and completed acting agent,
Leave Ellsworth Falls daily except Sunday
with eleven charter mem- of the speakers, but hopes to announce on receipt of mail from the east, but not
its
organization
*-al! at the stuido of
later than 1 p. m.; arrive at Lakewood in
bers. Alter business, a social program them later.
STEAM w HOT WATER HEATIMS.
one and one-fourth hours.
Effective Oct
and refreshments were
was
presented,
14,1908.
B. F. JOY*
SPECIAL NOTICE.
Flutes desiring Steam or ;Hot served. The next meeting will be with
The chief consulting physician of the HerWater Heating Flints Install- Miss Blanche Kingsbury on the first
Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
row Medical 4 Surgical Institute, of Bangor,
lot PHOTOS of tlx popular
ed will do well to consult me.
3d.
in
November—the
The November session of the Ellswortl
Tuesday
style* ana the latest uovelMe., will make his next visit.to the Hancock
EMImtss (Htss.
At the dosing session of the Maine Bun- house, Ellsworth, on Thursday, Oct. B, from quarterly meeting will be held with th<
Headquarters lor amateur*
East Franklin church Nov. 20-22.
school convention at Bangor last Fri- 12 o’clock noon until 5 p. m.— Advt.
Ellsworth.
day
W.
F.
GOGG1NS,
MAIN BT„ ELLSWORTH
ment of

•

No.

}TXZZZTI

Entertaining Drama
Successfully
Staged by Nicolin Grange.
Last
attendance is desired.
Wednesday evening at Agricultural ball, North Ellsworth, the entertainThe Floyd market is soon to be moved
drama
“Valley Farm” was given
to the Carr building on Water street, now ing
under the auspices of Nicolin Grange, P.
owned by James L. Floyd, which is being
H.
of
repaired and renovated.
The audience, which came from far and
Nokomis Rebekah lodge has accepted
near, •iteraily packed the little hall-the
a« invitation to visit the lodge at Buckf*
largest number, it was said, ever before
port Monday evening, Nov. ft. The Ells- seen in the hall.
worth lodge will work the degree.
Francis McGown and wife spent SaturThe participants were all members ol
Mrs. Harriet Hale, of Cherryfleld, Walter the grange, and the play was given for the day and Sunday at Charles King’s, Eden.
L. Foster, of Portland, and Harry J. Joy, grange’s benefit. All showed that they
Fred Starkey, foreman on the railroad
of Bangor, were in Ellsworth to-day to had given much time to its preparation, section, had his leg badly injured Saturattend the Fo6ter-Caldwell wedding.
and for an amateur production it was day by the falling of a steel rail.
The Methodist society is preparing for above the average.
Mrs. Florence Savage, of New York,
an interesting event at the beginning of
Following was the cast of characters:
who was called here by the death of her
the new year, when the mortgage will be
Harold Rutledge.Hamlin Maddocks
brother, Harry C. Clement, returned tc
burned, with appropriate exercises, and Perry Deane.A B Nason her home Tuesday.
David
Hildreth.CC Camber
a banque will be served.
Charles W. Sweeney and wife have reSilas Holcomb.W B Maddocks
The rummage sale conducted by the
Azariah Keep.E H Moore turned from a two-weeks’ visit to relaOak-Lincoln-Park street branch of the
Jennings, a servant.Harry Maddocks tives and friends in Massachusetts. They
Village improvement society will close Hetty Holcomb,. .Kate Hooper were accompanied by Mrs. Rapp, whc
this evening.
Something over f50 has Isabel Carney.Nellie Nevils will spend the winter with them.
Mrs Rutledge.Nettie Austin
been rtalized from the sale.
Harry C. Clement, of Bellows Falls, Vt.,
Alvira Holcomb. Bessie Patten
Kev. W. F. Emery left this week for a
died suddenly at the home of his sister,
Ann Tucker.Louisa Moore
Lizy
visit to Boston, which may be extended to
Mrs. Vira Ellis, Tuesday night.
Mr.
Verbena.Minnie Danico
New York. He is expected home the latter
Clement had been in poor health for some
part of next week. There will be no
time, but since coming here in June had
SYNOPSIS.
preaching at the Methodist church Sunday.
Act I. Valley Farm. An afternoon in improved greatly, and death came very
Last Thursday evening a “linen shower” August. The engagement.
unexpectedly. He leaves a widow and five
Act IT. The Rutledge mansion,
New
party was given by Miss Alice Scott at York city, the following December. The children, three sisters and one brother,
who have the sympathy of all in their beI her home on School street in honor of Miss serpent has crept into Eden.
Act III. Same as before, three weeks reavement. Funeral services were held at
j Grace C. King. About forty were present. later.
Parted.
the chapel Friday afternoon, Rev. Nelson
Bridge and hearts were the games played.
Act IV. At the farm the next March.
Heeden and Rev. J. D. Prigmore officiatThe many friends of Mrs. Pearl B. Lay More gossip. The ballet. Hetty learns
ing. Interment in the family lot.
will regret to learn that she is suffering the truth. The triumph of love.
from a paralytic shock. She was stricken
Before the curtain rose music was furWEST ELLSWORTH.
about noon last Monday. While her con- nished by Miss Ruth Maddocks, and
dition is serious, she is as comfortable as later by Wilson’s orchestra. After the
William Harriman and wife are visiting
can be expected.
play, supper was served in the lower hall, their niece, Mrs. Alvin Grindell.
E. K. Hopkins has purchased the marble and was what North Ellsworth houseMrs. Octavia Stackpole went to Norworks on Franklin street of the Curtis R. wives always furnish—the very best of
ridgewock Thursday to visit her sisters.
Foster estate, and will continue the busi- everything.
Mrs. Flora Treworgy is keeping house
ness at the same place.
A. I. Grant, who | A dance followed the supper, and, in
for S. P. Stackpole while his wife iB away.
has been employed at the works for many spite of the crowd, was enjoyed until a
mandery

Wednesday

day evening, Milton Beckwith, of Ellsworth, represented Hancock county by
wading the scripture lesson. Mrs. A. MFranks was a delegate from the Baptist

Thursday evening.

buildings In good repair. AcrA line sborejproperiy, Fa'ttBlueblllJMe.
Apply to C. W. A F. I.. Mabok.

A farm with

The Unitarian society will serve a harsupper at the veetry this evening at

vest

6 o’clock.

ji.i feet of land situate on soulh side and at
This lot of land la on the shore and title given
ne-

Tarn, with

Mrs. William H. Cheney, ol Portland,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Leonard M.
Moore.

We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.

FOR
Ma

—kan.

I

present position.

E. K. Hopkins,

are

FRANKLIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH..

TO

ENCOURAGE THE
CULTURE OF BULB5.

During October eyeij customer at tbe Ellswofta
Greenhouse will be presented with a
Hyacinth bulb.

Telephone 43.

RDTTXD

grayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Oct. 25, 190ft.

It*

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Foreign missions. Fidelia Flake
ami missions in Persia.—Mic. iv, 1-7.

Motto:

B\

ALMT

MAPQE”

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for tbe mutual
enetit, and alias to be helpful and hopeful
Being fur tbe common good. It lsforthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for tbe Im

The history of Persia from a religious standpoint is a most Lute;eating

It was so situated that in the
early centuries of Christianity its ter
ritory was the ground of many religious erchange of Idea*. In this capacity It solicits
iontroversies and conflicts, both Chris
ommunlcations, and lta success depend* largely
Hun and Mohammedan,
it is also in- >n tbe support given it In this re*|*ect. Com
the name of
teresting because of the intimate re- •nun'eatlons must 1* signed, but
mission
lations that existed in Old Testament .vrlu-r will not be printed except by per
Communications will be subject to approval or
times between Persia and the people
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
of God. The Jewish prophets predict- will
be rejected without good reason. Address
ed the destruction of all the surround- til communications to
The America*,
ing uatious, and their prophecies have
Ellsworth, Me.
come true.
But Persia was never denounced, and it stands today as one
of the nations of the world.
It was
THB SfMMER OF THB HEART.
through Cyrus, king of Persia, that For all the wintry flakes of frost it’s summertime somewhere—
the chosen people were allowed to reThe early religion Violets in tbe valley, bird songs in the air;
turn to Jerusalem.
The chilly winds have only blown the lily's
was that of Zoroastrianism—the worlips apart—
ship of fire—and it, like Judaism, I It's summer in the world, my dear, and sumtaught the existence of our God. This
mer in the heart.
was another tie that bound the two naFor all tbe gray skies glooming it’s summer
tions together.
This unique relationin the dells;
ship between Judah and Persia existel In the merry song of reapers, in the tinkling
with no other nation and adds uew inof the bells;
terest to religion in Persia.
The sweet south skies are brightening as with
It cannot be said that Christianity
springtime's magic art—
has ever had a strong hold ui>on Per- But the sweetest summer, dearest, is the summer in the heart!
sian life. Christianity was early press
ed upon the Persians, but the old faith Still, still the birds are singing, and still the
of Zoroaster as the state religion pregrove* are green.
Persian kings ofteu fa- And still the roses redden and tbe loyal lilies
dominated.
lean;
:
but
the
In
I
vored Christianity,
people
It was a hard Tx>ve fades not with the season; when sumfast to the otd faith.
mer days depart.
was
slow.
And
field, and progress
It's summer still, my dearest, in tbe Eden of
then in the fifth century there were bit
F. F. Stanton.
the heart!
ter controversies within the (Christian j
chnrch. which finally led to a separa
Dear Mutual Friends:
tion between the eastern Christians
I think it is Aunt Emma to whom we
|
*nd those of the west. This filial sop are indebted for the musical
poem a^oi’e.
aration was the Nestorian controversy
Truly, isn't it musical? There is a melody
concerning the nature of Christ The all through it like a thread of gold. It is
Persian emperor championed the cause a nice
poem for this particular season, for
of
Nestorius,
probably because It the summer days this year have loved to
pleased him to see his subjects break huger with us; they are keeping us comthe bonds that existed ecclesiastically
pany with their warm sunshine and mild
between them and Rome. The Nestoair, and calm, starlit nights, and when they
rlans made great progress throughout
depart we shall have treasured up some
Persia. The next religious movement of thtir warmth and
beauty, and the poem
was the complete subjugation of the
will be stored in our hearts and memories
Persians by the Mohammedans, who to cheer us when the
“gray skies’’ of
from that day to this have ruled in
November are above us.
Persia.
Despite the conquest of the
Moslems. Christian missions have sti'i
One of our reunion members has writbeen carried on and are today.
ten us; and when those who did not have
Miss Fidelia Fiske takes high rank ♦he
pleasure of meeting her (and all of
have engaged in c- st Contention Cove this
among those wh
year read how
school work.
She was born In Shel- much work she
accomplished in one day,
She died
burne. Mass.. May 1. 181(1.
they will want to meet with us next year
In the same place at the home of her so as to
gather inspiration for household
In 1S31 Miss duties. We consider her smartness
brother July 2(1. 1S04.
was
Fiske was n pupil and then teacher at all
owing to attending the reunion.
Mount Holyoke seminary with Miss
Mary Lyon, partaking largely of her Dear Auut Madge anu Mutuals:
How are you all since the reunion? This
spirit. In 184,1 she went to Persia tc
n Nestorian mission.
Here she latiored has been a fine, cool day. and 1 have felt just
for fourteen years and then was com- ! like working. Have washed, ironed, mended
pelled by 111 health to return to the and got my darning doue. and just as the
United States, where she still kept np clock was striking 8 (fast time) I took my pen
in hand to say a few words to you all.
her Interest and activity In the mission
Aunt Maiia. that was a good report you
school at Oroomiab. Persja, where she
gave us of the reunion, but didn't yon make a
had labored. Her work was farreach- slight mistake in
saying our gathering was
ing. The school had up to this time j the smallest we have had? If I have the list j
been but a day school, but she de • correct, our first one had one less than our
sired it to become a boarding school last. Am 1 right, you who were present, or
and accomplished her desire, and it be- did 1 make a mistake in the list 1 made of
came a fine seminary.
There was a our first gathering?
I saw G at the county grange last Saturday*
great revival In Persia in 184(1, and it
and sh? told me she got her basket all packed
started from the Oroomiab school.
u> come and the fire (not pumpkins) kept her
Women thronged the seminary seeking at home. Let us
hope there won't be fires.
[
instruction
and
not
were
religions
; real or imaginary, next reunion day, for beturned away.
She had the Christ sides keeping our members away, the smoke
spirit, and, no matter how tired from shuts off the beautiful view which we can get
her ordinary work, she found time for I from the cottage.
Dell, we all missed you—the first time you
Inquirers. Day and night she labored
and then had to leave because of ill- have bten absent, isn’t it? Was very glad to
meet the new ones, and hope there will be
She haal won the love of many.
ness.
more at the next
gathering. W’e be- I
but- f,.r h..v Sav- many
onlv for herself .-—
fome more interested in their writings after
I
aoout
ie”°
As
sue
was
to
Ipur.
having met them.
Oroomiah the women and girls who
Dear Grandma G’ Wish she would write a#
went to say farewell asked, “Can we another of her g<»*4 ltitlFf. I wks requested
by one of t>b? Mutuals td send the way we
not have one more prayer meeting before you go?” and "May It not be in mkke tomato soup at our houset after having
of it<-and this is one reason why 1
that Bethel ?”—her room. It was held, partaken
am writing to-night, as the request was made
and one petition In a prayer showed
some little time ago.
how they loved her. It was as follows:
Will say good-night to one and all of our
“May our teacher’s dust never mingle scattered family, hoping that sometime it may
with that of father or mother, but be my privilege to meet you all at our yearly
may she come back to us to mingle her gathering.
want to say a worn to Meo oeiore
tj, yes:
dust with her pupils’ dust, hear the
trumpet with them and with them go I close. Aren’t you backsliding a little? It
i has been so long since we have heard a word
up to meet the Lord and be forever
from you.3 Now send us a line right away and
with Him.”
What a tribute to her
let us know how you are these days, and if
devotion and what an expression of
| there is a newfJohnto be counted in; Just own
gratitude for ii!
May the fourteen right up, for you.'are too old to be bashful
[
years of service of Fidelia Fiske in
j now.
spire us to do more for the advanceThere, I'll^finish now sure, as the clock has
struck 9*and my John, who has been taking
ment of Christ's kingdom, for which
his usual nap£over his paper, says its bedshe was willing to sacrifice so much!
•ne.

—

-—

UIBLE

READINGS.

Isa. xli. 1-3; 111, 7; Est. Ii. 5-8;
Dan. viii, 19-27; Matt, xxvii, 55-iil;
xxviii. 1-8. 19. 20; Acts 1, 8-14; iv, 32
37; Rotn x. 14. 15; Rev. xxii, 17.
In Lands Afar.
In Devon county,
England, from
which hundreds of young men emito
Canada and the Unitgrate annually
ed States, there are 2.5G0 male Endeavorers out of a total membership of
&90G.
Rev, Oscar Micheisen reports a new
Christian Endeavor society started on
the island of Tongoa of the New Hebrides group, the islands made famous
by the labors of Dr. John G. Paton
The society has sixty members.
The Christian Endeavor union of
Kntpadi, India, has a missionary ban I
whose object is to spend at least a
week every year preaching the gospel
to the heathen.
This past year nine
Endenvorers who constitute this band
visited twenty-six villages preaching
the gospel, with God's blessing upon

.them.
On the top of the great pyramid in
Egypt the nomogram c. E. is engraved.
Ehe fact is suggestive.
New Blood.
Christian Endeavor society
will find its best by constantly introducing new blood, developing Its present members and turning them out ns
finished product—Rev. George B. Stewart, D. D., President of Auburn Theo-

Every

logical Seminary.

I1

8. J. Y.

time.

Tomato Soup—Cook together twenty minI utes one can of tomatoes, two slices of onion,
I twt sprigs of parsley, a bit of bay leaf, few
gratings of nutmeg, three cloves, four cups of
J water. Then strain and return to the fire,
| adding one tablespoonful of butter, three
tabitspoonfuls of sugar, salt and pepper to
suit taste. Thickyn with flour to suit.

j

We were all so much interested in Celia
Thaxter’s life and poems that another
author may be of interest, to many of you,
and not only of interest, but we may add
to

our

information in

a

literary

line.

Irish Molly sent me some articles relating to Louise Chandler Moulton at the
time of her death, which occurred at her
home in Boston August 10, 1908, at the age
of seventy-two years, four months. I will
give you some selections from the clippings, and should be glad to receive poems
any facts relative to her life.
thanks'to Irish Molly for the
tribution.
or

Many

LOUISE

HANDLER

con-

MOULTON.

Louise Chandler, whom the world later
knew as Louise Chandler Moulton, was born
of good old English stock in Pomfret, Ct.,
April 10,1886, the daughter of Lucius L. ChanHer parents were
dler and Louise Clark.
It was hard for them to
rigid Calvinists.
understand the imaginative, peotic temperament of their child, who in her early years
lived in a worldfof dreams and fancies. She
was their idol, and they indulged her in all
ways that did not run counter to their immutable ideas of right and wrong.
Among her schoolmates the one whom she
oftenest recalled was a lad with whom she
studied French and German and who drew

Foley’s Honey and Tar cures coughs quickly,
strengthens the lungs and expels colas. Get
the genuine in a yellow package. G. A. PabCBXR.

and Lora Young, of Mariaville grange,
for their assistance in the program. Next
Friday evening there will be work, and a
good attendance ia expected.

among tljt ©ranger*.

aWjrrtiwmfntt.

fllntoal Benefit flSoInmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

This column is devoted lo the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock countyThe column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reporta of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permlfsioii of the writer.

FACTS
FOR SICK
WOMEN

good

j

I

of Hancock
with New Century grange, Ded-

Saturday, Oct. 24—Meeting
Pomona

GREENWOOD,

of Green
Mountaiu Pomona grange with Good Witt
31-

Meeting

meeting.

grange, Amherst.

hour and

lecturer presented the following program: Recitation,
charades, Vera Berry;
Grace Stratton;
ent.

After

topic,

“Can

business

a

young

the

man or woman

V,KW- HAPrvrowv
grange held it,
mg Oct. 10, w ith an
aver.go
The question was laid on
the
next meeting. The
grange
entertainment Oet.!», if
pleasant
the first fair night. The
meeting will be held Oct. 21.

!t,' ^

_

Canine grange met Oct. 10, Worthy
Master Heath in the chair. The interest
is as usual. There were about sixty-two
present. The first and second degrees
The
were conferred upon a class of eight.
foundation is laid for an addition of
twelve and one-balf feet on the back end
of the hall. 'Bhe topic, **How I would
keep house if 1 was a woman,” was opened
by Bro. Wescott, and “How I would farm
if I was a man,” was opened by Sister
Qrindle. The discussion was listened to

health by Lydia £. Pinkham's Veg-

pictures which all her life she kept. The boy
became known to fame as the artist Whistler.
At fifteen she began to publish what almost
from childhood she had been writing. Three
years later a Boston house published a volume
of stories from her oen. It was the law of
her life to write, and this spontaneous product
sold to the extent of 15,000 copies. It shocked
her somewhat to see the posters headed:
“Read this book and see what a girl of eighteen can do.”
She spent a final school year at Mrs. Wheaton’s seminary, Troy, and six weeks after she
married William Moulton, of Boston. There
followed many years of literary achievement.
She was a contributor to the best magazines.
Many of her child ren’s stories were told to her
own daughter iu her Boston home.
In 1870 she began writing letters from Boston
to the New York Tribu te signed with her initials. Sometimes there were as many as four
a week, and they contained many items about
Ralph Waldo Eroers n, Colonel Higginson

,uZ

j

from Saw

1

entertaining

Century grange.

Ledhsm^T'
p‘

^
w*

.Choir

Conferring fifth degree
Lecture by some one from U of M
Entertainment by host grange
Closing in form.

AlAMOOSOOK. east ORLato
Alamooeook grange held its
meeting Oct. 17. with . g.sgi
It was voted to have the ladies
mi tb,
chairs at the next mee ting. At
recesstb,
ladies served a fine
supper. Orange
then called to order and a tine
program of
•inging. music, readings and
recitations
was given.
Visitors were present
from

attend^

MARIAVILLE.

etable Compound.
Almost every
you meet has either been benefited by it, or has friends who have.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at
Lynn^fass., any woman any day ma v with much interest and
appreciation.
see the files containing over one million one hundred thousand loners
NICOLIN, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
from women seeking health, and
Nicolin grange held its regular meeting
here are the letters in which they
evening, Oct. 17, with a good atopenly state over their own signa- Saturday
tures that thev were cured by Lydia tendance, and visitors from Lamoine
E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. grange. One candidate was instructed in
Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable the first and second degrees. Owing to
program was given. The
Compound has saved many women lack of time, no
next meeting will be held Nov. 7, when
from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable the third and fourth degrees will be conCompound is made from roots and ferred. The play “Valley Farm”, given
herbs, without drugs, and is whole- by this grange Oct. 17, was a success socially and financially.
some and harmless.
The reason why Lydia E. PinkHARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
ham's Vegetable Compound is so
Harvest Home grange met Oct. 17, with
successful is because it contains ingredients which act directly upon a good attendante. After business had
the feminine organism, restoring it been disposed of, one candidate was instructed in the first and second degrees.
to a healthy normal condition.
Women who are suffering from After recess the !e»cturer gave a program
those distressing ills peculiar to their of reading, speaking, songs, stories and
conundrums by the members.
sex should not lose sijjht of these
facts or doubt the ability of Lydia
E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
BAY8IDE, ELLSWORTH.
to restore their health.
Bayside grange held its regular session
Oct. 14, w ith thirty-two present. Several
one

narrawissk. orla.vd

Narramissic grange, ,t i„
la„
meeting, Oct. 17. beside, « good
had the pleasnre of

BurriU.,!
Marker*

CAWT1NE.

In every community you will find
who have been restored to

i

next'*™’
^

tba“";
^
orderT*

byBro. Hodgkins.

women

L"?

commit,*

of life by following fn occupadistasteful to them?” opened by
Thaddeus Hodgkins; topic, “What ia the
beat time to gat her w inter apples?" opened

Compound.

*

enj'WJU,»tn.

ing recess, harvest supper »■„ M
Address of welccrae, Master Good Will grange
the books inspected
by Worthy
Response.Louis Jordan, of Pamols
Mary M. Burrill. The
Report of granges
tertainment
P»P«r.Mrs Sewall Brimmer j
presented a program
Topics: What laws should be passed at
pronounced good, after which
the coming seaaion of the legialature
from gneata for the good of
the
that would be of the greatest benefit to
enjoyed. Among those present
fr„m
the State generally? What laws should
Oentur, grange were Ernest
be amended, if any. and what laws
wife, Lewis Blood and wife
should be repealed? Opened by J H
and wife, Mr. Richardson
Patten, of Good Will grange
and wife
Johnson, Mrs. Brenda Soper.
Recess

make

tion

Pinkham's Vegetable

were

VAKE
lew

RAHTBROOK.

Opening in form
Hinging.Choir

a suceess

No other medicine has been so
successful in relieving the suffering
of women or received so many genuine testimonials as has Lydia E.

refreshments

Lake \

Program for meeting of Green Mountain
Pomona grange w ith Good Will grange,
Amberst, Saturday, Oct. 31:

LAMOIKK.

exemplified'.b(a"’1*
">■
pie.jL * kf*'

cew.

GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
Lainoine grange held its regular meeting
Oct. 13, with thirty-three members pres-

snd

“”P'l».

mart

written work. All were
from Brother
Wood, of Hast
grange, who waa also present

Greenwood grange held its regular meeting Oct. 17, with a snail attendance.
Literary programe laid over nntil next

ham.

Saturday, Oct.

aating remark,

grange held its regular meeting
Oct. 15. In the absence of the master and
overseer, the chairs were tilled by Claud
and Harry Clark. As the attendance waa
small, there was no literary program. The
next regular meeting will be November 5.
The first and second degrees will be
worked on two candidates.

DATR6.

12 ,r*

a

Burr,11,

SCHOODIC, FRANKLIN.

reason.

Jt
b"*<-

special meeting »„ h
the accomodation of the
,v.,r
Un Mar,
who

A

Sc hoodie

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Grieve. coant, master.
There WU|
PW work next week, Oct

Mariaville grange beld its regular session with a large attendance, with visitors
from Queen City grange, of Bangor, Good
Will and Eden granges. At recess a grab
bag waa passed around and was the novel Halcyon and Highland granges.
feature of the evening, causiug much
east blvehill.
laughter. A fine program was will ren
dered/ it being under the direction of East Blue hilt grange held ils regular
Brother Daniel Young. Two applications 1 meeting Saturday evening, with
twentjfor membership were received.
nine members snd one visitor
present. The
first snd second degrees were conferred
on
SRDGWICK.
one candidate.
The worthy master
apick
met
Oct.
16
with
about
all
Sedgw
grange
committees to serve st ;h»
pointed
thirty members and three visitors present. \ county grange meeting ,\ov. 7.
There were three aoplications tor member- j
ship, and two names were accepted. The | The lower a man gets the less his horilecturer's hour was well filled.
Interestr.gv. I’ve noticed that the man on the
ing remarks were made by Thou* s b gh point, is the man of hroad vi>ion.

j

3bb ttfwwmm.

business matters

were
taken up.
The
program of recitations, stories, song, reading and discussion was especially interesting. The greater part of the evening
w^s given to “good of the order”. As
there is no work for the remainder of this
month, the meetings will be devoted to
business and practice. A good attendance

is

requested.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Goods

•

Whersas, The Great Master has called from
our order our esteemed sister, Etta M Smith,

1

and others in the public eye.
She went abroad in 1876. spending the winter in Rome, and the following season in Lou-

don. where she joined her friend, Kate Field.
A breakfast was give** in her honor by Lord
Houghton, at which she met Browning. Swin-

Amounting

therefore be it
Resolved, That we have lost a faithful
member, and hereby express our sorrow, and
exteud our sympathy to the bereaved family, j
Resolved. That as a token of respect our i
altar be draped for thirty days, that a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our records,
one sent to the bereaved family, and one to i
The Ellsworth American for publication.
Susie M. Smith,

to

to

$5

or

More

town in New

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maine,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Connecticut—excepting only heavy or bulky goods, or goods
any

New Hampshire,

Lord,

Susie Pray,
Committee.

sent C. O. D.

We

PENOBSCOT.

Penobscot grange met Friday evening
burne and Dore. Later she visited Scotland j
with an attendance of forty-one. In the
Paris.
in
a
winter
and spent
absence of the worthy master and the
worthy overseer the worthy lecturer, CarCotnaponOciut.
rie Perkins, filled the chair. After the
regular routine of business the lecturer
Still Longs for Maine.
presented the following program: Bong,
Georgetown, 8. C., Oct. fl, 1908.
grange; song, Iva Leach and Mrs. G. 8.
7o the Editor of The American:
Leach; song, choir; song, Lida and Lora
1 was born on tbe island of Mt. Desert.
Young. Candy and corn-cakes were furnMy father, Orange Leonard, was a Bea- ished
by Bro. H. C. Perkins, to whom a
man, and a Grand Bank fisherman. After
twenty-four years of sea life he left rising vote of thanks was extended.
South
Carolina.
I
and
moved
to
Maine
A rising vote of thanks was also extended
was but seven years of age at the time,
to Mrs. Gilbert Leach, and Sisters Lida
being tbe fourth child, Abner Pomroy
Leonard, named for my uncle, Abner
Are You Only Hnlf Alive?
Pomroy. I have been been a citizen of
I am fortySouth Carolina ever, since.
People with kidney trouble are to weak and
exhausted that they are only halt alive.
three years of age.
Kidney Remedy makes healthy kidMy father and mother have been dead [ Foley’s
neys, restores lost vitality, and weak, delicate
many years. My oldest brother, Gilbert, people are restored to health. G. A. Pakchbb.
and
is in New York city,
my next oldest
brother is in Socastee, S. C. My oldest sister, Etta, is dead. My youngest sister,
Georgie, is at Barberville, Fla., and my
vonngest brother, Charley, is at Laurel,
8. C.
I have followed fishing tor the past
twenty-two years, and am to-night in my
little fish boat anchored at the fishing
A strong northeast wind has
en blowing for the past ten days.
I have always wanted to go back to my
old borne and Bee if tbe old birthplace at
tbe bead of Duck cove will look the same
I can reas it d'ies in cherished memory.
member tbe rugged old rocks only as a
child. 1 have trawled this southern coast
from Norfolk to Indian river, Fia., and up
St. Johns river to Palatka, inside and outside, but no scene is so deeply rooted in
my memory as the rugged coast of my old
with its
home State—dear old Maine,
ledges and blue bills. I have Been but lew
and
those
small
rockB since I left Maine,

at Wanamaker's

Will Be Delivered FREE

J

Amy

Bought

Fall.

are

prepared with better stocks than

Thirty-six of

ever

before, this

get the latest
and best foreign goods; and the best to be found in America is
our

buyers have been abroad

to

always here, of

course.
Everything at lowest prices for equal
quality, and the goods will be sent home without freight or ex; '•*ss
charges for you to pay, just as though you lived around the
comer

from

us.

If you have not already received it, send for
logue, which is just oS the press.

our

Fall Cata-

JOHN WANAMAKER

I

NEW YORK CITY

.....

Sound.

Tbe sea coast of the southern states
is all sand and mud. I live in hope that 1
live
to look, upon my old birthplace
may
again.
ones.

_

Mormon’s wife, coming downstairs
one morning, met tbe physician who was
attending her husband. “Is he very ill 7
shg asked anxiously. “He is,” replied the
physician. “I fear the end is not far on.”
“Do you think,” she asked, hesitatingly
t‘do you think it proper for me to be with
him during his last moments?”
“Yes;
but I advise yon to hurry, madam. The
best places are already being taken.”
A

Woman laterrupte Political Speaker.
A well-dressed woman interrupted a political speaker recently by continually coughing.
It she had taken Foley’s Honey and Tar it
would have cured her cough quickly and expelled the cold from her system. The genuine
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no opiates
Refuse substiand is in a yellow package.
tutes. O. A. Parches.
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WEST TREMONT.
is home from NorthMr,. Jennie Dow
east Harbor.
Julia Webster visited friends and
Harbor last week.
relative* at Southwest
has a six-horse
George W. Lunt
power
in
He will scallop
in his sloop.

Saturday evening. All had an enjoyable time.
Donald Clement, who has been visiting
cousins

Miss Emma Reed at the home of her sister, Mrs. Emma Lopaus, returned to Seal
Harbor Tuesday. Miss Emma left for her
home on Duck island the follow’ing Fri-

engine

Rockland.

Leila Rumill and little daughter
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Ash-

Mr*.

Lerline
burv
The

day to keep bouse for her parents, Capt.
Adams Reed and wife, who has a leave of
absence of fifteen days. They will visit

Lopaus.
W T. I. S. met with Mis. Edwin
Wednesday. Fourteen members

several places besides here, including BanPoint, Rockland and Spruce

L,pau*
were

Bridgewater. Mans., Thursday.

Mrs. Kane’s mother, Mrs. Eliza Rumill,
with them for a visit.
Misses Grace and
Helen Lunt, of
Southwest Harbor, visited their cousins,
Evelyn and Muriel, over Sunday. Chester
Clement, of Seal Harbor, came over to the
party that was given in honor of the

present.

|or^Fort

Ren* are
Mrs Nancy Lunt and daughter
where they have
home from Stonington,
been visiting.
who has been visMr* Zultna 9.
Mrs. L. W. Rumill.
iting her daughter,
came home 9unday.
Doris
Mr*. Walter Lunt and daughter
where she
have returned from Rockland,
her husband.
ha* been visiting
Hebooner Hattie Barbour. Capt. Bullivan
arrived
to-day from Northeast
Webster,
where he discharged a load of coal.

Oct.-19.

Clark,

Thelma.
SEAL COVE.
born to E. P. Lunt and wife

A son was
Oct. 5.
Mrs. Hannah

Heath and niece, Miss
Gladys Ober, have returned to Bangor.
W. J. Harper has commenced carrying
clams to the Southwest Harbor canning
factory.
Harbor
Mrs. Lizzie Robbins, of Atlantic, is
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
a week with her father, Capt. L.
held the third quarterly conference here spending
R. Sprague.
church
evening.
Monday
Methodist
at the
An ice-cream social was held at the hall
Mr* Belle Bridges and children have
Oct. 6. Proceeds for the
moved hack to her home here from Tuesdayofevening,
Rev. J. A. Thoms. Mr. Thoms
benefit
the
she
has
where
spent
Tinker’s Island,
in
for
has been ill at his home

aummer.

nearly three weeks, and

Mrs. Flora Murphy and Mr*. Katblyn
Heed have gone to Owl’e Head, where they
will spend the winter, as their husbands
scallop there.
Mrs Henry Thurston and niece*, Misses
Georgia May and Edith Thurston/left
Saturday for Bangor, where they will visit
before going to Dorchester, Mass.
Capt. Ed.fleavey has a new motorboat.
Tber are still adding to the fleet. There
in Duck cove. Otis
sre now ten owned
Ingalls will add another to the list soon.
Mis* Ruth Pitman, who has been visiting her nephew, Rev. F. L. Provan and
wife, left Oct. 12 for Beverly, Mass. Mr.
Proven is enjoying a telephone put in last
week.
Dennis Norwood and daughter Julia attended the Oilley and Robertson wedding
Wednesday evening, at the home of Mr.
Norwood's father, Capt. Robie Norwood,
at Southwest Harbor.
Capt. Card Lawson, wife and son Perry
visited Capt. Lswao >’* sister, Mrs. Eva
Benson, at Bernard, Sunday. Capt. Lew
son came from Rockland to spend Sunday,
returning the same day.
Jason Kane, wife and son Joseph, wbo
have been spending their vacation here re-

no

Manset
services have

been held.
Oct. 12.

N.

Irving Ashley has employment at Bernard.
Mrs. Harry Bordeaux, of Mt. Desert, Is
visiting friends here.
Roy Walls and wife are at Mrs. M. A.
Walls’ for a abort time.
Mrs. C. H. Sawyer visited her sisters,
Mrs. Burr in Trenton, and Mrs. Harding
at Indian Point, last week.
A baked bean supper for the benefit of
Rev. J. A. Thoms was held at the hall
Wednesday evening, Oct, 14. About (12
was realized.
Mrs. Watson Walls, who has been in
the Maine general hospital, Portland, for
about ten weeks, arrived home Saturday.
Her many friends are glad to learn that
she is much improved in health.
Mrs. Cora Reed, formerly of Boston, was
married to Henry S. Mitchell, of this place,
Oct. 11. Rev. F. L. Provan, of West Tremont, performed the ceremony. Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchell have a host of friends in
this locality, who extend hearty congratulations.
N.
Oct. 17.

fRrticai.

_

Mrs. Alice Koppei. of Boston, is spending a few' days with her mother, Mrs. So-

KnpUlly

Coming

It is

In Ells-

of

prove

on

the

N.

Oct. 19.

_

following subject will
to

interest

every

TKEMONT.

Ellsworth

|
;

Charles Norwood has gone to Rockland

scalloping.
Sidney Rich went to Trenton Saturday
home Monday.
This public state- on business, and returned
same experience daily.
Friends of Capt. Hiram Dix are sorry to
ment should be proof positive to every learn of his itlnesi at Bernard, and hope
for his speedy recovery.
1
wavering doubter. Read it carefully.
Mrs. Julia Newman has gone to SouthHarbor to keep bouse for Mrs. Henry
Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth, Me., says: west
Clark while she is in Bangor for a week.
"I am such a strong advocate of Doan’s
Rev. Mr. Haynes and wife gave an entertainment in the church Saturday evenE.dney Pills that I never raiM an oppor- ing. The moving pictures and the singing were much enjoyed.
tunity to recommend them and have never
Kin.
Oct. 14.
reader.

many people go through the

So

to go

_

learned of
to

a case

where

they

give aatiafaction. Off and

have
on

failed

BASS HARBOR.

for two

three yeara, I waa bothered by attacks
ot backache. The misery varied from a
dull ache to

a

sharp pain, and

at

times I

scarcely atoop. If I sat down it waa
he rder for me to get up again, and I was in

could

doubt

as

what to do for the trouble.

I

had

great deal about Doan's Kidney
Pills, and as they were said to be a sure

read

a

finally decided to
give them a trial. I procured them at
Moore’s drug store, and it required only
one box to effect a cure.
I had a slight
return of the trouble some time after, bnt,
again appealing to Doan’s Kidney Pills,

curs

for

backache,

I

Dr. T. S. Tapley is visiting his parents
Brooksville.
Guy Parker went to Carver’s Harbor on
business last week.
Mrs. Fanning and family, who have been
left
at their cottage here since May,
Thursday for their home in Astoria, N. Y.
Oct.
The death of Miss Vergie Rowe,
3,
She
was a great shock to the community.
was one of the most promising young
ladies of the place, and a successful schoolteacher. She leaves a father, mother snd
one brother, besides many other relatives.
Her age was nineteen years.
X. Y Z.
Oct. 12.
in

or

1

How Uncle Sum’s Forests Are Protected.

Nothing could better call the attention
of thinking people to the necessity for the
preservation of our natural resources than
the great forest fires which have been so
widely distributed throughout the country and have played such havoc this summer.

It is doubtful if the losses for the year
1908 will ever be fully known, but a conservative estimate by Dr. W. J. McGee,
erosion expert. United States department of
agriculture, places the aggregate loss in all
parts of the country during these months
of conflagration at fl,000,000 a day.
In nearly every instance, probably in
every instance, these devastating fires
might have been prevented if the various
slates had provided an adequate number
of men to patrol the woods and arrest all
such fires in their incipiency, and if lumbermen and other users of the forest were
careful to dispose of brush after logging
so as to prevent the spread of fires.
Uncle Sam has had a lot of work to do
on his national forests in the
fire-fighting
line this year, but his work has shown
good results. Exclusive of the salaries of
forest officers, the work of putting down
fire on the national forests for the year
has cost the government |30,000.
This
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—there's no smell. That’s
because the smokeless device
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You can carry it about and care for it just as easily as a lamp.
Brass oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours. Handsomely finished in japan and nickel' Every heater wananted.

H

^Reyo Lampevenings.

winter
Steady.
brilliant light to read, sew or knit by. Made of
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
burner. Every lamp warranted. If your dealer cat*.
not supply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
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tion of tuberculosis will
land Oct. 22, 23 and 24.

BROOKUN.
Miss Jennie Cole was at Deer Isle last
week.

Miss Mae Cousins went to Boston Wed-

and preven-

beheidin

Port-

Patents have been granted to Maine inas follows: W. H. Chapman, Portland, apparatus for neutralizing static
electricity; S. A. Jackson, Kittery, sailhank.
ventors

nesday.
1

Victor Bridges is spending the week in

Bangor.

Mrs. H. M. Pease is visiting friends in |
O. R. Bachellor, judge of the Skowhegan
Boston.
Frank Jones, of Bangor, is visiting his I municipal court, died Saturday, aged
family.
eighty-seven years. He had been rnuniciU. H. Bartlett returned from Boston paPjudge since the establishment of the

Saturday.

court in 1901.

E. P. Herrick and wife are visiting Mrs.
Hosmer in Bangor.
Frank Herrick, wife and child have gone
to Haverhill, Mass.
R. W. Smith was in Ellsworth last week,
to serve on the grand jury.
A. E. Farnsworth went to Boston Wed-

Almon H. Fogg, of Houlton,

most

|

M. Weatherbee, of Warren, one'
best known members of the
Masonic fraternity in Maine, died Friday,
Alden

of

:

the

aged seventy-eight.

He had attended

fifty

Grand lodge of Masons, ill
which he served as junior warden in 1876,
and was treasurer of St. George lodge at
Warren eighteen years. He b id attended
twenty-nine republican State conventions*
sessions of the

;
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After timber ia
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forest officer; but even if it is allowed to
stand, no fire that starts finds fuel by
which it can spread.
The national forests are constantly patrolled by a picked force of rangers and
guards. The present summer force of
such rangers aud guards whose main duty
is fire patrol, is 1,351 men; the average
area that (each is required to protect is 121,506 acres. It is fully understood that this
area

is

soon as

altogether

too

funds

available to

are

large,

just as
permit of

and

employment of a larger force of men
the area will be reduced.
In order to provide rapid means of travel
between the various parts of the national
forests and to facilitate the massing of
large forces of men to fight fire, as well as
to furnish vantage points from which the

the

may be fought successfully, 160 miles
of road and 3,300 miles of trail were built
during the last fiscal year.
In several cases fire-breaks from sixteen
to 100 feet in width have been constructed,
from which all timber and inflammable ma^
terial is removed, to furnish obstacles to
the spread of fire, or straight lines of defense in fighting the fire once started.
Several miles of such fire-breaks now exist on the national forests in southern
fires

where

it is

especially impor-

that the forest cover on the watersheds of important irrigation streams be

f

son, have moved home.
The hunting season has opened, and the
hunters are wasting no time. Already
three deer have been killed here, and one
fox has been captured alive.

Oct. 12.

I
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ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

quotations below give
retail prices in Ellsworth.
The

the

the

total administration per acre,

ing fire patrol,

amounts to

only

range of

Country Produce
Batter.

per

cent., the whole forest area of the United
States could be protected from fire at a total
cost of less than $3,000,000. This would save
an annual loss of $20,000,000 for timber
alone, to say nothing of the enormous loss
of life, the loss to new tree growth, the
loss of soil fertility, the damage to river
courses and adjacent farm country, and
the

depreciation

in forest wealth and land

values.
ASHV1LLE.
J. Franklin Anthony, wife and little
sou Franklin, of Tranquility farm, spent
Sunday with friends in Winter Harhor.
Eugene Ash and wife, of Washington,
D. C., are guests of relatives here.
Del met Robertson and wife, of North
Sullivan, have recently moved to A. G.
Bunker’s.
E. E. Bragdon and wife entertained a
week-end house party of young people,
including James E. and the Misses Florence and Rosa Havey, of North Sullivan
and Roscoe Noyes, of West Sullivan.
BOct. 19.

taken on sugar will work wonders. The first dose makes
a big improvement in your condition, whether you are
guttering from a sore-throat, a cold, cough, *toijsilitis,
bronchitis, asthma or other disorders of the respiratory
organs. For pains in the stomach, cramp, colic, cholera
morhus and diarrhoea, a few half-tenspoouful doses will
bring relief anN effect aspeedy cure.
For outside aches and pains, cuts, bruises and lameness Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is invaluable.
Always have u '-ottle within reach. Sold everywhere.
Guam teed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30,1906. Serial Number513.
)|RI^^

Creamery perb.*.?5§4d
2ft §32
Dairy.

45

mud 30

cento

m

Married Man in Trouble.
A married man who permits any member of
the family to take anything except Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
trouble, is guilty of neglect. Nothing else is
as good for all
pulmonary troubles. The
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and is in a yellow package. G. A Paucheb.
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bottle.

flay.
Beat loose, per ton... 13 417
Baled. ’6^18
Straw.
Loose... 9011
Baled.
15

I CLARION

Vegetables.

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, tb
B-tets,
Sp'nach pk

Lettuce, head
Sweet pot aloes, tb

20 §25 Onions, ft
02 Parsnips, It
03 Carrots, tb
15 Cibbag**, Ih
05 §10 Squash, tb
02g03 Citron lb
C lery, bunch

Caulllljwer,

REPUTATION
IS ESTABLISHED.
Thirty four years ot tne Dest
service have proven CLAR*
IONS reliable.

04
03
02
02
02
02
25

p

35 §20

Fruit.

25950

Oranges, doz

*0

Canteloupe,

Lemons dcz

Pineapple,

25§35

>

i5§20

Groceries.

Oolong,

35

Oatmeal, per !b
Buckwheat, pkg

b—

.04

Corn,looit bag

Corn mual,bag
Cracked corn,

fOOi65»
175
1 75
1 75

--

.im

.04

Granulated

but

good

service—it's

careful construction guarantees
this.

.21'

.459-65 Graham,
.30f 63 Rye meal,

and durability.
A CLARION will give you

nothing

.Of 4.08
Rice, per lb
2f §25
.16f.25Vlnegar, ga’
35 Cracked wheat,
.05

Coflee—per b
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—perb—
Japan,

Thousands of Maine people

have learned to trust CLARIONS for economy, efficiency

thTimperial clarion.
e^abushho

See the CLARION agent, or
write us.

WOOD €) BISHOP CO.,

Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE,

Bangor, Me.

Ellsworth, Maine.

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that furnace

putin
is

a

Be

sure

that it

Kineo, and then

you wifi he

Mine

good result!*,

of

great

heating efficiency,

i.’o
Snorts—hag—
Mix. feed, bag 153.m » .»
u>
M!ddl:nga,br.fi'. 5o

economy in fuel and

<

durability.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

A bushel of Liverpool suit 6hall weigh 6"
pounds, and a bush* 1 of Turk’s Island »Alt shall
weigh 70 pounds.

F. B. AIKEN,

The standard weight of a bushel of potatoeeIn good order and tit for shipping, la 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and tit for shipping, Uni pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, G
pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions 5.*,
turnips, rye ami
pounds; of carrots, Fngltsh
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even m**a»ure as itv agrnsninnt

Noyes &vNutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor.

u

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR*

FLAVOR*

ASK

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

______

Mabel—How do you'like my new' gown,
Grandmamma—1 don’t.
grandmamma?
In my day girls wore one button gloves
and gowns buttoned up to the neck. Now'
they w'ear one button gowns and gloves
buttoned up to the neck.

IS

I. S. JOHNSON A CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

Kgga.
Fresh laid, per do*.35m.33
Poultry.
Chickens. .20 42*
Fowl.
16.$20

includ-

one

Johnson's
MMoamc Liniment

H

Jen.

meai.tb 02)4
Sugar—per
protected.
06 Oil—per gal—
Granulate.!,
in town
a few days
65 0.70
Linseed,
06§'6*
Tellow, C
Telephone lines have been constructed
last week.
12
Kerosene,
uSgli
Powdered,
connecting ranger stations with the head- Molasses—per
was relieved.”
A son was born to George Carter and
gal
of
the
in
.35
order
fires
that
Havana,
quarters
forest,
For sale by all dealers.
Price SO cents. wife Oct. 15.
.50
Porto Rico.
who has been visiting may be reported and promptly extinMiss Lina
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New Vork, relatives in Gray, came home Wednesday.
Meat*and Proclaim*.
Surry,
guished. During the fiscal year ending
Pork, b.
sole agents for the United States.
Mrs. R. C. Bridges and children, w ho June 30, 1908, 3,500 miles of telephone line Reef, tb
20 §30
13 520
Steak,
Chop,
summer on
Long island, were contructed in the national forests.
10 025
15 22
Ham, per a
Remember tbe name—Doan’s—and take \ have spent the
Roasts,
arrived home Tuesday.
10a 1
8boul>ier,
03910
Cornea,
j
as rapidly as possible, each national
Just
no other.
18
Bacon,
J5g25
19.
Tongues,
I Oct.
_B. forest is supplied with shovels, axes, and Veal:
Salt
If a 3
12
6
20 922
Lard,
Steak,
other tools, which are distributed over the
10 0.15
dDtxniscmmti.
Roasts,
forests and cabins, and tool boxes are Lamb
10 §25
Lamb,
placed at points where there is the greatCo
Tongues, each
est danger of fire aud where they can be
Fresh f .sh.
reached
trail.
Field
are
easily
by
glasses
?3
06 Clam*, qt
also furnished, since their use in discover- Cod,
40
06
Scallops qt
Haddock,
25
small
fires
at
a
considerable
distance Halibut,
12013 M ic‘ end, each
ing
2
25 Finnan Haddie, lb
Lobster, lb
has proved very helpful.
15
Smelts, tb
Upon the basis of the forest service exFlour, Grain and Kr>« 1.
perience on the national forests on which Flour—per bbl—
€5
oats, bu

painted.
Roy Freethy spent

oldest mer*
I tirement Biz years ago, the
! chant in
Rockland, died Wednesday. He
| was senior member of the Fuller-Cobb
I company, which conducts a large departs
ruent store. Mr. Fuller was a direct de*j
! soendantof the Fuller’s who caine over ill
the Mayflower.

CARIBOU.

}
J

tant

house

For Additional

TO

of the ; The dispute over the boundary between
of Aroos- Maine and New Brunswick at Passamaprominent
took county, died Monday at the Hotel !
qnoddy bay, it is believed, will be settled
Touraine in Boston, after an illness of i by a paper found at Marietta,
O., last
about a week. The cause of his death was
| Thursday in the Marietta college library.
heart trouble. He was seventy-one years The boundary dispute has remained open
|
nesday, returning Saturday.
or age.
since 1784, and the state department at
Mrs. Florence Blaisdell has returned
Harvard Martin, aged fifty, of Winthrop Washington, in seeking a settlement,
from a business trip to Boston.
called
upon the college officials at MaErnest Allen and wife, of Rockland, are Center, was killed on the electric road berietta for an examination of the records
guests of his mother, Mrs. Henry Allen.
tween Augusta and Winthrop Thursday
known to b9 among the archives in the
Miss Lulu Maddocks, of Bluehill Falls, A team in which he was riding was run i
library. Marietta, the first settlement
was the guest of Miss Anna Smith last
down by a car. The motorman of the car, in Ohio, was founded by New England
week.
and from them papers of the
and James O. Stewart, of Boston, who people,
Dr. F. S. Herrick has returned from Melgreatest historical value were secured foe
was riding with Martin, were injured.
collections that are in the
the
historical
on
a
short
where
he
has
been
rose, Mass.,
visit.
possession of the college. All the notes
William Moody, of
Belfast, aged and
made
at the time of the survey
maps
H. A. Grindle, who is employed in Mel- eighty years, was burned to death on Satof the boundary by Rufus Putnam wore
rose, Mass., is visiting his mother, Mrs. G.
on
afternoon
a
small
farm
that
he
found. It is said the maps in the collecurday
A. Grindle.
tion cover all disputed points, and show
Mr. McGee and Mr. Wallace, of Boston, owned in Belmont. He had started a that
Pope’s Folly island belongs to the
when
is
brush
it
be
fire,
supposed that
means protecting
approximately 168,000,- who have been guests of H. J. Jordan, re| United States. It is believed that these
turned to Boston Monday.
was stricken with a shock or overcome by
000 acres.
papers and maps will settle the internaMrs. Anna Herrick has gone to the state the heat, and fell into the blaze.
tional boundary dispute which has caused
The value of the timber destroyed will
farm in Massachusetts to visit her husan expens? of hundreds of thousands of
not be known until the fire reports are
William Oliver Fuller, sr., aged nearly dollars
who
is
there.
in the attempt to reach an a.greeband,
employed
made at the end of the year, though it is
Lucius Cousins, who was called home ninety-three, and at the time of his re- ment.
estimated that it will be larger than last from Holyoke, Mass., by the drowning of
a&bnrttBtmnitc.
But it will be insignificant when his sister, returned to his work Wednesyear.
day.
compared with the appalling fire losses
Donald Parson and wife,
of Youngsoutside of the national forests on unprotown, O., who have been occupying their
tected areas, or with the destruction which cottage at West End two weeks, returned
would have come to the timber in the na- home Thursday.
Mrs. A. W. Bridges, Mrs. Belle Blake,
tional forests had they not been protected.
These results have come through the in- Mrs. G. R Allen and Mrs. T. C. Stanley
went to Bangor to-day to attend the ascreased efficiency of fire patrol and meth- sembly of the Rebekahs.
ods of fighting fire and through the coHarvest Home fair and supper was held
operation of settlers and users of forests in town hall Wednesday evening, Oct. 14.
who understand that the forests are their There was a fine display of apples and
vegetables, also a domestic and fancy
f
A sneeze—a sniffle—a cold in the head
property and that a loss from fire is a per- table and a home-made candy table. Net
I
—a cough.
Serious trouble may result
sonal one. By posting fire notices and proceeds, about $75.
\ unless you recognize the symptoms and
advice
the
has
Une
Femmesecured
Oct.
19.
giving
government
eradicate them at once. There’s a sure
co-operation from the outside, which may
remedy for inside ills—take it in time
GOULDSBORO.
be said to be as important an agency in
and save doctor’s bills. A few drops of
who
have
L.
H.
and
the
loss
from
forest
fires
as
is
family,
Campbell
reducing
the perfection of machinery for fighting been living at Stanley’s point the past sea-

California,

,

KITTKKY

COUNTY NEWS.

phronia Harper.
cut,
regulations
Mrs. Heber Sawyer, of Egg Rock light quire brush to be compactly piled at a safe
station, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Eliza- distance from living trees. Sometimes
beth Hodgdon, and other relatives here.
this brush is burned under direction of a

worth.
Evidence

FOREST FIRES.
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If ail that Mr. Bryan has favored
had '-sen
during the pas twelve \
enac'ed into law. we should have been
overwhelmed wnh disaster aud regard it as our chief business in the future to find a way of escape from the
meshes of iil considered legislation in
which we would have been entangled
—Gov. Hughes.

»

bi isi:ib»o

Aaron, but not a
| Moses; a Henry, but not a Washingan
This week’s edition of Tbe i ton: a Wendell Phillips, but not
Abraham Lincoln. He is the storm of
American is 2,400 copies.
clears the
Mr. Bryan is

Avenge for the year of 1907,
WEDNESDAY

2,130

OCTOBER 21.1*9.

BEPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
MATIONAL

ELECTION,

NOV.

3,

1908.

FOB PRESIDENT,

William

Taft,

H.

unrest which
but not the trade

FOB VICE-PRESIDENT,

James S. Gherman,
OF NEW YORK.
Mr. Bryaa a Free Trader.
In the record of Mr. Bryan’s public
career he is ofB.-iaily identified with
just one important measure of fed-

eral legislation—the Wilson Gorman
As a member
tariff act of 18-MI
of the House committee on ways and
means during President Cleveland’s
second administration, Mr. Bryan as
sis ted in preparing that measure, and

dreamed of the
meat inspection and pore food laws,
more to the
mean
yet these laws
health of the American people than !
all the curious devices he ever proposed— Senator Bereridgr.

Bryan

never

The instantaneous statesman writes
no Hoard
laws, works no lasting reform.— Senator Berrridge.

picked by Misa

the

democracy

COITSITY
Our

Barron, of West Ellsworth.
ha« a snowball bush in bloom. There were
ten bunches of flowers on it Saturday. Tde
bush was covered with blossoms in June.
Mrs. Asa S.

democracy

cluster of

-while to point out bow their interests
were affected by the only important
law he ever helped to crea e. The
Wilson-Gorman set repealed the du'y
on wool.
On Jan. 1, 1883, two months
sifter President Cleveland’s second
election, the sheep in the United

Blanche

correspondent
ripe raspberries
Kingsley, of that

week.

place, last

county.
Harbor,

continues to this day.
Inasmuch as Mr. Bry su is posing
thia year as the special friend and
nhampion of the farmers, it ia worth

of

clutter

a

refused to sign it, and it be
law without his approval. The
distinction thus drawn between the
Bryan democracy and the Cleveland

honor”,
came a

(.OSSIP.

Goulds boro

West
us

Roses

still

are

Mrs.

in

bloom

Higgins,

Abbie

sends The
wild

Hancock

in

of

American

ro»es

and

a

buds

Seal

large
picked

Oct. 15.
_

Sellers, of Deer Isle. pa«sed
Oct. 15, but at* her faculties have failed her greatly the past year,
there was no special observance of the
Aunt Salome

her l®Hh

birthday

occasion.
the

Her

same as

it

physical

wa9 a

health

is

about

year ago.

An Orland boy w ho plays on the Bucksport seminary football team, dreamed the
night before the game at Rockland that

Portland.

county coast, is soon to be
district court
The case is unique in many

United States

particulars, and hi* attracted widespread
interest. How the people of Baker’s island
look upon this attempt to dispossess them,
is told in the following letter to THE
AMERICAN:
William Gillev ww born »t Norwoods Cove
Hi* wife. Hannah
Southwest Harbor. 17*2
l.urvev. was bornTl Newbury Byfield. Mas*
also in 17*2 They were married ai Norwood
1**2.
He fished in a boat outside Baker's island. In stormy weather he would haul up
bis boat in the cove on Baker's island and
take refuge in a log house near where the
burial ground now is.
In the spring, when the weather wa* too
rough for fishing, he cleared land and planted
potatoes. In summer be hoed; in autumn he
dag his crop. In summer his wife wou.d come
and stay a while with bira. He wished to hoy
tbe island, but could not find that anyone had
a right to »ell it. So he took up a squatter’s
claim and remained in qniet possession.
In iSDShe moved hi* family and all his belonging* to Baker's island and built first a log
cabin and cleared hi* farm. He raised sheep,
cows and oxen. In 1*17 he built the houae now
occupied by his grandson, Samuel Gilley
William and Hannah Gilley bad twelve children. The nine eldest were born at NorwoodCove. Some time previous to the birth of each
child Mr. Gilley took his wife to her relatives
there, where she remained till mother and
child were strong enough to return to Baker
island. The tenth child was born on Great
Cranberry island. That was John Gilley,
whose history Pres Charles W. Klliot, of Harvard college, ha* written. The last two were
born on Baker’s island.
Tbe history of Mt. Desert by George E
Street tells of life on Bakers island, but
make* the mistake of six year* in the date of
the settlement of the island by William
Gilley. Tbe whole family of six boys and sit
girls grew to manhood and womanhood on
Bakers island. The boys fished in boat*
which they learned to build in the best way to
stand haavv seas. They and their sons rescued
mariners; and warmed, sheltered
and fed mem tin
they coaid reach tbe mainland- These men. who constituted a life-saving crew on Baker's island long before the
government established life-saving stations
on the coast, deserve medals and pensions for
meritorious service in saving lives.
And now the United States government,
instead of giving them tbe rewards thev
deserve, is about to drive them from thei'r
numoie nomes on mis island, which
they ami
their ancestors have heid for 102 years! And
tbe town of Cranberry Is es is to be sued for
*
building «cboo house fur tbe instruction of
if the child.' d of Bax ;r's island!
Writs have be. □ serve I on every person living on Baker's island, even to M^s Catherine
Giiley. the housekeeper at the lighthouse,
who hs* s home on Great Cranberry Island,
and little Philip Stanley, five year* old. Tbe
case is to be brought to trial at Portland this
mouth of Oct 6e>]f the decision is m favor
of driving this iitlle peaceful community from
their humble home*, inherited through two
and three generations, an at rociousact will be
committed by those m**st active in bringing
this about
Tbe higher p *wers at Washington, when
they know the t utb. must and will certainly,
put a stop to such a p ocMdfng
The people of Baker's island do not blame
the government for the wroi g being attempted against them The blame is on a
few lighthouse official*, who have been influenced by misrepresentations of some c.f the
past keepers of the light on Baker's island
When the lighthouse was built in N29A. William Gilley had been living th re twentv-two
years; therefore heid the island by quiet possession
The men who came to talk with
him about the site for the lighthouse told him
that if be would give the land for tbe the site
he should be light-keeper as long as he
wished, and that the keeper's position should
descend to bis sons as a permanent possession.
We now know this man had no right to
promise this, but it served his purpose of
quieting Mr. Gilley, wh»* believed it, and this
was so understood
by his sons
In
William Gilley became
July, 1*^8.
light-keeper. In IMS the administration
changed and a man at Bass Harbor applied
for the position of light-keeper at Balter's
island, and got it. When he arrived he asked
for oxen to haul his goods, and was refused.
Thus a feud began, the Gilleys feeling that
tbe new keeper had usurped their rights.
This feeling still exists.

shipwrecked

On the bench Jndge Tsft showed
the two qualities which make a great
judge —wisdom and moral courage.
They are also the two qualities which
make a great President.—President
RoosereU.

vicing line between

f
and the democracy
Mr. Bryan proiiouuced
Cleveland.
the measure
just and houoianie.
President Cleveland denounced it as
“the creature of perfidy and dis-

people’s

a

William H. Taft ia of the Pilgrim
stuff—his is the wisdom that makes
Tried
the ideal vieion a living fact.
in every realm of government, tested
in every department of statesmanship. he"never yet has failed. He is a
skilled seaman.’— Senator Bereridg*.

sends

Bryaniam

winds that carry to

freighted ships of
hope.—Senator Beveridge.

in its completed form it bore bis unqualified approval. His advocacy of
the bill drew, sharp and clear, the di
of

atmosphere,

port the

Mr.

OP OHIO.

an

the United State* governof Baker’* island, off

ownership

the Hancock
&t

View floveratnent
of Ownrrshlp.

Resident*

1

States, according to official statistics,
be got the ball on a' fumble and made a
A MTS KM KBIT NOTES.
numbered 47,373,553, and were valued
He told his dream in the
touchdown.
at 8129,908,354. At the close of Mr.
BOSTON THEATRE.
before
the
and
sure
morning
game,
Tbe attraction at tbe Boston theatre
{Tleveland’s term, thanks to the baleenough the dream came true. He got the ;
ful influence of the free-trade act ball and made the touchdown exactly as next week will be the “Hypocrite*", by
Henry Arthur Jones, a play which i* all
which Mr. Bryan bad helped to force he had dreamed the night before.
that the name impliea, and it ia one of the
upon the statute book, the number of
in the country bad fallen to 36,818,843, having a value of 860,020,942
In other words, the sheep flocks had
•offered a loss of more than 10,000,000,
or nearly 25 per cent, and the wool

abeep

clip

of the United States had declined
in value about $58,000,000, or nearly
fiO per cent., ail though the operation
of a law which found one of its most
ardent supporters in the person of
“the farmers’ friend”,
William J.

Bryan.
Id 1993, under the rostering care of
tariff protection, the wool o? the
to
country amounted
303,000,000
pounds; in 1395, under the bligbtiDg
effect of free trade, it fell to209,000,000

BAR

HARBOR

cleverest works of

AIR-8HIP.

Wilsjn, Bar Harbor’s flying-machine man, exhibited his airship there Isst
week prior to going to New York w ith it

a

clever author.

A. V’.

KEITH’S

THEATRE, BOSTON.
After having introduced Annette Kellermann to vaudeville patrons in a novel act
and creating a sensation, Mr. Keith will
next week not only keep Miss Kellermann
on the bill, but also have Another attrac-

for

puolic trials. Mr. \N ilson has been at
work for many years on his invention. In
his eariy life he was an teronaut and
parachute jumper.

He

has constructed

t ion—Eva

models, and the latest one seems
to be one that will
w^rk. It is on the
several

aeroplane principle,
movable and

heavier than

tilting planes

air,

tut

*ing9,
which respect it differs radically from
many aeroplanes, notably the Wright
vMtn

or

in

brothers'

invention.

others interested in air
seen

Mr.

Machinist and
flights who have

Wilson's models

are

of the

opin-

ion that be has hit

upon several very original and important features that will
probably be incorporated into future air

Tanquay, m ho made a great hit
New York city. She dances and she
sings, and has many imitators. They all
imitate, but none can duplicate her.
On the bill will be still another headline
feature- Clayton White and Marie Stuart,
who are appearing in their slang classic
which they have made famous “Cherie.”
For this week also Melville Ellis, a
popular
entertainer with the piano, has been enOthers
on
the
bill
mill
be the
gaged.
Artois brothers with a wonderful bar act;
in

»

pounds. In 1391, with the tariff re- J
Leo Donnelly in a new specialty; the
stored, it rose to 302,000,000 pounds, navigation.
The present model is thirty-six feet over Picaro brothers and other attractions to
and to 316,000,000 pounds in 1902.
to tip of the wings or planes, be announced later, to which will be
all, from
During the four years of President of which tip
there are four, two at either end, added the special Keith show which is beCleveland’s second term the measure and each
wing having a spread of oil cloth coming such a strong attraction at this
which he denounced as “the creature 4 x
12, with a six-inch separation between house during the late hours of the afterof perfidy and dishonor”, but which the
tne early hours of the evening.
upper and under aurfa«-ea in the mid- noon and
Mr. Bryan nevertheless enthusiasti- dle, but sloping to the edge, and sealed all Thia is made up of a special corps of encally endorsed, saddled the American round. In a word, a convex top and flat tertainers rehearsed by the Keith managewool-growers with losses conserve under surface. These wings, at each ment, and with the best pictures that can
‘‘flapping” movement, displace fifty feet of be secured.
tively estimated at 6400.000,000.
The wool-growers, however, were
the only victims of the Wilson-

not

air, and with each revolution of the driving shafts move nine feet through the air.

Conference

of Charities.

Amount of
Ascertain
In United States.
The national conservation commission
has caused the first comprehensive attempt
at a census of the standing timber in the
United State# ever undertaken The forto

Attempt

Standing Timber

four

A WELL KNOWN
Established

co-operate, but funds have never been
available.
Tbe conservation commission, however,
need# tbe information to help complete
its inventory of the country'# natural resources, which it will include in its report to the President, and since that report is to be submitted on tbe first of next
year, it needs the information at once. In
consequence the work on the
been started with a rush and is

census
now

It may be

slight exaggeration

a

to

as a

We are LAR6ER AND STRONGER than ever
Daring the 20 years of our existence our aim baa been
toextend to our patrons the best possible service. Our
steady growth is evidence that the Banking Institution which throws out the greatest safeguards
around its business, in order to protect its depositors
merits the confidence of the public. If you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to
become one; our relations will be mutually profitable

has

under

UNION TRU8T COMPANY ’

headway.

full

speak

ELLSWORTH,

of timber, for of course it is
impossible to count the individual tree# in
even
the most ambitious
the forests;
plans of the forest service and the bureau
of the census did not contemplate that.
of

INSTITUTION.

National Bank In lan with

a capita! of
Mo ooo
Changed to a Trust Company In 1*07 with a capital o[ *100,000 .11,|
surplus of MO,OOO and total resources of over 01,000,000

est service has for several years been eager
to take such a census, and the bureau of
the census has expressed its willingness to

ME.

a census

Hut

trained

a

man

can,

with

gr?at

accu-

THE LARGE and

racy, “cruise” a tract of forest and estimate the number of board feet it contains.

the forests of the
country, including practically all tbe
nationtl forests, have been estimated at
various times, but these figures have never
been brought together, and no organized

Large portions

effort has
into
cies

ever

of

been made to

gather

of the Eastern Trust &

invited with
transaction.

made.

result, the guesses as to the amount
of standing timber in the United 8tales
range all the way from 822,682 million to
2,000 billion board feet-a difference of
more than a trillion feet
in the estimates
of the best qualified authorities in the
As

a

most

made
lished
These

opinion

ox

assurance

of satisfaction

in

every

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO
MAINR.
BANGOR,
Capital. $175,000.00.
Surplus and Profits EtRNED, $410,131 «•>
Deposits, over $3,342,mio

country.
In the

Banking Company shows

people realize that it is a Safe and Conservative Banking Institution. Your account ithat the

total, nor to supply the deficienhere hitherto no estimates have been

one
«

INCREASING

BUSINESS

them

the forest service, the

carefully prepared estimates yet
those by Henry Gannett, pubby the twelfth census in 1900.
placed the total stumpsge at 1.990

on

are

billion

board

Mr. Gannett, it

feet.

COI STRY IJFE.
—

fact that it will give an
largely
accurate basis for computing how long our
in

limber

the

supplies

will

of the

last.

Through

the

forest service and the

co-operation
census bureau, the country's annual

CHURCH BfOTKS.

so

happens, has been chosen by the President
Created by
to compile all the information gathered What the Cominlsalou
President Kuoeevelt Is Doing.
for the commission, and with his previous
Washisoton Ocr. 16-President Rooseacquaintance with the subject of forestry,
be is at work now enlarging the knowl- velt's mail is stacked high these days with
letters concerning the commission on
edge of forest areas at present available.
The importance of this census lies country life, which he recently created,

and the number ot communications on
■ he subject is growing greater daily.
A rather strange feature of this correspondence, considering the far-reaching

179102*
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OONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALM.
R*v. J. D. Prigmor*.
pattor
Sunday. Oct. 25-Morning
„
*0.30. Sunday achool at 11.45.
Lvenioi
^
aervice at 7.
Prarer meeting Friday evening at

7.

KKTHODler KPISCOI AL.
I er. H’. F.
Emery, parlor.
Sunday, Oct. 25 No prea.-hing service,
Sunday acbool at 11.45. Jun.. r leaguem.
Prayer meeting and bibli study Tuesday
evening at 7 JO.
—

of the commission, is that so
far it has contained no word of adverse
bawi-t
comment from any quarter. The sug- :
accuracy, although even here there are
Bn. P. A. A. Billam, pattor.
are all constructive, and many ofI
geetiona
some discrepancies, because a
large amount
Sunday, Oct. 25 Morning service it
of wood is used for posts, fuel sod them will prove ot great help to the com10JO. Sermon by paator.
its
of
Sunday school
when
formulates
mission
it
plans
domestic purposes, for which no satisfacat 11.46. Chriatian Endeavor
meeting it
tory data have yet been collected. But campaign.
7. Evening aervice 7.30.
Many of the letters to the President are
the consensus of opinion among thote
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 730.
whose names are known everyequipped to judge is that the present from men
OOBOBKO Altos A L.
annual consumption is about 100 billion where, but the bulk of them are from the
An. R. B. Matheu‘r. parlor.
hoard feet, or something more than thst. men who are most vitally interested—the
Sunday, Oct. 25-Morning service at
One leading aulhori y has placed it as farmers themselves. The general tenor of
the farmers' letters shows that not only 10JD. Sunday achool at 11.45
Evening
high as 150 billion board feet.
work of aervice 7 JO.
Assuming a stum page of 1,400 billion are they deeply concerned in the
Pr«yer
have
clearthe
but
that
meeting
Friday
at
commission,
they
evening 7J0.
feet, an annual use of 100 billion feet, and
in
neglecting growth in the calculation, the headed ideas of the President's purpose
Remember that in every quarrel the
exhaustion of our timber supply is indi- starting the inquiry and of what the outpereon who baa been the [east to blame u
cated in fourteen years. Assuming the come may be.
generally the moat ready to be reconciled.
The writers get down to the buainees
same use and stand, with an annual
Rowdier.
growth
of forty billion feet, we have a supply for and set forth their ideas with a hardtwenty-three years. Assuming an annual headed logic and clearness of statement
(Barnet).
that makes it seem a little doubtful if the *vVW\A'WV-oW'.VWVA
use of 150 billion feet, the first
supposition
belief ot some persons that rural schools T.TOOP POLK8-J00.000 ten foot birch hoop
becomes nine years, and the second thirAi- pot—. H. B. Phillip*. Ei.*, worth.
teen years. Assuming a sUnd of 2,000 ought to be improved is well-founded.
buy 1,000 u<bel« of pobillion feet, a use of 100 billion feet, and The farmers themselvea, however, agree
la toes.
H. B. Phillips, Eiisworth. Me
neglecting growth, we have twenty years' that the educational facilities in the counover so as
I)AL8AM FIR TWIG8— Fa.*:n»-rs and chi*supply. Assuming the same conditions, try districts ought to be made
A3
dren make money cutting balsam fir
with an annual growth of forty billion to fit country conditions and needs more twig*.
Shipments must be made by boat.
Write at once for particular*.
cloeelv.
;■ ns Pillow
we
have
feet,
thirty-three years' supply.
Co.. Wood Building, New York
A number of writers urge the need of
With an annual use of 150 billion feet,
these estimstes become, respectively, thir- introducing some sort of elementary agri% Jf WANTED-We want. mr»sponsible represent at ivt* t, n vacaicy
culture into the schools. Not all are of
teen and eighteen years.
bow esisiting lo your town, a
bool teacher,
Some
however.
maintain
this
opinion,
It is apparent from these computations
lawyer, clergyman, student, business, profeisional or other enterprising nun. who will
in
is
a
to
make
that
there
danger
trying
why the national commission considers
give the whole or a part of hi* tin.- to selling
the census of timber so essential to the agricultural instruction too academic.
Equitable Life tolicies, the most popular life
insurance
which
all
the
in
farmers
The
one
point
company operating :n Maine topreparation of its inventory.
day. It’a tbe harvest time now for the lit*,
with
Presithe
without
agree
exception
1 be chief difference between the methenterprising, active, insurance uian. The
Equitable's great pieslige is acknowledged.
ods now being employed by the conserva- dent, is that the greatest trouble with agMore Maine people are seeking insurance in
the Equitable to day than ever U fore. If intion commission and those the bureau of ricultural life is its isolation. The remedy
manathe census would use are that while the for this that is most frequently proposed terested, communicate at once with the
ger for the State. F. H. H AZtLT N. Portland.
bureau would send out enumerators to is better reads.
Maine.
Another solution that is advocated by a
make personal visits to s i parts of the
of the writers is that a
country, the commission is aiming at the large proportion
S‘4> GUnnirt.
means be sought to prevent the holding of
same results
a tremendous

sumption

of wood is know

n

con-

significance

with tolerable

POTATOES—Will

SALK81I

of

through
correspondence. For

amount

farms by persons or corporations
instance, 3,100 large
who do not work them themselves. The arcounty clerks,

letters have gone out to
asking for statements of forest areas in
their counties. Seven thousand lumbermen and timberland
owners have been
asked to supply similar information. In
all, nearly 150,000 letters have been «ent.
These letters also ask for a wide variety
of information besides the area and capacity of forest. They touch upon all phases
not only of the lumbering and milling industries but of all others which are even

the use of
The second annual conference of the indirectly dependent upon
wings are moved by a 224Oorman-Bryan perfidy. Every branch horse-power mroplane motor in two units, Maine State charities and corrections will wood. The purpose of the commission is
not merely to learn how much wood is
of American industry suffered.
It for
safety in case one motor should stop be held at Waterville Oct. 26. 27 and 28.
grow ing now, but how long it may be
lowered the duties on imports of for
any reason while the machine is in Among the questions to be discussed are
expected to last and how the supply may
manufactures and thereby forced the midair. By means of long levers
applied the following:
be prolonged by economy
dosing of important native industries to the shafts of the motors, the wings are
Do you think Maine should create a
Ail goverment departments and bureaus
and drove their employees into idle- rocked rapidly back and forth.
One of Bute board of charity? If so, what and
bow much power of supervision and ad- which have any information about forests,
Mr.
Wilson’s
most
distinction
ness.
inventions, ministration should be given such board? as well as
Wages in every branch of in
many large corporations, such
|
dnstrial activity declined, the demand and a part of this machine, is a movable
Is it best for the Btate, bv commission as land-grant railroads which hold big
under
of
the
fulcrum
control
which,
oper- or otherwise, to take over the entire care forest
for every variety of farm products fell
tracts iu some states and have
ator, enables him to tilt the moving wings of all the pauper poor of the Btate?
cruised them care'ully, have turned it
off, and the workingmen of the counDo you approve of probation for adult
to any desired angle while flight is actufarm colony for inebri- over to Mr. Gannett.
try were subjected to universal hardIt is this invention, as prisoners, and a
ally going on.
The forest service naturally has the
ates?
ship and distress.
much as any other, that attracts the attenSeveral out-of-tbe-aUte speakers will largest fund of information, and it is
•The operation of Mr. Bryau’s pet tion of experts to Mr. Wilson’s machine.
be present, each one a master in his re- gathering more constantly, either inde-measure robbed the farmers, brought
Tbirty-six feet long over all, the present
spective line of work, including Alexan- pendently or with the help of the census
will
some
800
when
and
model
pounds
weigh
banger
misery to the wageder Johnson, secretary of the National bureau. The departments of war, the inearner and bankrupted the treasury. equipped, and is designed to carry two conference ct charities and
correction; terior, and commerce and labor can turn
land
on
200-mile
the
make
a
flight,
It was, indeed, as Mr. Cleveland said, men,
Charles W. Brit well, secretary of Boston’s over the amounts of timber standing on
from
start
aloft
the
water and
again
“a creature of perfidy and dishonor.”
children’s aid society; Everett W. Lord, military, lighthouse and other reservawater.
^_____
New England secretary of the national tions. The bureau of corporations of the
Mr. Bryan stands to-day as he stood
child labor committee, and Dr. Jeffrey R. department of commerce and labor has
In 1894—for free trade and all that it
Wise.
Judicial, Steady,
Brackett, director of the Harvard school sent out an extensive schedule of inquiries
means to American labor and Ameri( Brooklyn Ragle, dem.)
to its special agents which, it is hoped,
social workers.
He cannot get away
The Eagle1 • reasons for supporting Mr. for
can enterprise.
will add to the preeent information conTaft and for opposing Mr. Bryan are based
and
there are no in- on
from tbe record,
the important considerations, and have
In this remarkable age of hsart-ex- cerning the manufacture of wood. All
dications that he wants to get away not been affected by the unimportant.
when all is being brought into the the states of the union are co-operating
The latter just now are sensational, but poaure,
from it.* He is committed to free
and will furnish statistics concerning
cannot rightly become or be made signifi- limelight, may we not really ask: “After
trade as distinctly aa he is to free sil- cant.
all, is not everybody about as good as state forest tinea.
Mr. Taft is a judicial, steady, wise and anybody?”
ver, and his own words show that he
man, with unmatched experilie-Do you remember the night I prowill fasten those twin deviltries upon consistent
Judkins—College education is a good
ence in high administrative offices, which
he has weU filled.
Abe country if ho gets the chance.
thing. My son graduated last year and posed to yon? She—Yes, dear? He-You
Mr. Bryan baa had a forgotten and in- this year he’ll get 92*500.
Hudgins— sat for one hour and never opened your
cidental record in a talk shop, the honae
he teaching?
Jndgkins—He mouth. She—Yea, I remember dear. He—
If sleeted, be [Judge Taft] has shown of representatives. The people have twice Where is
isn’t teaching-he’s pitching.
Ah, that was the happiest hour of my life.
toy his deeds that be will be President refused to elect him to the presidency.
The

■—=5 1
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FOREST CENSUS.

BAKKK’S ISLAND SUIT.

a

—

BANCO* K COUNTT PUBLISHING CO
7. W. BoLi.ix* Editor and Manager
W. U. Titus, A**fy'late Editor.

■■imrll

as

* u<ji- ; be cau be trusted to stand stout
Iv against the two real enemies of our
democracy—against the man who to
please one class wou»d undermine the
whole foundation of orderly liberty,
and against the roan who, in the in
terest of another c!a*s, would secure
business
prosperity by sacrificing
every right of he working people
President Roosevelt.

,

KLL8WOK1 ti,

class, bat of the people

no

gument is advanced that such setion would
attract settlers to the country, and that
the wide spaces between farms would be
broken up, and that, further, if the big
tracts which are now worked by absentee
owners, or held for speculation, were split
independent ow ners, there
up among
would be greater opportunity for small
farmers to come in and gain profitable
livelihoods.

A number

of the President’s corresa revival, in some sort, of the
old lyceura which provided a social center
for rural communities. Several writers
tell of excellent results that have been obtained in their own neighborhoods by
literary societies, not so much in their
educational capacity as in providing a

pondents

urge

community bond. Many suggestions are
made concerning the postofflee service.
All these letters are being filed and the
gist of their contents will be brought before the commission for its consideration.

City Nephew—Well, uncle, did you have
good year T Parmer—Did IT Gosh, yes.
I had four cows and three hogs killed by
railroad trains an’ two hogs an’ nine
chickens killed by automobiles. I cleared

around 60 to look alter ir businrtB
in this county.
Special ;nducemeBt
this month, permanent.
C. It. Bi'u» 4 Co.
Nurseryman, Manchester, Conn.

MAN

legal Xotircs.
anbaenber hereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the laat will and testament of
PRISCILLA O. TORREY. late of WINTER
HARBOR.
in the county of Hancock, decea- !. no bonds
nsin* required by the terms .if »-*id wui.
A11 persons haring demands against theeitale of said deceased are desired to preoeni
the same for settlement, and al! indent*®
thereto are requested to make payment imRodkkic Sf Torbsy.
mediately.
Winter Harbor. Oct IS. 1908.

THE

aWinrtiannrnts.

REAL E8TATE.
If you want to sqli >■ >r ebon
n»
property or otlter real estate.
it with Kay P. Eaton. 14b MalJJ
St.. Brunswick. Main**
erly Register of Deeds, Cumberland County.

a

Souvenir Post Cards

near one

*.
Seven assorted cards sent by mail post
the above prioe. Ellsworth, scenery141
Maine Tlewt. These cards are sold for iw.
•tore,. Send now. Only » limited number.

thousand dollars.

Deafness Cannot be Curad
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafness, snd that Is by constitutional remedies. Deafness la caused by
an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
the Bustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed you have a rambling sound or imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely closed,
Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored
tolls normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine casee out of ten nre
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an
inflamed condition of the muoous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hail’s Catarrh Cure. Bend
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Bold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

7 views only 10c.

pjW

artamj

t W. AUSTIN, Dept, k, Ellsworth, Marne.

ARNOLD’S

“'™.r
Bowel

BALSAM

Complaints

Q. A. PARCHER

by
_

EwuEpgr
I Farm Bargain, Issued.—Illustrate^

Its

HANCOCK

8. J. COURT.
FOR

TERM

DOCKET
Civic
CLEARED UP TO-DAY.

REACHED-BALDASCRIMINAL CASES
FOR MURDER—TRIAL
gAR, INDICTED
WILL BEGIN NEXT TUESDAY.

tion during the latter rwrt of h»r stay at
her home, which required
nursing and
more attention, and that this was not covered by the $1 board paid.
The other
heirs did not consent to any allowance,
and Mrs. Thurston brought this suit
against the administrator.
The case went to the jury Friday afternoon.
Verdict for plaintiff, f2 8.

pleaded guilty

to four indictments, and
remanded for sentence.
Following is the criminal docket, except some old liquor cases which have
been continued from term to
term, with
record of disposal of cases to date:
Continued
I63i.

PEREZ VS. PIERSON.
THH COURT.

LuCiLics A.

Justice

Presiding

Emery,

Sllsworth.

The case of Beatrice Perez vs. Eugene M.
Pierson was a real action for title to land
at

Stonington. Plaintiff claimed record
title by chain of deeds. Defendant, who
County
is occupant of the land in question, also
Harbor.
claimed record title, the foundation of
Ellaworth.
shtrjff -Byron II- Mayo,
which was a tax deed.
Defendant also
Crk,r -BfRKR Lbach, Buckeport.
David claimed that he was entitled to
payment
peputi' A-BCRKR Lbach, Buckaport;
8.
Febsald.
Jambs
Ellaworth;
for
v t AHSBv,
improvements made on the property.
E.
Bluehill;
Wbbntrr.]
John
After evidence was all in, the Court ruled
Tremont:
Jossru H. Eaton, Stonington.
I that the title was in the plaintiff, and orStenographer—R. D. Small, Portland,
dered a verdict for plaintiff on that point.
MADDOcaa. Ellsworth.
jt,..., nger-Hamlin
The Court further ruled that the defendant was entitled to betterments on the
was
The civil docket for tbo term
property, and submitted the case to the
morncleaned up at the final calling this
have come off the doc- jury on the question alone as to amount,
ing. Many cases
week has been a busy if any, which should be allowed for betket, and the past
trials. The grand Jnry terments. The jury allowed the defendone, with several
ant 1329.17.
reported at 8.16 p. m. Monday. They reMOORE & HURLEY VS. ARCHER.
turned thirty indictments.
The case of Fred Moore and Jeremiah
Frank Baldsssari was Indicted for murwith shooting his Hurley vs. Alton Archer and the two cases
der. He is charged
Knowi.ton, Ellaworth.
Clerk -John F.
Attorney—CHABLaa,.H. Wood, Bar

brother, Antonio, st Stonington, on July
21 last. There will be an extra panel of
twenty jurors for this trial, which will be-

Attorney-General

Tuesday.

next

gin

Hamlin and County-Attorney Wood will
conduct the case for the State and E. P.
Murra;., of Bangor, and D. E. Hurley, of
Ellaworth, will appear for Baidas sari.
The traverse jurors came in Thursday
and were impaneled as follows:

Hiram E. Archer,
The action was for
trespass for cutting wood on land claimed
to be owned by plaintiff.
The defendants
claimed to be working under instruction
from L. F. Giles, who also claimed title.
The real point involved in the case was
the title to the land. The Court ordered
a verdict for defendant.
of

the

were

jobt.1

Car',. F.ben B. foreman....Tremont
Abel. Robert.Sullivan
Andrew*. John.Sorrento
Ao'tm. Hollis E.Lamoine
Billing*. Samuel B.Bluehill
Billings. William W.Orland
Bridges. WilllamS.Penobscot
Bunker. Henry C.Oouldsboro
Csndsge, Asa O.Stonington
Doyle. Kd ward E.Ellaworth
Farmer, leorge E.Verona

ffs

YOUNG
cases

VS.

BRAMAN.

of Harnette

W.

\ oung

vs.

Dwight Braman, tried together, were
Herrick, Austin G.Brooklln taken up yesterday morning. These were
SECOND TBAVBBSB JCBY.
for maintaining
for damage*
actions
Littlefield. Addison A, foreman-Buckaport a fence along a right of way which
Jordan. Howard L..Waltham bounded one side of
plaintiff’s property at
Jordan. W. R.Eden
obstructing her access to her
Sullivan,
B.Hancock
Madiaon
Joy.
After evidence was in, the cases
Lawrie. .iamea A.Eaatbrook property.
from the jury and reLeighton, Joaiah G.Ellaworth were withdrawn
Perkin*, Harry. Brookaville ported to the law court.
Seamm.ri. George B. Franklin
A case of Herbert L. Cleaves vs. Dwight
Snow Austin E...Buckaport
Somes, John A.Mount Desert
Stinson, Charles A.Deer isle
Stover.

Byron V.Sedgwick
SUrBBBOMBBABIBS.

Joy. 0.

CIVIL CASES TRIED.
The

trial of civil

was

cases

taken up

Thursday. The case of Susie W. Clement,
of Bluehill, va William B. Clement, of
Penobscot, was the first tried. Plaintiff is the divorced wife of defendant.
When the divorce was granted Mrs.
Clement in January, 1907, she was allowed
$3,250 alimony, and execution for that
waa issued.
A payment .of $750
made on the executiou. A short time
liter a settlement was made between the
parties, under which plaintiff accepted
four notes of $600 each, and gave a receipt
in full for settlement of the execution.
Plaintiff alleged a verbal promise on
part of defendant to pay |750 more, and
that she did not know the full import of
the receipt she signed. Defendant said
there was no verbal promise to pay more;
that the $2,000 was accepted in full settlement as the receipt showed, and that he
knew of no further claim until this suit

amount

|

was

wa9

Chase, J. B.
Redman and John Alley Somes, to be
heard in damages. Another case between
same parties was defaulted for |50.
Braman

Raymond.Eden

Tracy. Henry...Southwest Harbor
Webster, William 8.Caattne
Young. Harry C.8urry

brought.

The Court ordered^
dam.

a

verdict for defen-

THURSTON VS. MILLS.

was

refecred to E. E.

GOS8 vs.

RED QRANITE CO.

The case of John L. Gosa va. the Maine
Red Granite Co., of Calais, w as the last on
the civil docket to be tried. This was an
action to recover for a large stone cut by
plaintiffs and rejected by the buyer beThe mistake arose
cause it was short.
through a defect in the plan furnished by |
the defendants, in which figures of outside dimensions and inside dimensions
did not agree.
Plaintiffs cut stone by the outside dimensions given on the plan; defendants
claimed they should have verified figures
on plan before cutting the stone, and reported the inconsistency of the figures.
Ater evidence was in, the case was withdrawn fron jury and referred to Hon. L. A.
Emery and Hon. A. W. King to be determined upon the evidence adduced.
DUNBAR

VS.

DUNBAR.

The Dunbar will case, on appeal from
probate court, one of the mo.t important cases assigned for trial at this
term, was settled amicably between the
parties, without trial. The decree of the
probate court, denying petition for annulment of the will of Emery B. Dunbar,
of Sullivan, was affirmed by consent, with-

the

out costs.

ASSIONED LIST
9econd case tried was that of Mrs.
Heator A. Thurston, of Stonington, vs.
Following is the special assigned usi,
Suinuer P. Mills, of Stonington, as admin- with record of disposal of cases to date:
trator of the estate of Miss Deborah W.
2600. Clement vs. Clement. Fellows, Harley;
Weed, sister of the plaintiff. Mrs. ThursVerdict
Tried Thursday.
Warren.
ton sued to recover $416 for services in carfor defendant ordered by Court.
ing for her sister during the latter years 2650. Perez vs. Pierson. Spofford; Hale &
of her life. Deborah Weed left personal
Hamlin. General verdict for plaintiff
ordered by Court. Special finding for
estate appraised at abouC|2,900. There are
betterments,
#329.17.
plaintiff for
two brothers and one sister beside Mrs.
Motion for plaintiff that her costs be
Thurston living, and they were opposed to
be set off against appraised value of
her in the case.
the property filed.
There was an admitted arrangement by 2653. Thurston vs. Mills.
Spofford; Littlewhich Mrs. Thurston was to received fl a
field. Mills. Verdict for plaintiff. #208.
week board from her sister
while she 2699. Moore & Hurley vs. Archer. Hurley;
madher home with her, and this was
Giles, Mason. Verdict for defendant
ordered by Court.
paid up to the time Deborah went to live
2700. Moore & Hurley vs Archer. Hurley;
with her brother, Thurlow Weed, a
year
Verdict for defendant
Giles. Mason.
and one-half before her death.
After
ordered by Court.
Deborah’s death, Mrs. Thurston ap2701. Moore & Hurley vs. Archer.
Hurley;
Proaehed the other heirs and asked that
Giles. Masou. Verdict for defendant
she be allowed
ordered by Court.
something for the care of
1
horah because of her
physical condi- 2771. Warren vs. Fogg. Warren; Patten. Verdict for plaintiff ordered by Court.
Exceptions filed aud allowed.
aUromiftftnnuA
The

2692.

BEST CATARRH DOCTOR.
TuU is the little Hyotnei
inhaler, a doctor
that has cured
many
thousands of sufferers
from catarrh,
bronchitis,

Weaver vs. Piueo.
Graham; Pineo.
Auditor appointed.
Gordon vs. Card. Mason; Stuart. Verdict for plaintiff for #20. Motion for
new trial filed.
Brown vs. Jellison.
Peters; Clark.
Plaintiff discontinued as to Fred A.
Jellison. Clara J. Jellison defaulted

by
Conaut vs. Haslaw.
Mason; Burrill.
Defaulted by conseut.
2869. Stuart vs. Ellsworth. Hurley; Peters.
Plea of tender filed.
2760. Kingsley vs. Kingsley. Bensou; Crabtree. Defaulted for #40, without costs.
2848. Higgins vs. Young.
Tracy; Bensou.
Plaintiff nonsuit.
2742. Wiggin vs. Ray. Deasy & Lynam; Hurley. Defaulted for #250 by consent.
2745. Ray vs. Wiggin. Redman; Deasy.A Lynum. Defaulted for #36.
2741. Towu of Eden vs. Town of Trenton.
Deasy Sc Lynam; Fellows. Continued
by reason of illness of defendant’s
counsel.
2867. Sinclair vs. Maine Central.
Hurley;
Hale & Hamlin. Continued
2868. Sinclair vs. Maine Central.
Hurley;
Hale & Hamlin. Continued.
2879. Dunbar vs. Dunbar. Clark; Spofford.
Decree of probate court below affirmed
by consent, without costs of this court.

yourwith Hysmei. Pour
a few
drops in the little
8n<l breathe it in.
healing, soothing and
antiseptic air will reach
"®ry nook aud crevice
mucous membrane
"J®
he nose and
throat;
stop the irritation
will
“ay the
inflammation;
°“t the foul odor;
ho germs and care
fr
‘he disease.

T?k.er’

??J09>;immediately;

been
u«i^IyrrWi,e it**
for two
monfi'8H/°mei
catarrh.
She
hi.
for
relief
anareceived more
th*“
i'om
aSv other
2uneflt
*“>
treatment.” I

THE CRIMINAL DOCKET.

—

rr8tt’ JoffeMon-JCnw.

UC

Bvnnd; Paraher, the druggist, sells
8nar?n! (pronounoed nlgh-o-me) snd
Acomplete outfit, Ineludin'1188?lt“dmg
costs

1708.

1704.

battery. From Bar Harbor municipal
court.
April term, 1908—Continued.
Oct. term, 1908-Nol prossed.
State vs. John Sharkey, single sale.
April term !*M-Continued. Oct. term,
1908—Pleaded guilty.
State vs. John Sharkey, single sale.
April term 1908-Continued. Oct. term,
1908—Pleaded guilty.
State vs. John Sharkey, common seller,
April term 1908—Continued. Oct. term,
1908—Pleaded guilty.
State vs. Llewellyn Stewart, incest
April term, 1908—Continued. June 18,
1908—Respondent arrested, bail for #500
furnished. Oct. term, 1908—Nol prossed.
iNTtio

Appealed Cases.
Timothy Harkins, assault and
battery; from George R. Fuller.
1706. State vs. E.iward Si Ivey, drunk and disorderly; from Ellsworth municipal
1705.

1707.

1708.

State

vs.

court.
State vs. Harvey Morang. violation of
Lord's Day; from Ellsworth municipal
court.
State vs. Elkanab E. Boynton, violation
of town ordinance; from Western Hancock muuicipal court.

*1.

The criminal docket

was

forenoon, when the docket

reached this
was called.

The trial of criminal cases is nowr on.
Frank Lawrence, the Indian, who was
arrested at Bangor for breaking into cottages at Green lake and Phillips lake,

POSTER- OA LDWEL L.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo D.

stale

vs,

r.dward

and

a

1718.

Chester Bunker, breaking, entering and larceny. Arraigned Oct. 21.
Pleaded guilty.
State vs. Chester Bunker and Earl
vs.

Young, breaking, entering and larceny.
1719. State vs. Frank Baldassari, murder.
1720. State vs. Sarah Beruardini, common
1721.
1722.
1723.
1724.
1725.
1726.
1727.
1728.
1729.
1730.

nuisance.
State vs. Lillian M. Church, adultery.
State vs. Eddie
Coniisky, common
seller. Capias to issue.
vs.
Eddie
Comisky, common
seller. Capias to issue.
State vs. Mike Doyle, single sale. Capias to issue.
State vs. Mike Doyle, common seller.
Capias to issue.
State vs. Daniel A. Herlihy, common
seller.
State vs. Daniel A. Herlihy, common
nuisance.
State vs. Daniel H. Herlihy, common
seller.
State vs. Arthur
Hunton, common
seller.
State vs. Eddie Jewell, common nui-

jitate

Arraigned Oct. 21.

sance.

Pleaded

guilty.
1731.

State

Eddie Jewell, single sale. Arraigned Oct. 21. Pleaded guilty.
1732. State vs. Eddie Jewell, common seller.
Arraigned Oct. 21. Pleaded guilty.
1733-4-5-8. State vs. Frank Lawrence, breaking, entering and larceny. Arraigned
Oct. 19. Pleaded guilty to four indictments.
1737. State vs. Mike McCauley, nuisance.
vs.

Capias.
1733.

State

1739.

State

v*.

Mike

McCauley,

common

seller.

Capias.
vs. Kidder L Moore, jr., adultery.
Capias to issue.
1740. State vs. Jake Nevel3, nuisance. Capias

1741.
1742.
1743.
1744.

to issue.
State vs. Jake Nevels, common seller.
Capias to issue.
State vs. Alice May Robinson, adultery.
Capias to issue.
State vs. Earl Young, breaking, entering and larceny.
State vs. Elvin Young, breaking and

entering.

Model

The house was attractively decorated for
the occasion. The large bay window of
the

living

room

in which ihe bridal

A
1363S Kussia
CAir

party

•

of feathery asparagus
fern brightened by American holly. The
halls and parlors were decorated with
stood

pine

was a

Nat Goodwin, the actor,

The bride and groom were attended by
Miss Bessie M. Joy, as maid of honor,
and
Walter L. Foster, of Portland,
brother of the bride, an best man. Two little nieces of the bride, Louise and Sara
Foster, w ere charming as flower girls. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. R. B.
Mathews of the Congregational church.
The Mendelssohn wedding march was
played by Miss A. Mae Botisey.
The bride wore a becoming travelling
gown of brown, with hat to match, and
carried a sheaf of white chrysanthemums.
The bridesmaid wore a directoire gown
of lavendar muslin, and carried a bouquet
oi violets and valley lilies. The little flower
girl*, in white, carried baskets of carnations. After the ceremony and congratulations, refreshments were served by
Misses Muriel B. Davis, Grace C. King
and Louise Cushman.
The bride and groom sent their well-intentioned friends on a wild-goose errand
to the noon train, with immense bags
of confetti. There was every facility of
rousing send-off when the train left, except that the bride and groom were missing. They had decided to take a later
train, and forgot to mention the fact to
the guests.
They will leave this evening for a trip to

_

a

friend

country-place
from a railway station or
telegraph office, a fact of which Goodwin
is duly cognizant.
Now the player used often to visit this
friend whom he has ever found a lavishly
hospitable host, and who has time and
time again advised that there i9 a room
at the place in Maine ready for him whenMaine that

is ten miles

to occupy it.
occasion Goodwin
over

FPOAf FASff/OPS

aFJYTPEw/nfCMFOfirFimm
La France Shoes shown at this store
have style—as the makers have faithfully
followed thevery latest models originated
by the exclusive custom boot makers of
Paris and New York.
La France Shoes are comfortable and
serviceable
as the choicest and finest
leathers have been selected with the
utmost care, and have then been made
up La France way.
La France Shoes for women are so
soft and so perfectly modelled that they
yield to the slightest motion of the foot,
thus offering no resistance and insuring
the greatest possible comfort
—

The comfort gained in this way also means a perfeet fit to the foot
resulting in grace* shapeliness ■"ri
beauty which can be secured in no other way.
a
Buy pair of La France shoes at this store and
learn why they are universal favorites among the ben
dressed women of America.
—

You do not know how easy a new shoe can feel till
experience the supreme foot<omfort provided in the
La France Flexible Welt.

you

C.

will reside.
The bride and groom have many friends
who unite in extending congratulations.
The bride is one of Ellsworth’s most attractive and popular girls. She was the

I—

MORANG,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

lower north row school district. The
twin oaks are in this part of the town.
When I first visited there, about 1870,

there was a stone chair, said to have been
found in the ground. It was placed on
the broad stone wall, and most of the
people who visited the trees mounted the
wall and sat in the chair. Neither trees
or chair had any but a local reputation
at the time. Probably Mr. Darling’s account of the trees was the first ever seen
in print. At that time Mr. Darling was
visiting his cousin, Reuben Parker, of this
place, a native of Bluehill.
The stone chair was many years ago
taken to the common in the centre of the
town, and is still there as an interesting
connection with the past, though not very
ornamental. The common has taken on
the name of “park,” in these later years
of village improvement. Etta Parker.

Sliijr-tipmnttv

Is Your
Hair Sick?

MARINE LIST.

May

Sid Oct 16, sch W B

ixyers

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day

BANKS—At Deer Isle, Oct 17, to Mr and Mrs
Sullivan
S Banks, a daughter. [Irene

Eunice.]

BARTLETT—At Ellsworth. Oct 19, to Mr and
Mrs Reuel E Bartlett, a son.
COFFRON—At Bar Harbor, Oct 16, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas H Coffron, a daughter.
DOW—At North Brooklin, Oct 19, to Mr and
Mrs Hawley D Dow, a son.
FOWLER—At Brooksville, Oct. 16, to Mr and
Mrs L O Fowler, a son, [Clarence Billings.]
JELLISON—At Surry, Oct 10, to Mr and Mrs
John Jellison, a daughter.
LUNT—At Tremont, Oct 5, to Mr and Mrs
El well P Lunt, a son.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, Oct 16, to Mr and
Mrs Herman C Perkins, a son.
STOVER—At Bluehill, Oct 15, to Mr and Mrs
Harvey 8 Stover, a son.

and up.
The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

f

PHILADELPHIA.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

MARRIED.
BUNKER-BUNKER-At West Gouldsboro,
Oct 18, by Rev G Mayo, Mrs Ada M Bunker
to Newell M Bunker, both of West Gouldsboro.
DOUGLASS-PERKINS—At North Brooksville, Oct 18, by Ira J Cousins, esq. Miss
Flora Douglass, of Penobscot, to Edward
Amos Perkins, of Brooksville.
FOSTER—CALDWELL—At Ellsworth, Oct 21"
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Leonice H Foster, of Ellsworth, to Dr George R Caldwell,
of Boston.
GOTT—BUNKER—At West Tremont, Oct 10,
by L W Rumill, esq, Myra W Gott to Lowell
A Bunker.
KNOWLES-HALL-At Bar Harbor, Oct 5, by
Rev C F McKoy, Miss Vira R Knowles to
Clyde R Hall, both of Mt Desert.
NORWOOD-OBER-At Tremont. Oct 17. by
Rev F L Provan, Miss Annie E Norwood to
Winfield S Ober, both of Tremont.
ROBERTSON—GILLEY-At Southwest Harbor, Oct 14, by Rev O G Barnard, Miss Mildred Robertson, of Mt Desert, to Arthur A
Gilley, of Southwest Harbor.
WEBBER—LYNAM-At Bar Harbor, Oct 10,
by Rev C F McKoy. Mrs Harriet Webber to
Joseph Lynam, both of Bar Harbor.

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Commission fHerdjantS.

POTATOES! APPLES
AND SQUASH.
We
for

charge the lowest price
selling the above, $7 and

$10

a car, and obtain full market price. Write for particulars.
—

DIED,

Providence Brokerage Co.,

BLACK—At Stonington, Oct 13, Ralph Black,
aged 8 months.
CLEMENT—At North
Ellsworth, Oct 13,
Harry C Clement, of Bellows Falls. Vt, ageu
49 years.
FAK.VTER—At Southwest Harbor, Oct 11,
Theodore P Farmer, aged 65 years, 9 months,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

POULTRY WANTED.

days.

ORINDELL—At Bluebill, Oct 14, Mrs Christiana Grindell, aged 86 years, 2 months, 14

days.

KIMBALL—At Trenton, Oct 17, John W Kimball, aged 33 years.
MERCHANT-At Hancock, Oct 19, Thirza
Merchant, aged 80 years.
NICKERSON—At Amherst, Oct 17, Samuel N
Nickerson, aged 70 years, 3 mouths, 10 days.
RAY—At Surry, Oct 19, Mrs Ann Ray. aged 65
years.
WHITTAKER At Ellsworth, Oct 15, Capt M
Morton W'hittaker, aged 67 years, 1 month,
10 days.
YOUNG—At Surry, Oct 19.
Jeremiah C
Youug, aged 63 years, 6 months, 3 days.
—

|

HYDE, WHEELER CO,

(Established 1*04)
St, Boston, Mass.

41 North Market
Cau

get top market prices and will
make prompt returns for

1

VEAL LAMB POULTRY

sarsaparilla.

err\^ectomlJ

f

EGGS

■

Butter and Farm Produce.
Market reports, tags,
cates, stencils, etc.,

shipping

certifi-

furnished free.

Strictly Commission.

Uti&KtiatTnnnft,

The beet kind of a testimonial—
"
Sold for over aixty years.”

f

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Heading Terminal on Filbert St.

Wellington, N Y

BORN.

12

That’s too bad! We had noticed it was looking pretty thin
and rough of late, but naturally
did not like to speak of it. By
the way, Ayer’s Hair Vigor is
a regular hair grower, a perfect hair tonic. The hair stops
coming out, grows faster,
keeps soft and smooth. Ayer’s
Hair Vigor cures sick hair,
makes it strong and healthy.

WINDSOR HOTEL

Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Oct 14, sch Herbert and

Ifkafeasionai Cards.

UNDERTAKING
EMBALMING

gSTa

ROY C. HAINES,

Office over W.

(Successor t' C. R. Fosten
30-32 Main Street, Ellsworth.

A

PHILLIPS,

DENTIST.

WEST

Lipsky’s Clothing Store.

SULLIVAN, MAINE.

'SlfomtCmunR
This department is in charge of
Mr. HAKKY 1. AUSTIN,
graduate Barnes School of Embalming, Boston.

cares

On one
London:
*
“May I stay

| Styles

TO

$400

Philadelphia, Washington and other
points of interest, after which they will
return to Lexington, Mass., where they

Mjk

has
in

owns a

he

In AH \

$3°°

and autumn leaves.

If see.
Jk Made by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell,
of

Wanted to Know.

ever

SOOT.

bower

Also manufacturers

who

FOR WOMEN

j.

guilty.

State

France

SHOE

friends.

few close

ConriBpontietue.

1717.

La

Foster, on Park street, was the scene of a
pretty wedding at 10.39 o’clock this forenoon, when their daughter, Leonice Hale
Foster, was married to Dr. George R. Caldwell, of Boston, formerly of Ellsworth
About forty guests were present—relatives

recipient of many beautiful presents. The
groom is well-known here, where he forUomisky, search
merly resided. For the past few years he
and seizure: from Bar Harbor Municipal court. Principal and sureties de- has been employed in the United States
faulted.
department of agriculture. He is now
1710. State vs. Daniel Herlihy, search and located in Boston.
seizure; from Bar Harbor municipal ;
court. Principal and
sureties
defaulted.
1711. State vs. E. A. Jewell, single sale; from,
Home of “Mary’s Little Lamb.”
Bar Harbor
municipal court. ArPratt’s Junction, Mass., Oct. 7, 1908.
raigned Oct 21, pleaded guilty. JudgTo the Editor of The American:
ment of lower court affirmed, with
As long ag o as 1882 you printed in The
costs of this court:
1712. State vs. E. A. Jewell, single sale; from
American, from the pen of your Bluehill
Bar Harbor municipal court.
Ar- correspondent at that time, Byron Darraigned Oct. 21, pleaded guilty. Judg- ling, a description of the twin-oaks, in
ment of lower court affirmed,
with Sterling. I send you a picture of them.
cost of this court.
They are still standing.
1713. State vs. Gardner Reed, assault and
1 also send a photograph of the house
battery; from Bar Harbor municipal
where Mary Sawyer, of “Mary’s Little
court. Judgment of lower court afLamb” fame lived, and where a relative of
firmed, with costs of this court.
1714. State vs. Homer Downs, larceny; from hers, Henry Sawyer, still lives. Miss SawWestern Hancock municipal court.
yer married a man by the name of Taylor,
New Indictments.
and passed the latter years of her life in
1715. State vs. Henry H. Ash, adultery.
Somerville, where she was noted for her
1716. State vs. Charles L. Baker, assault and
charitable work.
battery. Arraigned Oct. 21. Pleaded
This place belongs to Sterling-is the
17W.

2872.

to cure

inhaler, only

1702.

consent.

hay
fever,
coughs, colds, grip and

villeo

*705.

2724.

asthma,

croup.
easy
9 !}’»

1701.

GORDON VS. CARD.

Two

Canes.

George Fletcher, assault and
Oct. term, 1907
oattery.
Principal
and sureties defaulted.
April term,
vs.

—

vs.

The case of Ethel M. Gordon vs. William H. Card, both of Franklin, was an
action for trespass and damages for wood
cut on land claimed to be owned by plaintiff. Title was in dispute. The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff. Motiou for
new trial was died.

State

1908—Continued.
1638. State vs. George Gross, violation of fish
laws. Oct. term, 1907—Continued
by
order of Court. April term, 1908—Continued. Oct. term, 1908-Principal and
sureties defaulted.
1639. State vs. Mrs. Edward Ober, assault and
battery. Oct. term, 1907 Principal
defaulted. Aprilterm, 1908—Continued.
Oct. term. 1908—Scire facias to issue.
1654. State vs. Paul
Nichols, forgery. Oct.
term, ;1907—Bonds furnished.
Continued. April term, 1908—Cent!oued.
Oct. term, 1908—Filed.
1658. State vs. Charles A.
Weaver, single sale.
Oct. term, 1907—Continued for
jail sentence.
April term, 1908—Continued.
Oct. term, 1908—Continued further for
sentence.
1664. State vs. Michael
McCauley, search and
seizure. From Bar Harbor municipal
court. April term. 19C8—Affidavit of
physician filed. Continued by order of
Court. Oct. term. 1908—Principal and
sureties defaulted.
1665. State vs. George Schoppe, assault and

tried jointly.

(Borniug,

Eiaar travbbsb

plaint

same

SbbtTt>*emmt».

WEDDING BELLS.

was

cabled from

|

the third Sunday in

ALT.CAl L* RECEIVE PROMPT
AM) CAREFUL ATTENTION.

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry

WO

PAY

and Bath
W

%

*

If

Rooms.
ISli.”

All kinds of laundry work >ione at abort notice.
Gooi» called tor aud delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,

WEST EMU

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH

MB

September?”
The friend paid five dollars to the messenger who brought the cablegram, likewise a sum necessary to defray the cost of
his reply: “Of course, but don’t cable.”
Whereupon Goodwin innocently sent
this query by cable: “Why not;”

Shipwrecked Mariner—A

sail!

A sail at

last! Fair One in Distress (sweetly)
What are they advertising?

—

TELEPHONES:

Day Calls, private phuce,
Night Service,

Zinn's Flowers

For Sale making Farm:
in t4 Sates. Strout’s mam
moth illustratedcaaloe of bar

gains with Sate maps mailed frte; wi
w * a. fare # E. A. SHOUT CO..
World’s Largest Fane Mors. US Water St. Aansta. Ns
_

39
7h-2

ELECTRICAL
Pull Lines of

Saturdays.

Floral pieces tor funerals
delivered oo short notice
at Boston market prices.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
;«i Wiring and Sapfllei Clweriiill, OIth.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main St, (under Dlrigo Club)
Ellsworth.

Eatlmale,

Subscribe for The American

3Trt>rTt!«rmnitfl.

7'1?

at

Sos

in American

(At li7 poet-officer to Hancock im.iM
4(1 Mr otktrr papery t» thr Omtmtj.com
Maori do noi -rack oo omj. Thr Arv.k;
DM tj no< l*« coAt oaper |o—i-nRMS »«
timmeock county, a net Vo > Moimnwi f<>
to, but it iu the only paper that can prop
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Everard Noyes and wife, of East Sullivan, were week-end guests at the WestBlamdeil homestead.
F. H. Macomber and young son, of Sea
Harbor, are guests of li. G. Wooster anc
wife, West Franklin.
Friends of Mrs. Lisxie Phillip® William* are glad to learn she is improving
E.

Charles

ton and

severe

<t

hij

r

n<5-*
r*^

Butler is

is
is

construction
bridges and road

vice-president, Mrs. Charles Allen;
secretary, 51 rs. Bun Wilson; treasurer,
Miss Helen
Hodgkins; entertainment
committee, 5fi*»t-s Hawkins, Carleton and

crew

are

and Mrs. L T. Bunker, members of the
mystic N. T’s. The servine of light refreshments is an important feature at each

meeting.
On account of the
engagement
-4>f tbeftown hall, the Hallowe’en party will
4ake place there Friday evening, Oct. 30,
under the auspices of the ladies'aid social Sheet and pillow case maskers will
-enter for a contest. Refreshments will be
-on sale.
Oct. 19.
B.

previous

EAST FRANKLIN.
Calvin

Springer

is ill.

John U. Hardison is working in Deblois
for Lester

Burgess.

Alfred Sargent and Loren
went to Ellsworth Saturday.

Wentworth

Miss Eva Fenton, of Sorrento, visited
Mr*. George Welch last week.
Mrs. Hattie Card Nickerson, of Sorrento,
visited her parents, Henry Card and wife,
last week.
Mrs. Seth Joy and daughter Lois spent
three days with her parents,
Nason
Springer and wife, at the Point Quarry
house.

Mrs. J. H. Patten has returned from New
where she has been visiting
her son. Dr. George Saulsbury, the past
four weeks.

Hampshire,

T. Lloyd Blaisdell, who is ill of typhoid
fever in Yakima, Wash., is
along
Rev. Harvey Lnckenbach. his
very well.
sister's husband, visits him every day.
Oct.
R.

getting"

19._
WEST SULLIVAN.

George

W. Pettingill and wife have gone
to Nebraska for the benefit of Mr. Pettinhealth.
gill’s

C. T. Hooper and wife, of Winter Harbor, were in town Sunday visiting rela-

tives and friends.

Arthur Keefe, a part owner in the Sullivan-Hancock ferry, has sold hi9 share to
John Palmer, of Hancock.

H. Wilbur, of Franklin, is with his
daughter, Mrs. F. E. Pettingill, where he
intends to stay during the winter.
A minstrel performance by home talent
Z.

"will be given at K. of P. hall Friday.
local orchestra will furnish music.

A

Oasis chapter, O. E. 8., will be inspected
by D. D. G. M. Crane, of Machias, Thursday evening, Oct. 22. A large attendance
is desired.

*5-

Brooklin

After congratulations,

occupancy.
O 1.19.

Hanna’s store.

John Cameron, after a week’s vacation,
is again driving the stage.
Alfred Stevens, of Steuben, is with hi9

sister,

Mrs. Amanda

Simpson.

Eben Smith and wife left
carriage drive to Penobscot.

Monday

Mrs. Josie Sawyer, of Steuben, is
ing her father, Forrest Dunbar.
Mrs. C. W.

Doyle

on

\

|

has returned from

an

extended visit in Massachusetts.
Miss Beatrice Johnson is spending a
vacation with her
parents, Theodore
Johnson and wife.
Mrs. Harriet Lord and daughter, Mrs.
F. P. Noyes, visited Mrs. W. E. Bragdon

who has been employed
Northeast Harbor, is spending a tew
weeks at home.

Willart^Young,

weight of which was twenty-live
pounds and six ounces, the heaviest
weighing six pounds and nine ounces.
The engagement of Ralph Ernest Hagen,

in Franklin last week.

Mr. McFarland and sister, Miss Viola
of Great Head, N. B., are the
guests of their aunt, Mrs. Simon Ilavey.

McFarlan-,
Oct. 12.

H.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Arthur White has been visiting
relatives at Backsport.
Quite a number of people from here visited Ellsworth Saturday.
Eugene Ash and wife arrived yesterday
from

Washington,

of Grafton, Mass., formerly of this town,
to Miss Marj' Blair Hamilton, of Aberdeen.
Scotland, ha* been announced. The wedding will take place Oct. 36 at Dorchester,
Mass.
Y.
Oct. 19.

D. C.

friends of Frank C. Robertson are
Many to
learn that he is again seriously

gjrievea

The

infant

wife, who

nas

Hopkins

was

new

in Bar

of Harvard
been very ill, is

son

house

Harbor

Copp

much

and

bet-

ter.

George Stafford, wife and little daughter
and

two

friends,

Mr.

Locke, of Bar Harbor,
farm

Baker and Mr.
at the Stafford

were

Sunday.

Mrs. L. W. Butler, with little daughter,
and her mother, Mrs. E. P. Somes, of
Somesville, are visiting Mrs. Ernest Leland and Mrs. Woodbury Leland.
May.
Oct. 19.

Willey

Joseph

on

business.

Mrs. Georgia Robertson, of East Sullivan, is spending a week with relatives
here.
C. Byron Tracy and family, who have
been at Port Clyde the past summer, are
home again.

j

Nathan T. Bunker and wife have moved
to Bar Harbor, where Mr. Bunker has employment for the wiuter.
Shirley Joy and wife, who have been in
town the past two weeks visiting relatives,
returned to West Sullivan, Monday.
Merton Wescott and H. G. Tracy, who
have been at work at Sutton’s island the
past season, returned home Saturday.

days

day.

played

interesting game with the local
Prospect Harbor Saturday after-

an

team at

The game was called at the close of
the thirteenth inning, with a score of
noon.

4 to 4.
The October meeting of the Hancock
county medical society was held at Winter
The memHarbor, Wednesday, Oct. 14.
bers were guests of Dr. A. E. Small,

William

spent

a

Rockland.

has moved his

family

to

of the stone cutters

leaving
employment elseare

in town

ployment.

Lin wood H. Young and wife, of Boston,
have been visiting bis father, Nelson W.
Young, the past week, before sailing for j1
where Mr. Young goes as rhauffeur for a party in Boston. His wife will
accompany him on his trip.

j

Europe,

Oct. 19.

Hoard ms n West and bride

bor for

two

*‘,k *
«

Capt. Converse Grant snd wife h,v„
turned borne from Sandy
re’
Point
Misses Annie L. Dunbsr
srd ah.
Conner have returned from
FBangor
Mrs.

William Steele leaves to n
i
a week with friends
in Hanger W
Mrs. Mary Conner is visiting hern
ter, Mrs. Augustus Coombs,
'**■
Mrs. J. E. Blodgett is vis t „„

spend

afthe ?m*h'

d^eRV*"

>"5

RiT"'M-'

merF here^has*

Si

&
home

Buck sport.

m

Mrs. Mary Wescott and
daughter
are at homo from two
pbine
wlli.iSt
*wks »uU
in Portland.
Mrs. Frances Dyer has closed
the W„
*,,d retUr"'’d *

for\he winter"

someUtime^Vport UndT?“[w

to spend
daughter, Mrs.

lUlh't
H. L. Bates.
Mrs. William G. Conner went to
s«nHr
Point the past week to visit
Vbur
W“r'
Mrs. Joseph Grant, who is
very ill
Capt. Edward C. Grindle, of PbiUH.,
phia, is visiting bis brother, ( ant Mw
Grindle, alter an absence of several
Joseph Devereux, wbo has been em
ployed since spring on the yschl MteW

he?

ye,??;

*rr

Ss"mC’

Te<1

,r"m Quincy,

*‘',k

Oct. 19.

L

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Ruth French is visiting Mrs Berth.
Lawrie.
Mrs. 8. J. Bragdon is suffering with
0

erysipelas

Alvin Wilbur snd Elwin Wilfum, ,h*
a big buck deer Saturday.
Coleman Stanley and wife, of
Brewer
are visiting his sister, Mrs
Mary Cousin.’
Mrs. Dora Abbott aud two children.
Josie and Harvard, were in Ellsworth Sib

urday.

Miss Verna Lawrie has gone to Wsl*
Mrs. Lime Jordan fori

lham to work for
few w« ks.

Mr. Dodge, proprietor ..( ihe Smuoset
house. Mouse island, is the guest of Henry
Jelltson, fora few weeks' hunting.
Everett Tracey snd wif- attended the
wedding of their niece, Edn» Lawns, to
Harold Kingman, at Easthrook. Ssturdsy

evening.

Oct. 19.

T.

aoonuwmcr.iA

HAO QUIT WORK
READY TO GIVE UP IN DESPAIR
Restored to Health By Vinol

"I was sick, run-down and finally
bad to give up
work. After trying
a number of remedies and several physicians. 1 was Just about ready to give
1 saw Vinol adup In despair.
vertised
and
decided
to
try It,
and It has done more good for
me than all other means combined. It
has built me up and
restored my
strength until I now feel twenty years
younger, and am able to attend to my
work again as usual
Job Jeavong
1036 Lind street. Wheeling, W. Va
The reason Vinol Is so successful In
such cases Is because it contains tonic
Iron
and all of the strengthening
blood-making and body-building elements of cod liver oil, but no dL
Vinol Is unexcelled as a strength
creator for old people, delicate children,
weak, run-down persons, and after
sickness—and Is the best known remedy for coughs, colds and bronchitla
We return your money if Vinol fail*
to give satisfaction.

Geo. A. Parcher, Druggist.
ELLSWORTH.

ARE VIC TIMS.

WOMEN

AND LACK OF EXERCISE
CAUSE PILES.
More women tbsn men have piles U
is because they take so little outdoor exercise and are so often con.-tijmted. l&ere
is a stair nation of blood in the lower
bowel, and no amount of cutting °r tre**'
INDOOR LIFE

with

xnent

will

remove

and

ointments

this

suppositories

cause.

Dr. Leonhardt s Hem-Koid,
tablet medicine, will

an

internaJ,

permanently

cun;

cause.
anv case of
piles, removing tbe
Fullv guarPrice, flat E. G. Moore s.
>tat»oo
Co..
Dr. Leonhardt
anteed.
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for l*>-kl t-

Advice
Chronic

•

Diseases

G.
_

!

home, the Hodgdon cottage, Wednesday I
afternoon, Rev. O. G. Barnard officiating.
MrB. Farmer, who was formerly Lorinda
Lurvey Carver, is in poor health. She has
the sympathy of inany friends in her be- I

Miss Florence E. Smith and Curtis
Young were married at the parsonage in
Mt. Desert Saturday evening, Oct. 17.
The bride is the daughter of Vertrand D.

Why

popular
scores

of friends.
O.

Oct. 19.

Savt-d HU Hoy’s Life.
three year old boy was badly constipated, had a nigh fever and was in an awful
condition. I gave him two doses of Foley's
Orino Laxative and the next morning the
fever was gone and he was entirely well.
Foley’s Orino Laxative saved his life." A.
Wolxush, Casimer, Wis. O. A. Pab' Hkk.

“My

Slftnt'ft mints.

CATARRH
VeiT
Halm

Crea.ii
Ely’squickly

absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and
protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re|| AU PrUPD
stores the Senses of 91 MT • t W tl*
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 eta., at Draggist* or by r,u»il. Ia liqui I form. 75 t'ents
.»aneu Street, New York.
illy L.uvucra,

suiter with

complaints,
eases

PLEASE
How

ANSWER:

long have you been ailing?

Is your tongue coated?
Are your bowels constipated?
Is there any pain in your back?
Do your kidneys bother?
Do you

crave

sweet

or

sour?

Do you sleep well?
Do

you eat heartily?

Have you rheumatism?
Do you take cold easily?
Have you a cough?
Is there

a dropping in your throat?
Answer all of the above questions carefully, then take another sheet o( paper
and write us fully all of the rest of
your
symptoms, and we will send you a careful
diagnoala of your case and tell you just
what to do to be cured, if curable, abso-

lutely

free.

Address

of

men

csttnU.
your kidneys,
trouble, le®*1®
di*
and wasting

stomach

rheumatism,

wife, and one of our most
young ladies. Mr. Young is well
known here. The young couple enter on
their new life with the best wishes of
and

Smith

a

R. W. Nutter and wife and Miss Georgia
Blance left thia morning for Brooklin.
John Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, was a reMrs. William
I cent guest of his sister,
Smith.
j John 8. Coombs and wife opened their
hospitable home to a dinner party Thursday. The table, prettily decorated, added
piquancy to the bountiful dinner which

Ro,t0«,

motherf^Mrs^James Ortwsy1'0

on

week’s vacation.

Oct. 12.

Farmer passed quietly away after a painful illness of more than two years duraThe funeral was heid at bis late
tion.

Spray.

n

Edward West's’

at

riverf FrldSy^ter ? yrar's «b,^°">

Nathan Smallidge and family will occupy their cottage here this winter.
Mrs. Augusta Smith, who has been employed at Northeast Harbor this summer, is home.

reception

_

visiting

Free

E.

"

hmm» Gail.

ford.

_

PRETTY MARSH.
Miss Sadie Carver is visiting at Dexter]
Smith’s.
Hollis Smith is at home from Bar Har-

liila Freeman, assistant at the postoffice, visited Mrs. Dickey, of Bangor, duringthe music festival, and is now visiting
friends in other places. Her substitute at
the office. Miss Gladys Whitmore, is tilling
the position very acceptably.
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
gave a tine sermon at the Methodist church
of the inSunday morning. The
fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Letuoine
to membership of Mrs.
and the
Edgar Robbins added interest to thi
service.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
E. F. Ray is at home from Bar Harbor.

NORTH CASTi N E.
Perkins, who ha* been very ill with
bronchitis, is improving.
Postmaster Ordwa.v i* at home from a
few days’ visit in Portland.
Miss Sar*h McKay, of Oistine, is the
guest of Mrs. Joseph Bowden.
Arthur P. Guilford and wife were in
South Penobscot Sunday to attend the
Carl

E. E. Tinker and son Earle have gone to
Northeast Harbor, where they have em-

Mrs.

Sunday morning, Oct. 11, Theodore P.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Smith is at work at Bar Har-

Bangor.

coat.

J

was

on

bor.
Mrs. R. B. McFarland has returned from

In last weeks local news 1 was a little
too previous in noting the repainting of
the K. L. Higgins house, it is Mrs. Julia
Gilley’s cottage that is repainted. The
Higgins house is now receiving its new*

_

OTTER CREEK.

George Grover, of Amherst,
last Saturday.

Monday.

on

Leander

Mason and Miss Myra
few days last week in

Miss Alta Cole has been out of school
few dayspn account of illness.

the term of school here.

Miss Stella Joy, of Winter Harbor, is
keeping hous> for J. H. ilam.uond.
John Oerri*h, of Winter Harbor, is
viriting hi 4 daughter, Mrs. A unit* unker.
Miss Leone Hanna, wb<» h is been visiting her father, ha* returned to Bar
Harbor.
Mrs. Lucy Haskins has returned to her
home in Rock port. Mass., after the summer here with her husband.
Oct 19.
H.

Friday to attend
the launching in Phippsburg of the threemasted schooner Frank ft. Wether bee,
after which he will go to bis home in

HARBOR.

reavement.
Oct. 19.

finishing

this week.

Robert Hatch left

Mrs. O. W. Cousins has been in the store
of A. L. Somes as clerk for the past three
weeks.
Mrs.
Wilson

SOUTH GOULD6BORO.
Missions Hamilton has r.*co.1 red from
her recent illness.
Mrs. Joan 8arg* ut is visiting her daugh!
ter, Mrs. H. W. Hooper.
*
Miss Ruth Staples, of Swan's Island, is

Mrs. O. A Walls has gone to Cranberry
Isles on a visit.
Melvin Foster has moved his family
hack to Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Alice Stanley and Mrs. Cora Walls
returned from Boston Saturday.
Somerville.
!
The aid society will held its annual
The Sunday school of the Methodist
business meeting next Thursday evening.
church gave a
harvest concert Sunday,
A good attendance is requested.
Oct. 11. The children performed their j
i
Mrs. Amanda Perkins, of Hall Quarry,
parts well, and everything passed off in a
and Mrs. Susan Aliev, uf Oak Point, are
creditable manner.
j
relatives and friends hire.
visiting
Oct. 17.
H.
Oct. 19.
Anon.
1
work

Hagerthy,

SOUTHWEST

Bertrand E. Clark, of liar Harbor,
spent Saturday and Suudav with Mrs. H.
L). Averill.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, of the sea coast
mission, supplied the pulpit of the Baptist church Sunday, in the absence of Rev.
A. W. Lornner.
The tenth annual
fair of Bay View'
grange was held Tuesday eve: ing. Oct. 13.
the fair was a great success in every way,
and much praise is due to the committee
for its efficient, work.
Over
was
&)
netted, wutcb will be used toward canceling the debt ou the grange hall.
Oct. 19.
R.
Mrs.

William Newbert and wife, of Appleton,
who have been guests of Richard Judkins
and wife, returned home on Tuesday.
S. P. Hatch, of Somerville, spent Saturday and Sunday with his grandparents,
Seth Hatch and wife, returning to bis

1

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. Cora Karst and little daughter Jo*
phine are at K. R. Emery’s tor a short
visit.

den.

Steamer Marjorie made a special trip from
Bar Harbor, returning after the meeting.
The following was tne program
Reading
records; regular business; paper, “Hajmo- !
Dr. A. E. Small; discussion, Drs.
Nea\ Averill. WakeBunker,
field, Higgins and Logie; social meeting.
E.
Oct. 19.

philia,”

1

Jennie Cole, of Brooklin, is at Capt. Seth
Hatch's for a short stay.
J. F. Stanley, assistant R. F. D. carrier,
has been in charge of the mails this week.
Harry Stanley is home while the steamer
Catherine is laid up for repairs in Cam-

Milbridge.
Homer Wilbur has gone to Greenfield to
work in the woods.
town, having found
McIntyre brothers are making extensive
on their house.
The “pure food low** is designed by the repairs
Mrs. George Jellison, of East Hampden,
Government to protect the public from inweek with her sister, Mrs. S.
last
jurious ingredients in both foods and drugs. spent
H. Remick.
It is beneficial both to the public and to the
A Jeweler's (experience.
Mrs. Rexford Hodgkins, who has spent
oonscientioos manufacturer. Ely's Cream the
C. R. Kluger, The Jeweler. 1060 Virginia
past two weeks with her siBter in
Balm, a successful remedy for cold in the Rockland, is home.
Ave.. Indianapolis, Ind., writes: “I was so
weak from kidney trouble that 1 could hardly
Abe.
head, nasal catarrh, hay fever, etc., containOct. 19.
walk a hundred feet. Four botrlea of Foleywi
lag no injurious drugs, meets fully the reKidney Remedy cleared my complexion, cuied
Doan's Regulets cure constipation, tone the my backache and the irregularities disapquirements of the new law, and that fact is
peared. and 1 can now attend to buainesi
prominently stated on every package. It con- stomach, stimulate the liver, promote diges- every
day, and recommend Foley's Kidney
tains none of the injurious drugs which are tion and appetite and easy passages of the ! Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me aftei
21
the doctors and other remedies had failed.—
required by the law to be mentioned on the bowels. Ask your druggist for them.
U A. Pabchkh.
cents a box.—Advt.
label. Hence you can use it safely.
Some

SOITH DEER ISLE.
Wallace Stinson is home from yachting.
Lyman Stinson has been in Bangor a lew

1

Mrs. Aldane Frazier, who has been the
guest of her parents, Chaney Sadler and
wife, at Ellsworth, returned home Satur-

MARLBORO.
Miss Inez Ford has gone to Mapletonto
teach.
SainuH

of

provided

Winter Harbor.
Eugene Urann, of East Sullivan, was a
week-end guest of his aunt. Mrs. George
Whitten.
W. P. Hewins, Capt. AI Welch and Alfred Hamilton left Monday morning od a
week’s gunning cruise.
An interesting ball game was played
here Saturday between Prospect Harbor
and Winter Harbor, in which the home
team won.
Score, 5 to 4.
N. T. Morse, Mrs J. W. Cole. Miss I, ha
Cole and Miss Bernice Over went to Cherrytield Sunday. The two young Udies
will stay two or three weeks, the guests of
Mrs. Elmer Far rep.
Capt. E. A. Over took a party to Bar
Harbor Friday.
District Superintendent
Haskell, Mrs.'George Whitten. Mrs. Josie
Blance, Miss Lelia Cole. Mrs. Harvey
New man and the Misses Over w*re in the
party.
C.
Oct 19.

baptism

built.
Mrs. W. M.
last week.

daughter

Green
The November meeting of
Pomona ia scheduled to meet
i Mountain
with Schoodic grange, of this town, NoI
vember 12.
!
All of the schools are progressing finely
under a corps of efficient teachers. The
attendance is now the largest in the history of the town.
Mrs. C. E. Smith was called to Boston
Wednesday to b* present during an operation for appendicitis upon her daughter,
Miss Myra Smith.
baseball
team
The Winter Harbor

Pebble.

TRENTON.
Mrs. Thompson Leland is ill.
Mrs. Rodney Copp is having a

TApet

Mrs. Lizzie Cook, who has been visiting
relatives at Hancock and Bar Harbor, returned home Thursday.

_

visit-

eldest

been in town this week

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Bernice Salisbury leaves tbi9 week
for Skowhegan to visit Mrs. Hervey Salisb ry.
at

e«^

Friday.

Margarette,

performed

foliage.

4iO»

McKay, is very ill of typhoid fever.
Capt. A. E. Connors, of Bar Harbor, has

HALL QUARRY.
J. H. Macomber left Friday for HardVt.
wick,
C. E. Dickens has moved his family here
from Stonington.

refreshments were served to twenty-live
relatives and friends. The bridal party
left for Bar Harber en route for Bangor,
where they will join friends and go into a
camp for two weeks. As the bride and
groom were about to enter their carriage,
they found all doors were watched by
friends who had come uninvited, armed
with rice.
Another couple in disguise
braved the bombardment, and when too
late the storming party discovered that
their rice had been extended on the wrong
couple. Mrs. Gilley is held in high esteem
by her many friends, and Mr. Gillev is
equally popular in his home town, where
he is engage! in business.
Mr. and Mrs.
Gilley are to reside at Southwest Harbor,
where a home will soon be ready for their

.\>W»

Mrs. Wallace, of Milbridge, is the guest
of E. J. Robertson and wife.

_

autumn

Count),

was

WINTER HARBOR.
Rev. Gideon Mayo returned home from

Mrs. John Mortimer and daughter. Miss
Helen, leave this week for Frankfort,
where Mr. Mortimer has employment.
Miss Genevieve Butler will go to Hallowell this week to stay with her grandmother. Mrs. Nason Criramin, who is ill.
M.
Oct. 19.

bined

EAST SULLIVAN.
Miss Rena Hooper is clerking in G. H.

id-illKMM/

employed

Mrs. L?wis Harriman went to Rockland
Friday to secure a boarding house.
Mrs. Ernest Scammons, of Stonington.
with her son Morris, is visiting her
mother, Mrs. George Ober.
The home of Capt. R. M. Norwood and
wife, of Southwest Harbor, was the scene
of a pretty wedding Wednesday evening.
Oct. 14, when their niece. Miss Mildred
Robertson, only daughter of Aaron Robertson and wife, of Hall Quarry, and Arthur
A. Gillev, of Southwest Harbor, were married.
'the ceremony was
by
Rev. O. G. Barnard, the single ring service
being used. The bride was becomingly
gowned in a princess dress of whith satin,
and carried w hite carnations. The bride
and groom were attended by Miss Geneva
Gilley, sister of the groom, attired in
white nun’s veiling, and Walter RobertThe house was
son. brother of the bride.
prettily decorated with flowers and

Mrs.
and in which line
Coombs excels. The out-of-town guests
were R. D. Guptill and wife, of Gouldsboro, and Everett Upharu and wife, of

COU NTY N E\» W

where. Rodney Ash went to Bar Harbor,
and Sidney Havey to Bangor last week.
at BanHoward Webb, who is
gor, spent Sunday with his family.

Mrs. E. V. Young expects to visit her
The Pythian Sisters entertained the daughter, Mrs. Wellington Barbour, the
week, at Foxcroft.
present
of
and
friends
JKntgbts
Pythias
Thursday
Miss Hannah Christie has gone to Fitchevening at K.‘of P. hall. A chicken sup- j
was
to be employed for the winserved
at
6
o’clock
to
Mass.,
about 100,! burg,
per
after w hich the evening was most enjoy- | ter. Her sister Jessie has gone to Philafor
the winter.
ably spent with cards and dancing.
delphia
1
Oct. 19.
Vox Populi.
E. F. Young raised four beets, the com-

a

Bartlett. The drat supper of Boroais was
held Fr day evening, and was well attended.
Mrs. Charles Allen and Mrs.
Fannie Dunbar were matrons.
Oct. 19.
H.

being painted.

in town, and
receiving attention.
Rev. Mary Macomber left Monday for a
visit among home people in Massachusetts.
There will be no service at the Methodist
church next Sunday.
Mrs. Frank P. Noyes, of West Gouldsboro, who has been the guest of W. E.
Bragdon and wife, returned home last
week accompanied by Mrs. Bragdon.
The embroidery club held recent enjoyable meetings with Miss Vida Springer
A

vicinity.

son;

the Methodist vestry is well
underway and the ladies' aid society will
serve a supper there Tuesday evening.
on

The railroad station

»*

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Helen 51. Smith left to-day to
spend the w inter in Boston.
Ethel Crowley is spending her vacation
at her home in Goulds boro.
Mrs. F. W. Rridgham will leave Tuesday for Winchester, where she will spend
the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Phillips Eaton.
At the annual business meeting of Sorosis, which was held Wednesday afternoon
at Mrs. Btimson’s, the following officers
were elected:
President, Mrs. C. A. 8tim-

Mrs. Adelaide Dunn, who has returned
from a visit at West Gouldsboro, purchased
a fine driving horse at Bar Harbor.
9 Springer’s hill, so-called, is in a state of
upheaval through the activity of State
road operators. It is much improved.
Work

cIH«*

Miss

c°

***

*
o^v

have

son

*

&*£l«*Z±***

father, James N. Dwelley, on his return tc
the aoldiers’ home Saturday.
Mra. Frank Dyer and family have moved
into the house purchased of Charles H

li acorn be r, Dwelley point road.
Mrs. Cecil Butler and infant
gone to Topeham, where Mr.
teacher of the grammar school.

in

Miss Helen Torrey is spending a few
relatives and friends in Portland and Boston.
D. W. Torrey and S. T. Lowe have Just
x>mpleted a well for Frank Howe, of
Gardner, Mass., at his cottage here.
John Adams, who has been spending
the summer at th; Island house, has returned to hia home in Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Lucy William) and little son
Francis, of West Stonington, are guests of
her grandparents, Levi Knight and wife.
Mrs. Emm* Hardy aud sister, Mrs.
Rogers, of Milton, Mass., shj have been
spending the summer at their cottage, the
Did Manse, left for home Monday.
Oct. 15
L.

.-a”

*

illness.

Dwelley accompanied

Covnty .Veirt,

seeks with

SL^tc***-.***

milliner)

rooms.

since her late

ser'e
vo**5®*^
*****
,

registered
the eighties Friday and Saturday.
Miss Mildred Wooster is employed b)
Pfceraon

«/frfiUtmnl

REACH.
Wales Shaw is suffering from lumbago.
Frank Annis arrived home from yacht*
ing last week.
Fred Eaton, who has been yachting the
past season, is home.
Miss Agnes Hansen, of Marblehead,
Mass., is the guest of Mr*. F. H. Annis.
Moody Eaton is in Bangor baying lumber for a new house which he will erect at
•
Dak Point.
James Robbins has gone to New York
cm the schooner Florence Leland, Capt.
Jeorge Holden.
Misses Carrie Gray and Nellie Haskell
ire visiting friends and relatives in Bos-

well up ii

The thermometer

Mias Annie

f

funeral of his mother. Mrss'
are

COUNTY NEWS.
Mr. Bower*, of Waltham, M»>*
jguest of Arthur Bunker and wife.
Austin McNeil and family have
into the Methodist parsonage.

COUNTY NEWS.

j

or

nervous

any

longer?

V

by let tbf*

diseases destroy your future life
0!
more u»e
pi ness? Do not waste any
*
or
call
money experimenting, but
how thousand,
us to-day and learn just
many
have been permanently cured,
doubt your own townspeop
f
do to
and who once suffered as you
and bee
We say to those who have tried
them

<

no

betrayed by those seductive, persist
to those
quacks and charlatans, or
1*1*
electric
have tried to be cured by
metb
let us show you our seientiHc
^
by us.
treatment, which is used only
in tb
has cured so many thousands
^
to )
thirty-four years. Let us explain

for the
just what we will do for you
an
accepted
have
who
ing. Thoae

«

are
our free advice to-day
more,
many
and
dlseaaes
above
the
not be cured aa well?
T, ,TC

lowed

MERROW MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
82 Cestral Strc et. Baagor, Me.

<-ur^

INSTITUTE,

NEWS.

COUNTY

Gould and Hodgkins at the home of Walter Kane, last Thursday.
He ia much im-

»ta«lwinmt*.

^

.^

proved.

bluehill.
in Bangor
w M,yo was

R. E. Conary and wife, of Lyrn, Mass.,
visiting Mr. Conary’s mother, Mrs.
Isaiah Conary. During his stay the is
extensive repairs made on her
having
bi
C.

are
on

buslneea

Jean McHow.ll baa
°t,wrEmma
Bo#ton.
5H5
‘X. Dougl«*»- o'^TVkVr
Parker.
Mrs. H.
from

re-

_

OTIS.
Misses Lyda and Lora Young are visiting their sister, Mrs. Gilbert Ltath,
at Penobscot, fora week.
Llewellyn Salisbury and wife have been
o'
W.tervisiting relatives and friends in Brewer
in
daughter, Mrs. bay,
and Bangor for several days.
D. S. Alley, of Trenton, was in town last
Nellie Douglass and Elaie Philip
home Saturday Thursday on a short business visit. He
in Caatine, wire
was a guest of James Jordan.
E. L. Grover has begun
Grindle, of Penobscot, reimprovements
Mrs. Baker on his residence. He is having laid a stone
'mv visited her sisters.
foundation
for the kitchen and will eventStubbs.
ano» and Mrs.
ually reiaint.
has gone to Flushing,
Mi., Josie Snow
Hugh Nicholson and son Norman, and
..Hi to attend the wedding of Miss Ida John
Greenan, of Boston, were in town
t Paudevin, which wUl take place Oct. 27. hunting
a few days last week.
Their luck
of the B.-G. 8. A. was
club
Chemteneso
The
excellent.
club meeting Monday evena
held
private
11
Haslam, of Waltham, was
li t 12 A musical and literary pro- a Mrs. Roscoe
guest at E. Lally’s last Saturday. Her
was rendered.
Mrs. Adelbert crosby,
daughter-in-law,
of Jam; s A.
There will be an inspection
accompanied her home.
W. K. C., by Mrs. Sarah Putnam
Horace
Salisbury and friend, of Brewer,
arternoon, Oct. 24. Mrs. Pntreturned home Sunday with a tine deer
who has beep here in that capacity
and other game from a hunting trip of
as always, be cordlwill,
former years,
several days here with Mr. Salisbury’s son
.11 v welcomed.
Willis.
18 tor her
.... r H. Osgood lelt Oct.
Miss Nancy Jordan entertained a party
Virginia. She has been of her relatives
home in "eat
from Brewer over Saturand her
her bister, Mis* Emily,
nay
night and Sunday. They were Byron
Wood, since June. Palmer
tother, Hubert
and wife. Hugh SaunderB and wife
of
age,
years
past eighty-four
and made and Mias Dot Palmer.
u™ Osgood is alert and active,
Oct. 19.
Davis.
She baa a Urge circle
im tourney alone.
and is £ver adding to the numPENOBSCOT.
L bv her cordial manner aud interesting
wishes
F. Bridges has gone to Norcross hunting.
Ion venation. She bas numberless
of usefulness and
Miss Nina Varnum spent Sunday here
lor minv more years
with her parents.
bjppincsh.
Bernard E. Varnum was in Bangor last
Oct. !»•
week on business.
BLUE HILL FALLS,
Williams. Bridges and Leslie Perkins
Mre. are in Ellsworth
sir?. Angie Pray ia at work lor
serving upon the traverse
and grand jury respectively.
Hirwe Stover, ol Bluehiil.
fir
lor
order
an
tipe,
Herman E. Perkins and wife are rei R. Conary liaa
him.
ind some are onsy cutting lor
ceiving congratulations upon the arrival
on a
of a baby boy, Friday, Oct. 16.
Bluehiil
teat
Grace
Candage
Sliss
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
lint to nor aunt, Mre. Dora Stover.
Sir, M [ill. n Webber, ut California, has church is preparing for a hallowe'en sale
iriends.
to
be held at Grange hall Oct. 29.
her
»
visiting
days
ipii.i a
Elmer Snowman and wife, of LitchB. A. Gray is at work tor E. Conary. He
field, Conn., are spending a few’ weeks
shaving water piped into bia liouBe.
with Leander Snowman and wife.
gtepbt n (. lialio aud write, whoto have
SeaEdward A. Snowman, of Springfield,
returned
week
nere,
ipenl the |*: t
who has been here on business the
b*Cn

A.
her Bister,
whose visit here bas been
v Ft'Sn
many friends, left Oct. 14.
bv
Iasi week
T. Hinckley spent

1.,1 a

‘l»

K;d

.Jlfier
''uuse*

le“her»
'Xr'harab
X

fit

r*Xid

Ranges
r“Make Cooking Easy”1

S£rfay
£

iith

Jilhough

Mends,

_

Ellsworth

County Supply Co.,

k

•

■

i-tflal XatiHo.

o»
To

al 1 persons interested in either of the estales he.cinaliei named.
nd
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day ol October, a. d. 1908.
following matters having been pre*

Mass.,

Saturd-.v.
Quite a number

wall

from this place attended
the house -warming of Mrs. Albert Howard
evening.
They presented her
Saturday
with a nice couch and some chairs.

Crumbs.

Oct. 19.

SURRY.
P. A. Conary, ot Seal Harbor,
mother recently.
Lym u Haskell, ol N.-rtbeast
visiting relatives here.

visited bis
Harbor, iB

visiting her
Ivory Anderson
mrthir, Mr-. Civ urge Uray, at West Hurry.
William Bobbins, wbo has been (ailing
in health for two years, is confined to the
is

Mrs.

house.

Mrs. Rose Sieele, of South Bluehiil, is
days with her daughter,
spending a tew
Mrs. Leslie Kane.
Fullerton
and wife, ot Roc kland,
Frank
i“it-d Mrs. Fullerton's aunt,
leeatH
Mr*. I M. Conary.
Chp: Emory McFarland had a slight
operation performed on his knee by lira.

atamiBtinmt*

“All’s

fiailtosB* ant 2uau.

Wrong”

then the stomach is out of
Oder. Food disagrees, head
is confused, bowels are sluggish, the liver torpid and the
Get your
nerves unstrung.
stomach right, and pull yourself together with a dose or
two of

Sieedam2
sm
Nature’s remedy for all those
sick conditions that affect the
digestive organs. A reliable
medicine for acute indigestion,
dyspepsia, heartburn, acid
stomach, constipation and bilious attacks. Beecham’s Pills
act promptly, and
restore
healthy tone to the organs. A
few doses, as needed, and

past two weeks, has returned home.
Mrs. Ash Clough and son John, of BlOehill, spent a few days this week with Mrs.
Clough's mother, Mrs. Almina Gray.
The many friends of Mrs. C. K. Bridges
will be glad to learn that she is steadily

gaining, though still unable to be out.
At the regular meeting of Penobscot
chapter, O. E. S Saturday evening, D. D.
G. Al. Alice tlichborn, of Stockton, inspected the chapter. Alter tbc work refreshments

pleasant

were

ana

served.

All voted

it

a

profitable meeting.

WOODLOCKE.

Oct. 19.

WEST BROOKS VILLE.
John L. Tapley has returned from a
business trip to Boston.
Charles Babbidge was in Portland last
week, visiting relatives.
Mrs. Nancy Mills is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Hattie N. Tapley.
Harvey Tapley and Brooks Cirindie are
installed in tneir
having telephones
houses.

Miss E. C. Ellison and daughter and
Miss Hattie I.. Tapley and niece are in
Bangor on extended visits.
Mrs. Miggie Blodgett will close her
house and leave for Brockton, Mass., next
Monday, to be absent one month.
Schooners Fred Emerson, Clinton, Commerce and Nelson Y. McFarland are loaded in the river, and have been waiting one
week for

a

wind to

proceed westward.

Oct. 19.

Tomson.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Dora Hanscom sprained her ankle

severely

Thursday.
Miss Alice Hinckley, of Bluehill, visited
Miss Esther Allen Saturday and Sunday.
last

Golden Rule circle had a baked bean
supper Wednesday evening.
Receipts,
about fl5.
Mrs. Eliza Herrick and daughter Jennie, of Blueuill, visited R. C. Abbott and
wife last week.

Oct. 19.

Rae.
_

Coiumeuciug, Oct. 5, 1908.

stuted lor the action
THE
is
after indicated,
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“All’s Right”

I P M I
AM
AM
8 oO v* 00
10 00,.
M
AM
Portland.; 1 201. 11 00 12 40
P M
A M
A M
PM
f
3 35
5 00
10 »i!
BANGOR.
3 41
5 IB
6 07 10 37
Brewer June.
Holden. ;B 29 10 59 74 00 J5 25
Phillips Lake. ;6 36 ;il 07 14 06 ^ 32
4 13 :-5 40
6 44 11 15
Green Ijxke.
53 11 25 J4 21
;5 49
6 02
Ellsworth Fails.
7 06 ll 40 4 31
7 13; 11 47 4 39 6 C8
FLLSWORTH.
4 45 !B 14
Wash’Kt’n June.1 7 25 11 *7
6 v2
Franklin Road.I J7 83. 12 06
6 30
J7 41, 12 15
6 :s3
7 41 12 18.
Waukeag. 8 Fy.
6 4j
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 5o
12 25
8 201.1.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
8 45; 1 15.
8 41 40
7 ^5
BAR HARBOR

00j

Nicolin.!

Hancock.j

III,

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co K K.
Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These traius connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Liue, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and. Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland, Me.

Passengers

bbexti

with

Ml IkKthH 10c. M Me.

CONFIDENCE.

—

Advt.

Banking.

We Back Up Our SUIemeut With Our

“Be Sure You’re
Ever notice what queer
mind will play?

1

Mount Desert and liluehill Division

How
or

>untL

RETURNING

Personal Reputation and Money.
Wean

positive that we can cure con*tipation, no matter how chronic it may
be, that we offer to furnish the medicine
frt* of all cost if we fail.
It is worse than useless to
attempt to
constipation with cathartic drugs,
laxatives or cathartics do much harm,
bey cause a reaction, irritate and weaken
tbe bowels and make
more

Tuesdays,

...

is what your money will
Invested m shares of the

chronic.

Besides, their use becomes a
®bit that is dangerous and often fatal,
t-onstipation is caused by weakness of
nerves and muscles of the large intes1Qe or
descending colon. To expect a
CQre y°u
must, therefore, tone up and
strengthen those organs and restore them
activities.
oe
discovery of the active principle of
evolved the labor of the
wn,.ifmedy
h
£reat®8t research chemists.
It
nottuo
of the remtdiftfSSeH ad l^e ^)e8fc qualities
known
inw-act.*ve principle of the best
DrrS?uml tonic8, and it is particularly

jbe

^Ilbitr

m

its results.

e„wanl you to try Rexall Orderlies on
They are exceedingly
fciuarantee14,16

on.

4nd 4re ideal tor children,
.'U. j’
r6ctiy °n the nerves and mosel..
,he bowels. They have a neutral
,c,‘„ other
organa or glands.
They
do ni!011
cause
inconvenience

Th«v

1

»h.itpur*e*
Bvri.ri

oo™“j'L;

any

They will poaitively care
bsbit uxl constipation and the
oi the associate or
dependent
“dments. Try Rexall Orderlies at
1'-. O.
Moore, cor. opp. postofflee.
or

ii

ing
,

First class fare. Bar Harbor to Boston, *4.25
way; #3 round trip.
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of
thiscompHLy, Is insured against lire ami marine risk.

A NEW SERIES
is

now

opeu.

Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments &nu Interest together

will amount to but little
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will
more

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. W.

f-ni
send model, sketch

i1 free report

particulars Inquire of

Kino,

^'^’''^VepiximptlyobtairriC^

cui

or

New

O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Xat’i Bank Bldg.
President.

atibntistmnUB.

Pauper Notice.
of Ellsthe
contracted with

worth to support and
HAVING
may need assistance daring

!

Subscribe for The American

|

Tel. & Tel. Co.
legal Notitre,

_

]
!

ok kOKkt'bOstRr..
Ethel D. White, or Ellsworth
4th

recorded in Hancock registry of deeds
book 437. page 285, convey*d to me. the uuder
a certain lot or parcel of land situ
ated in Ellsworth, and bounded and described
as follows, to wic
Commencing on the east
side of McKenzie street so called and at the
northwest corner bound of a lot deeded by
Isaiah Young to Rachel M. Hodgkim; thence
following said Rachel M. Hodgkins line easterly ten and one- half rods (10H») to her noithsubscriber, Herman G. Dennison, of
east corner bound; thence northerly three and
the city of Columbus, Franklin county,
thirty-two hundredths (3.32) rods to a stake i state of Ohio, hereby gives uotice that he has
and
southerly ; been duly appointed executor of the last will
for a comer; thence westerly
nine and one-half (9**») rods to the aforesaid 1 and testament of
McKenzie street; thence southerly by said JANE P. DENNISON, late of the CITY OF
hundredths
(3.32)
street three and thirty-two
COLUMBUS,
rods to the place of beginning, containing
thirty-two (32) square rods, with ihe buildings in the county of Franklin, state of Ohio.de
whereas
the
condition
thereon standing. And
ceased, no bonds being required by the terms
of said mortgage has been broken, now thereof said will.
fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
Not being a resident of the State of Maine,
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortthe subscriber has appointed Luf're B. Deasy,
Rufus Hodgkins.
whose address is Bar Harbor, town of Eden,
gage
Dated this 14th day of October, a. d. 1908.
; Hancock county, Maine, as bis agent for all
purposes specified in Revised .Statutes of
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
All persons
Maine. Chapter e£. Sec. 43.
Iu the District Court of the United States for ! having demands against the es ate of said
Maine.
the Hancock District of
deceased are desired to present the same for
)
In the matter of
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reIn Bankruptcy.
Mark C. Morrison,
quested to make payment immediately.
»
Herman G. Dennison.
Bankrupt,
Oct. 12. 1908.
To the creditors of Mark C. Morrison, of
Eden, iu the county of Hancock and district
subscriber hereby gives notice that
a
aforesaid, bankrupt:
he has been duly appointed adminis■VTOTICE is hereby given that on the 3d ; trator dejtonia non of the estate of
day of October, a. A. 1908, the said
lN|
CORDELIA
SNOW, late of Eden,
Mark C. Morrison was duly
adjudicated
and
bankrupt; and the first meeting of his I in the county of Hancock, deceased,
All percreditors will be held at my office, at 39 ! given bonds as the law directs.
Main street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 28th sons having demands against the estate of
to
present the
day of October, a. d. 1908, at 2 o’clock in said deceased are desired
and all
indebted
for settlement,
the afternoon, at which time the said creditors 1 same
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a ; thereto are requested to make payment imAlmon C. Snow.
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact I mediately.
Oct. 6, 1908.
such other business as may properly come beWilliam E. Whiting,
fore said meeting.
Referee in BankruptedSubscribe for The American
Ellsworth, Me., October 14,1808.

j

City

for those who
the next five
I
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbommxy.
house.
care

England

rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX

THE

__

directory should be consulted is
telephone numbers occasionally are

the

ILtgal Notun.

J

I

that

of Mount
Smith,
'IlfHEREAS Samuel
\\ Desert. Hancock county. Maine, by bis
mortgage deed dated the twen y filth day of
November, a. d. 1903, and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, book
403, page 49, conveyed to me, the undersigned,
Ansel L Manchester, of said Mount Desert, a
certain lot or parcel of real estate, situated in
Northeast Harbor, town of Mount Desert,
Hancock county, Maine, and bounded and described at follows, to wit:
Commencing at a stone post on the north
side of a private way of ssid Manchester;
thence north 83* east eighty-eight (88) feet to
no lb 7°
west one huna stone post; thence
dred and sixty five (166) feet to a stone post;
thence south 83° west eiirhty-pight (8i*) feet to
astouepost; thence south 7° east one hundred and sixty five (166) feet to point commenced at, and containing one-third of an
acre, with the same restrictions contained in
a certain deed from said Manchester to said
Smith bearin'* even date with said mortgage
deed; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of sail*mortgage, and give this uotice tor that purpose.
Mount Desert, Me., September 26. 1908.
Ansel L. Manchester.

1

photo of invention lor <
For Iren book, <

patentability.

why

The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company is
one link in the chain of the great “Bell System”, and in
the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Mas*
sachusetts is connected with 309,MO telephones.

I

Stfarrtiarri.nua.

Another reason
in the fact

found

If you take pains to ascertain the correct number desired,
and then pronounce it distinctly, in 999 instances out of 1000 you
will get the correct connection.

THE

K. S. .T. Morsk. Agent, Bar Harbor.

expense.

changed.

signed,

one

you wonder whether it wasn’t “1648”, or “1456”,

Such calls are not merely an annoyance but an economic
They abuse the patience of the person thus needlessly
disturbed; tiiey consume (instead of save) the time of the caller;
and tiiey burden the Telephone Company with a double operat-

and

landings.

jare

constipation

earn

gage

land.
Leave Rockland at *• 30 a m. or ou arrival oi
steamer from Boston. JVednesday and Saturday
Bluehlll, and Intermediate
lor Bar Harbor,

easily

“6248”!

waste.

mort

Boston at 5 p m, Mondays,
Thursdays and Fridays for Rock-

your

That’s one reason why telephone subscribers are asked to
ult the directory before giving a number—because this peculiar psychological trait is almost certain to lead to“ wrong number” c ills.

HaDCock county, Maine, by her
WHEREAS
deed dated the
day of February. 1907

Steamer leaves

transposing tigures

con

Pennsylvania,

of said
will and lestatneut of said deceased, may be
confirmed by said court.
Agnes O. Bhutes, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lottie A.
Hawes, administratrix, for license to sell cer
tain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
EDWARD B. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy o( the original order.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney. Register.

in

etc.”

them.

praying that the appointment
petitioner named as trustee in the last

Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor at
10 00 a na, Monday aud Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Haibnr,
BrookMn, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargenivlll
Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with
steamer lot Boston.
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 10 a tn. Mondays
ar.d Tli rsdays lor South Bluehlll, stonluatou,
West Tremont North Haveu and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

pranks

Right,

Take three numbers—1488, 1548, 8428, for example. Now
dismiss them from yunr mind for a minute and then try to recall

fro

Boston.

FOVU-TKII* SERVICE.

Torturing eczema spreads its burning area
every day. Doan's Ointment quickly stops its
spreading, instantly relieves the itching:
store.
cures it permanently. At any drug

you would command
world’s attention—

RING!

said county, deceased. A certain iustrum*nt
put poiliug to be the last will and testament
of said decease I, together with petition for !
a e thereof, and tor the appointment ol
rank L. Hodgkins, administrator with the
will annexed, the executor, Newell B. Coolidge, uaiutd in said wnl having declined the
trust, prtstn.e
by Edward E. Famhatn, one
of the heirs-at law of said deceased.
George W. Wesoo-t, late of Gouldsb ro, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
ol said deceased, toge-her with petition tor
probate tneie I. presented by James W. Wescott and Chat lutle A. Wiscott, the executors
therein named.
A. bchuyle- Crownin«hieid, late of Seal
Harbor. Mt. DeJfcrt, in said county, deceased.
A certain insti uiurut purporting to be the last
wit! ai d testament of said deceased, together
with petition for probate theieol, pre-.euted
by Mary Br«d!ord Crow in shield, the executr-x her* in uaiutd
Tooiws P. Yoik, late of Brooklin, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased
porting to le the last will and t»stament of
said d ceased, together with petition for pio
hate thereof, pie*ented by Laura A. York, the
executrix therein uaiutd.
WiLiam B. Campbell, late of Ellsworth, in
Second and final acsaid coui-tv, deceased.
Hanscom and Seth T. Campe mu. of Olive B
bell. executois. filed for settlement.
Johu H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. we'ond and fiual account
ol Walier C. Hopkius and Hattie M
Higgins,
Also
adm-nisiratcrs, filed lor Settlement.
private account of Wal»er C. Hopkins, filed
lor settlement against said estate.
Ernest J. Harrington, late ot Ellsworth, in
First and final acsaid county, deceased.
count ot FieJ L. Mason, administrator, filed
for set .lenient.
Prudence 8. Emery, late of Boston, county
of Suffolk, State of Massachusetts, deceased.
First and final a ccount of Joseph B. Simpson. trustee filed for settlement.
John J. Hopkins, late of Eden, in said county. deceased. Petition tiled by Walter C. Hopkins and Hattie M. Higgins, administrators,
that »n order be issued to distribute among
the heirs ol said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of said administrators,
upo the filing of their second and final account.
William B. Campbell, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition tiled by Olive
B. Hanscom and Seth T. Campbell, executors
of the state of said deceased, that the amount
of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate
be determined by the judge of probate.
John J. Emery, late ot Bar Harbor. Eden,
in sa d county, deceased. Petition filed by
I
Gil&rd Trust Company, of
Philadelphia,

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

fits.

ever

the

1

________

borrowed suit rarely

If

......

..

island.
Mrs. Allen Black will spend the winter
with her daughter in Washington, D. C.
Henry Gray and family will occupy her
house while she is gone.
G.
Oct.!7.
A

the sound of the “Bell.”

■

gether.
HARBORS1DE.,
• Thomas Gray and Jesse Gray are making repairs on the cottage on Holbrook
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!
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BUCKSPORT.
Frank Witham, a well-known young
man of this village, was painfully injured
while hunting partridges Thursday, receiving a charge of shot in his shoulder
and face. The accident was the result of a
shot tired at a partridge by George Higgins, who did not know Witham was anywhere near, as they were not hunting to-

The ear of the business and

|
!

of the estate of
V. CLAY, also known as ELLA ACLAY, late of BLUEHILL.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds
as
the law directs.
given
All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Forrest B. Snow.
Bluehil), Oct. 1, 1908.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held ax
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the sixth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and

trator

ELLA

eight.
\
TT appearing that the first Tuesday of NoX vember, a. d. 1908, the time for'holding
t he regular term of said court, will be election
day for the choice of I’residentai Electors,
which in accordance with Section 52, Chapter
79. tt. S., of Maine, is a court holiday,
It is hereby ordeted that said court beheld,
on Wednesday, ihe fourth day of November,
a. d. 1908. at Ellsworth, ihe regular
place for
holding the November Term of said court.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.'
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminis_

THE

trator of the estate of
CHARLES W. COOK, late of SULLIVAN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and!
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Hancock, Me.. Oct. 7,1908. Frei» R. Cook.

subscriber 4ereby gives notice that
he have been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
CATHERINE A. CONEY, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
John J. Coney.
Bar Harbor, Oct. 7, 1908.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ALVAH D. RICH, late of TREMONT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and'
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEbbh B. Class.
mediately.

THE

Tremont, Oct. 18.1908,
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For AtMitifmal

Rapid Fall
Buying.

Now For

MERCHANDISE.

FALL

hasn’t been moving fast enough on account of the warm weather of the past
few weeks. But move it must, and LOW PRICES is the lever that will do it.

M.

QALLERT.

the goods. The people want new things; be baa them. Undoubtedly he
has the best assortment of goods of a quality that wins recognition. His
of g°od« is
prices are as low as the lowest, and as low as a much inferior gradeto
defy all
sold for by other dealers. He offers good merchandise at prices
of bun, you get
competition, no matter where the same exists. If you buy
is uphe
offer*
what vou pav for in measure, weight and quality. Everything
every
to-date, and his resident buyers in New York and Boston are picking uphim
a
If
you give
new thing which is offered and adapted for his trad'.
difference
the
will
he
can
recognise
wbat
readily
chance to show you
do, you
between good merchandise and inferior goods.
He guarantees to deliver good merchandise at as low a price aa inferior
He has sold goods in this city for thirty-seven years, ana
can be brought for.
hae retained the confidence of the people.
._...
This season he has made better preparation than ever to meett be demand*
is
of hia customers. The people seem hungry for new things. M. uauen
new

things

in every

department.

Every-

Ladies’ Suits, Outside Skirts, Coats, Waists and
thing in ready-to-wear for Ladies.

His Line of Lndiee’ Baits is especially strong:
Fashion’s newest suits of Broadcloth and fine Cheviots, season's newest
models, worth from $30 to $35, St $25.
Fine Cheviot and Cloth Suits, wortn $20 to $26, at 920.
The greatest bargain of all, a Cheviot Suit in Green, Brown, Navy,
Catawba and Black, worth $20, at 915.
ladies’ Coats, the new model, at 910, 912-50 and 915.

Dress Skirts
plain Panamas, semi-sheath and plaited models,
in Black, Navy and Brown, at $5.
Wool Taffeta Dress Skirts, new gored and plaited models, at $6.50 and $7.50
The finest English Taffeta at $10.
We have also dress skirta at $2 50 and $3.50.
in

^

Waists and Petticoats.
We are better equipped than ever to show a large and varied line of Waists
and Petticoats. Our spec ialty-a tailor-made waist of striped shirting st $1.
Scotch flannel waists at $2 and $2.50.
Muslin Waists from $1 to $o.
Lace waists at $3 50 and $5.

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Sweaters.
Ladies’ Sweaters at $1,91 50, #2, 92.50. 93, 9* and 95.
We highly recommend the Sweater at $2.50 and $3, being all wool, full coat

length,

attractive and

good

value.

Dress Goods.
If there :s any department in which
partment.

we

excel, it is

our

dress

goods

de-

59-cent and “5-cent dress goods in all colors and varices materials; were
worth 75 cents n i fl.
54-inch Broadcloth, worth fl.50, at $1. 54-inch Broadcloth, worth $2 at $1.50
Panamas and wool Taffetas in all volors at $1; the fl.26 grade.

Seasonable Dry Goods.

Special prices on blankets, table linens, 1 1-4 silver gray, tan and white
blankets, worth 75 cents, at 59c.
White and gray d uble bed blankets at $1 and $1 50. White double ted
blankets at $2 and $2.50. White wool blankets at $3.50 and $5.

Wash uoods.
This requires special attention, as the prices are extremely low.
■►Arnold Scotch cloth, the 20-cent kind, at 15 centa. Domestic flannel at 5
cents, 10 cents, 12 1-2 and 15 cents.
Children's school plaids at 15 cts. Yard wide Percales at 12 1-2 eta.
Heavy shirting flannel at 10 and 12 l-2c.
Cotton Bgtting at U>c.
The very best Prints made at 6c.

Hosiery.

Onr special ofler, at 25 cents per pair for ladies, and 15 centa per pair for
Boys, Misses and Children. Try these cnce and yon will be pleased.

Women’s Knit Underwear.
Women's silk and lisle Underwear at SOcta., 7Sets., $1. Women's meMisses' Jersey Vests,
dium and heavy weight Union Suits at 50ct«. and $1.
high neck and long sleeves, medium and heavy weights, at 26c.
~

We

are

sole

agents for the celebrated Harvard and Forest Mills Under-

wear.

Yarns.
The only fall assortment of Yarns in the city.
Fieisber’s
Onr Lawrence Shetland at 10 centa a skein or *1 per pound.
Scotch, Spanish and Saxony. Colombia, Germantown, Ellsworth Woolen
Mill yarns.
Onr opening of the season of Gloves, Corsets, Belts, Neckwear and other
Novelties in large assortment at moderate prices.

Our Carpet
A store by itself,
stocks in town, then

occupying
come

to

a

us.

Department.

floor.
Look at all the other Carpet
You will And a larger stock than all the

whole

other stocks combined.
Tapestry, 9-12. at 920, worth
Special oiler in large Carpet Ruga in Brussels,
velvet and Axminster ruga at 925 and 930, being from |5 to 110 under
(25
and
Linolenma from 25 centa a
price from any other store. Floor Oilcloths reduced
from 60c. Straw matting
square yard up. Fibre matting at 40 cents,
fxcm 25 to 40 cents. Small mgs from 50 cents to 910.
—

Lace and Muslin Curtains.
Curtain Mualina by the yard, and Portieres, window kfaades and other
which art lower than yon
furnishing goods in assortment and prices
expected to And.
house

OUR SHOE STORE.
We bare a shoe
it will be
as regards bnyingand aeUing. We would
supervision.bothonce
and
have
therefore
eliminated
than
wrong,
twice
right
sooner hive shoes
a shadow of doubt about, aa to
from our shelves every shoe that there can be
We have selected only the beat workshops to
leather workmanship or shape.
as weU aa a three-dollar shoe, bat
look
shoes
One-doUar
may
shoes
our
mske
as to leather and coveredthe customer need, to have the in.ide information
at the facta. We have left nothing undone, inside and
up workmanship to get
most
that
can
be gotten for the money
,mt in making up our shoes to give the
want, to spend. The assortment of stlOES POB MEN,
the’
now in stock, i. without
WOMEN. BOYS, Ml88Eg and CHILDREN,
in any one store
question the largest to be found
are
the
Walkover
and Stetson, the
shoea
Men’s
in
Our special makes
and *4.
last a *5 shoe, the first at *8.50
The Endicott or Johnson, made by the largest manufacturers in the
world who tan their own leather, sell direct to the retailer wit bout any infrom *2 to *5.
taraedtataproflts. Their shoes range
cot at *2AO, *8, *3.50,
Special for heavy workingman’s shoes in high
cut from *1.50 to*4.
up to *5. In the ordinary
of
view
dnrabUity, from *1.50 to *8.50.
shoea for boys, with a
When we mention this
that is a shoe store in
under my personal

store

we get enthusiastic.
every sense of the word. Prom

department,

wihtr jwijra

8TON1NGTON.
Miss Mary Oid ia in Sedgwick

on

busi-

ness.

Mrs. Stephen Sellers Is visiting her
brothers in Portland.
Allen Mills left this week lor Stillwater,
Ok la., where he has employment.
Chpt. Kelly, ot the J. Frank Bsavey, is
loading stone at the John L Goan quarry.
Gapt. Jason Greenlaw, of Isles boro, is
the goeat of his brother, Gapt. W. L.
Greenlaw.
Winfield 8. Richardson has gone to Isle
su Haut, where he will be employed for

^

20._H.

DEDRAM.
Gay and Harold Burrill are in
for

a

lew

now on

curtome*

Special

Our Ladies’ Shoes.
For a high grade, there is nothing better tlian our weU-known Cross,
Burts or Patrician at (3.50.
Our specialty in a lady ’a boot or oxford, at *2.60 and *3.
Misses’ school shoes from *1 to *2.50.
Children’s shoes from 50 ets. to *1.
Misses’ and Children’s sixes.
Agent for the Educator Shoes in Boys’,
We are sole agents for the celebrated Cold Seal rubbers and rubber boots.
these rubbers for yourself and
of
using
expense by
You can save one-half
and are particularly
imiiv We also curry everything in Hood’s
Rubbers,
for rough wear.
suitable
well prepared on heavy rubber goods,
demand
coming to us this fall from
We are well prepared to meet every
want to be weU served, spend your money with us.
0U customers. If yon
We defy competition both as regards prices and quality.

M. GALLERT,

ELUJWOBTH,.MAINE.

^=5^1

_
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A VILLAGE HOME

Where Pe-ru-na Is Used As An All-Row*
Reliable Family Medicine. -*

Boston

daya.

Miss Evelyn Goodwin, ol Brewer, is
spending a few daya with relative* hen.
8. P.
Webber, J. A. McLaughlin and
Ellery Gray returned home from Corinth

Saturday.

H. P. Burrill and wife attended the
Maine State Sunday school association in
Bangor last weak.
Mrs. E. W. Burrill baa been in Btuabill
tor two weeks, making while there visile
to all granges in the vicinity in her capacity as deputy.
B.
Oct. 1*.

Mrs. C. Fred Eaton and Mrs. Della
Choate leave Monday for a visit in Boston
and Beverly, Maas.
Mrs. Scott Geyer and Mrs. Sullivan
Green, who have been visiting friends in
Boston and Lanesville, are home.
Mrs. Henry Robbins, who has bean ill all
Mrs. Ida Jennesa Moulton, the impersummer, has gone to Portland for treat- sonator gave an entertainment under the
ment at the Maine general hospital.
auspices ol New Century grange Oct. IS.
Henry Marsh, of Rockland, has moved Mr*. Moulton it very talented, and the
hia family here. Mr. Marsh ia operating allhir was successful in every way.
a locomotive for t he Benveaaa Granite to
Tbs members of New Century grange
Miss Bessie Crockett, who has been in were invited on Oct. 17 to visit Narramissic
grange, Or land, where they were royPortland the past summer, la now at home
with her parents, E. B. Crockett and wife. ally entertained. Mrs. Linnie Keyes rand
an interesting
address of welcome, to
Fred A. Tarry end Master Norman, who which
Worthy Master Col by, of New
have been on a gunning excuston to the
Cent ary | responded. An interacting liteouter islands rrtarned.on Saturday, well
rary program followed and during recess
laden with coots.
a supper was served, which for its excelSchooner Metinie is chartered to loed lence and abundance could hardly be suratone at J. C. Rodgers’ quarry at the setpassed. Narramiaaic knows how to *■>tlement, for New York. Schooner Soaao I tertain royally, and those who miaaed
M. Pickering ia loaded with granite ready : this treat have mock to
regret.
{ to mil for New York.
Oct.
Juanita chapter, O. E. 8., entertained
about forty members of Harbor View
WBBT 8TONINGTON.
chapter, of Deer lata oo Oct. 1ft. D. D.
Pearly Austin ia at borne from CharlesEdith A. Lenfesi. of Tbomaaton, mads her
ton.
[ official visit on the same evening. A supMrs. Heater Thnrston is in Ellsworth
per was served at a idnigbt.
Gapt. Chleb Sawyer, an old resident of this week.
this town, die
at Sailors Snag Harbor,
Greely Small and wife visited at the
Oct. M. Mr. Sawyer leaves three sons and Beach last week.
one
da ugh ter-Bertram, of Gtoooeaur.
Lyman Stinson, R. P. D. carrier, went to
Mam.; Fred E. and 8. Tilaen, of this Bangor Tuesday, returning Thursday.
town, snd Mrs. William Spofford, of Deer
Mrs. Guy Cleveland and children, of
Isle. The funeral services will be held st
South Deer Isle Tuesday, conducted by South Deer Iale, spent a few days last week
at J. W. Stinson’s.
Rev. J. P. Simonton.
Mrs. Herbert Small and three children
Oct. 19.
Nihil.
are spending this week with Mr. Small’s
mother, Mrs. G. F. Small.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
William Annis, of Sunset, is painting
Mrs. Nettie A. Stanley has been to Bos- and repairing the fence around the buryton on a visit.
ing ground, and making other repairs.
John B. Steele has moved to Isleaford for
Mrr. Nancy Lnnt and daughter Rena,
a tew months.
who have been spending a few daysat Mr*.
Mrs. Nancy Stanley has been to Bangor ExmGott’s, left for their home at West
Tremont last week.
on a pleasure trip.
Oct. 19.
Mum.
Ospt. S. S. Bulger has purchased the
sloop Belie end May, sod is now fishing.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Richard Stanley has sold his sloop, and
is having a larger one built in Friendship.
(.’apt. F. A. Haskell and crew arrived
Mrs. Mary 8. Stanley left last Thnrsdav home Friday night.
fora pleasure trip to Boston and GlouInteresting meetings have been held on
Little Deer Isle the past week.
cester.
F. E. Hardy is going to move his store
Or. Ober was here Sunday anB performed
an operation on
the throat of Beatrice serosa the street and enlarge it and open
a boarding-house.
Bunker.
Mrs. Cbarlena Lowe is having repairs
Mrs. Augusta Bunker has returned
from an extended visit with friends in made on her house, and will rent it to parties
from Sargeniville.
Portland.
Mrs. M. C. Gray, who has been in MalMiss Helen Dix, of Bass Harbor, bas
taken rooms at Mrs. Julia Sparling1* for den, Mass., visiting her sister, Mrs. G. W.
business purposes.
Laue, two weeks, is home.
Mrs. Sarah Bryant, of Booth Deer Isle, !
Rev. Mr. Holies bss returned from bis
\ iaiting her son, G. W. Small.
is
All are;
and
held services tbe last two
vacation,
Sundays. Rev. A. P.' McDonald preached glad to aee the dear old lady again. She is
and
smart in mind
here two weeks ago, and assisted at the fu- ninety-tour years old,
neral of
Kenneth, the five-weeks-old and body.
Oct. 19.
son of Frank Wedge and wife.
H.
Tbe new building belonging to the
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
ladies’ aid society is completed and chrisBert Grindle recently lost a boras.
tened “Ladesade
Tbe first public gat barMist Ethel Stover spent Sunday in Blueing was held in it Wednesday evening.
The proceeds, amounting to nearly (20, hill.
will go toward the fund tor the painting]
Mrs. Sarah Grindle is visiting friends in
and other necessary
repairs, on Union Bluehill.
meeting-house.
Guy Condon, of Bluebi I academy, spent
Oct. 19.
R.
Saturday and Sunday with bis parents, S.
B. Condon and wife.
EAST BROOK.
Ernest Perkins baa gone to Cornish to
Ha.ry W. Rowe preached at the ehnrch consult a specialist on rheumatism. His
Sunday. A goodly number was present.
friends hope he will get help.
Greenwood grange will present the I Oliva Grindle, who ia
attending the
drams “Bread on the Waters” Oct. 27, it
academy at Bluehill, spent Sunday with
being the seventh anniversary of the her parents, Norris Grindle and wife.
grange. Supper and dance after drama.
Oct. 19.
G.
A party from Southwest Harbor is spendNORTH BROOK LIN.
ing this week at the Geogins and Wilbur
camp. In tbeparty arc Arthur Gilley and
Leroy Flys is home from a cruise to the
bride, Henry Gray and wife and C. Morti- Grand Banks.
mer Gott and wife.
Hawley Dow and wife are receiving conSunday a horse owned by J. JR. Butler,
on the birth of a son Monday
and driven by his son Harold, waa gratulations
Eugene darter, of Bluehill, has bought
frightened by an automobile and threw the
Arvilla Frecthey house and ia moving
Harold and hia sister Mildred out of the
carriage. They were not seriously injured. in.
The Webber cottage caught Are around
There waa a pretty wedding at tbe home
of Andrew Lawrie, Saturday evening, Oct. the chimney early Sunday morning. The
17, when his daughter Edna waa married An waa extinguished without much damto Harold A. Kingman, of this place. ageHarry W. Rowe, who has preached here
Capt. Fred Hall has returned from a
tor the past four summers, and is now at- trip to Belfast in his big sloop, bringing
load
of winter supplies. His wife aca
tending college in Lewiston, arrived here
Satnrdaymorning to perform the cere- companied him on the trip.
Oct. 19.
mony. The single ring service was used.
Bun.
The wedding march was played by Mrs.
Elixsbeth Jordan, of
Waltham. Tbs
HULL’S COVE.
bridesmaid waa Mis* Vivian lawrie, cousin
Mrs. Lena Hamor ia ilL
of tbe bride, and the best man was the
Mr. and Mrs. KUlbndc left Monday for
bride’s oldest brother, Leroy Lawrie. cwlr.
and ice-cream were served after the cere- New York.
mony. There were over 100 guests. The
Miss Maria Hamor. who has been ill the
presents were many and beautiful.
past week, is out again.
Oct. 19.
G ui.
Augustus Engman has moved bis family
t
ben for the winter.
HANCOCK.
Mrs. Mark Sweet spent Sunday with bar
daughter in Holden.
MBMOftlAL IMOLmOK8.
Mrs. Malinda Brewer was called to Bar
Parnate grange, Hancock, has adopted
Harbor recently by the iUnsss of her son.
the following resolutions:
Charles Shea and wife and Alvah Pierce
Wfcsrsas, Death, the destroyer of all that and family have moved to Bar Harbor for
is mortal, has entered oar grange and taken the winter.
from oar midst one of oar charter members,
Oct. 19.
Amts.
Sarah L Wooster, therefore be it
MT. DESERT.
gseolesd, That we, as members of Pnmote
J. J. Some* to having a ptoxza added to
grange, remember the worth of her who by
portly of life and kindly generosity held hie boaee.
Mtoe Ida M. Some*, who (pent the earnplace among os, whose removal from oar
midst has left a shadow and a vacancy which mn here, returned home Honda;.
will long be realised by the members of tele
Ljrman Somee and wile an in Brewer
vtoiting their daughter. Mm. J. A.
order.
_

I*._B.

I There Art Thousand/ of Similar Hornet In
I Which Pe-m-na'h Being Used With the
I Same Excellent Results
Fountain vtlle, Ik, Ilk IS, 1MB.
S. B. Hartman, M. D.
Dear Sir: I kin barn thinking of
writing to you for soma time to tot you
know what Peruna did for me.
I am S7 year* old. I lost my health
about its or seven years ago. I Bret
bad dyspepsia and employed dUfersat
doctors.
Last year 1 injured on* of my kidneys.
I had one of the best doctors for that.
He pnt me to bad, not to move for two
weeks.

I slowly recovered, bat was so weak
and prostrated that 1 could walk but a
short distance. In fact I had to keep

quiet.

1 took several remedies, but obtained
relief, i also had catarrh In som*
form.
My wife advised roe to take Peruna,
and It Is with pleasure that I can say
that by taking one and one-half bottle
of your Peruna, it cured me and I feel
all right. I send this with atony thanks
to you, as I enjoy life again.
My wife has also been taking your
Peruna for asthma and It helps to relieve her. We keep your Peruna in
the house constantly. Again I say I
thank you for Peruna.
no

Sincerely yours,
PHILIP KRATZ.

_

Jhwifei, That this testimonial of oar sympathy be sent to the bereaved husband, a copy
sent to tee papers for publication, and a copy
inscribed on oar records.
Eeselved, That oar charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, to the memory ol
Sister Wooster.
Cuba F. Johnson.
Nkixib m. Csabtsss.
Euiabsth Oaks*,
Committee on resolutions.
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deer isle.
Miller Colby ia ill ol typhoid lever.
Prank Carman and wile are taking a
vacation ia Boaton.
Mre. W. H. Burov, ol Atlantic, waa ia
town Ibia week viaiting tvlalivee.
Oapt. Edward 8. Power, waa called home
from boaton by the eerioua lllneea ol hia
wile.
About fifty mem be re ol Harbor View
chapter, O. E. 8., viaited Juanita chapter
at EHonington, where they were finely entertained.
An excellent banquet waa
aerved, and the evening waa a moat enjoyable one.
Harbor View chapter waa largely attended Wed Deader evening at the official
viait of Miaa Edith A. Lenfeat, dietrict
deputy grand matron. The degreee were
worked on two caadidatea. Altar the
work, a fine collation waa aerved in the
new banquet hall.
The auperintending committee met Oct.
12 to tranaact n. re every buaineae. It waa
voted to begin the acfaoola Nov. 21. The
following are the teacher, aaaigned to the
common echoola:
No. L Myrtle Btinaon;
No.2 (grammar), Cleveland P. Eaton (primary), Sarah E. Pickering: No. I, Bertha
E. Baundere: No. t, Nellie 8. Haakell; No.
fi, Rilla Staple.; No. * (grammar), Malcolm
Stoddard (primary), Leon Barney; No. 7,
Harriet Baundere; No. 8, E. Gertrude
Greenlaw; 10, Helen D. Haakell; No. 12,
Lillian E. Know lion f No. 18, Clermont
Knowlton: No. 23,Gertrude B. Eaton; No.
M, Breta M. Haakell.
Oct. 19.
Kxx.
CABTINE.

Miw Alice Parker left Friday (or several
weeks’ vacation.
Will Hooper and wits are on a trip to
Eddington and vicinity.
Gas Conner returned Saturday from hia
summer’s work in New York.
t. E. Lewis and wife have gone to New
York lor several day*’ vacation.
Miss Grace Lufkin, of Bar Harbor, was
in town last week visiting friends.
F. K. Bea and family are spending a
few dgys at the Vogell camp in Orlaad.
Ctrl Wardwell returned Saturday from
a visit to hia father in Brockton, Mass.
The Wilson family dosed their eotiwp
Monday and have returned to New Yorit.
Mrs. Isaac Hutchinson returned Saturday from a visit of several weeks in Bangor.
Lethieq.
Qua Perkins, who has been working the
T. B. Borne* and wife an vieiting their
summer at Morris Heights, N. Y., ia
daughter, Mn. A. G. flaundenon, in Sum- past
mit, N. J.
Mrs- Jennie
her son, is
Mn. C. A. Bennett arrived hem Baturher pareitfli Ofphan l.WtlJsld
da; from Brewer, and to to be houeekeeper for O. Allen.
Will Johnson and mils, who have been
R»v
Oct. 1».

TOdth^'

_

EAST BLUEHILL.
Warren Yorke cam* home from Mon
Bill Batarda;.
1. R. Lincoln and wife went to Pali

m

I 4o not need
my. What

tak* cold I take Verona md tn a
ikm
Um* 1 am all right. My wife i,
ln7Z!
to asthma. She take* Perm*
„ £!
time, sad ehe hae had no need tot

tor for aome time. With
many
tor T°mr medicine, we
remain.

is*

**■»*-

Sincerely youra,

PHILIP KRAI*.

ItmatnlnwUle, Pa., April 16, um
Dr. 8. B. Hartman.
Dear Sir: W'e hare Pernna tn
the
house all the time and when we
thlik
we need It, we take It. We are
abou
alxty years old and have not called*
doctor to our place for some yean..
We go oat tn all kinds of
w-atherud
some time* when we go on a
trip**
taka Pernna along. A preventive l*
better than a cure. That has been oor
experience.
1 had poor health some years ape sad
when 1 found yonr medicine 1 hit the
right thing. We both thank yon for
your good medicine.

Sincerely ynnrs,
PHILIP KRATZ.
Witness tc Slfnaturea
1, John Donnelly, Mayor of Doylcttown, Pa., have been acquainted with

Mr. Philip Kratx for Z> year*. I know
him to be an honorable and useful cutsen.
Ponntalnville, Pa., Wov. •, IMS.
He, In my presence, signed the
above statements concerning Perm*,
Dr. 8. B. Hartman.
Dear Sir: I have good health now and which 1 have every reason to believeyour valuable medicine gave me good are true in all particulars.
aiannp. > JOHN Don .nelly, Em,
health. I have had no doctor for som*

1

We offer 100 pieces of the very best grade of outing flannels, better than
any other outing flannel kept by any other dealer, at lO cents.
25-cent figured Eiderdown, made expressly
for Bath Robes and Kimonos, at $15c.

Women’s and Children’s

torn

the aatnmn.

has

showing

Om*ty Ntrro,

VMnttMwnta.

basket* emv, 106 bushels oats being
mined by bias this year.
A party consisting of H. McFarland and
wile and J. Milton Allen and wile, of
Northeast Harbor, and Berkley L. V.
Allan, el Her Harbor, wss m town Monday night bound tor Great Pond bunting.
Oct.

iMekfSnJWith

ssarti'jug&s*
‘asrvK
jpissnsssmi
several weeks, has returned hems.
-

married to Newell M Hunker at the
bride'* horn*.
The cereu..
<>■ perf inned at > o'colck by Rev. (iideon Msyo,
»f Winter Harbor. The bride was attended
by her daughter, Mias Edna. aim thefroon
by Osrl Bickford. The room w aa prettily I
decorated with potted plant a, an.nma
lea ye. and red berries
After tne ceremony, ice cream and cake were served.
The couple
recipient- of :i mny prettf I
gifta. The gnasta were CV< 1 Uoosebtook
>nd wife, r. D. Ashe arul wife, E. M.
Stevena and wife, F. P. Novcs and wilt,
B. F. Leighton and wife. Miss Doris
Leighton, Mile Hath ie.-tht ■'>, Joseph
Sargent usd wife, Mise Sybil Bunker, Mas
Clara Banker.
The out-of-town gnestn
were Mrs. John Hatchings, i'r -wet Harbor; Jooepb Bickford and w ife. Mrs. Gideon Mayo and Carl Bickford, of Winter
Harbor.
Raymond Apollorinbase!. dbisbungalow on Taft’* point and led with nk
family for tbeir borne in Medford, Maw.
Oct.
<r

1»._I*

SEDGWICK.
Carlton Day, who baa been employed It
Bar Harbor, la bom*.
Mr*. K. W. Emeraon has gone to Portland ca rwest* for Waahington. D. C.
Hillside circle will have a sale and toppar at lb* town bonae Tuesday evening.
H. J. Byaid baa gone to Boston to renew
bis commotion with the Kobey, trench U.

Quit* a number from tbi* town attended
the harvest sapper at Brooklin last week
Samuel Hasen, who stepped on snail
which pierced hie foot, has nearly recovKOde
Curia A. P. Adams, who accompanied
her father home, returned to Haverhill last
wmk.
their
J. H. Hooper and wife have dosed t*»
booee at Haven, and are again at
W. H. Robbins ia home for the winter.
Miaa Hattie BuaseU, of Boston, is visitia*

MMa*jodHb

fro®

Cole baa rdnined
«
BlaahUL where she baa been employna
the Pendleton bonne.
.tore.
store,
<
urr.er
the
R. C. Omni baa moved
which b* purchased a abort time ago,
lot naar Ua laUser's reaideuce
Get,

it.___3THK FIBB LOSS

ptWjWJJ

in tbe United State. i* over
•nnnellT. The eroouit paid for Uqoor

38S3£w",o‘*«^
Inetit.U in Portlnnd. Mnine.

_

aWwnianirniB

Create

a

Hearty

Saturday an exciting geese of football
River, Mon., Honda;.
was played between the Rockland
high
Harlan Long, who hoe been in Bangor * aadOuUne fraternity. Boon 3-0in favor
few weeka, returned home Batarda;.
of Destine.
day.
Arthur Aehwortb, while playing boll
A. Lincoln Kirk will give his monologue
Miss Isabel Jordan and Miss Mary
Saturday, broke hie arm above *the elbow, entertainment at Emerson ball rifle j
Curtis wen in Bangor Saturday.
the bell.
Bound Pond. Me., *9“*
pitching
evening Oct. 28, under the auspice* of
Boeeoe Haslem and niece, Miss Ones
David Crankehayr, of Hantavilto, Ont., Chatine fraternity.
1
'■ -Po» Mooral
Haslem, visited friends in Brewer last vtoited hie
jai'‘eecW
I
uncle, John Chorale;, laet
Oct 19.
week.
G.
%. F.' Atwood’, litter, and
week. He will mil Oct. 3 for New Oeetle«
to
Mini Flora Wilbur, of East brook, was on-the-Tyue, England.
anyone
nad tham
lo« J
For
WEST GOULDSBOBO.
-Jed.
the guest of Mrs. Ida Jordan several days
WALTHAM.

Alfred Hardison shot

a

fine moose Fri-

Appetite

rec£,

BROOKSV1LLE.

Mrs.

Adelaide Dunn visited hat

son,*
Almon Jellioon and wife, of Ellsworth
Mn- Charlea Yoang, who hoe been Carroll J. Oman, list desk.
Falls, wen gueeta of Mrs. Mary flaalam quite ill, to much batter.
and Elmar RoUe shot two
Irving
Young
over Sunday.
A eon wee born to L O. Fowler and dear last weak.
Mr. Butler’s singing class will gin Ms wife Oct. IS.
Mrs. Hdsa Smith, who has been in
[Clarence Billing* ]
concert and pie sociable at Fox’s ball FriL. H. Billing* moved hi* houaehold Maplewood, Maas., two weeks, ia boms.
day evening, Oct. 23.
from Booth Brookavilla into hit
J. A. Shaw and wits left Monday moraThen was a “huskin’ bn” at Milton good*
new houa* Monday.
fw
Haslem’e Tuesday evening, which was enHnrarhpr, to visit their daughter,
Mrs.
Elliott N. Reason.
O.
M.
Mn.
and
Mn.
Gny
PreetonDuffy
joyed by young and old. Mr. Hostess is of Booth Brookeville,
wen gueet* of Mn
wedding was solemnised SatWO
bushels
Pretty
an up-to-date farmer,
potatoes,
4
urday evening, when Mrs. Ada Bunker
300 bushels turnips, 60 bushels beets, 300 L. C. Robert* one da; thto week.

•PPoth. (tar

SSof’lifc;.
their specific

re.te
action

W

le-u
on

F. Atwood s B
prguu
andI
the senaation ol fullness
resto
cleanse the bowels. w>d
petite. 35c. at druggists.

remo*e

ressio.i

°Ppthc

v-

